
1.  Ashanti Stool 
 Akan people, Ghana.     
 14”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Wide curved seat is supported by a central cylindrical support with openwork dia-
mond pattern, and four surrounding rectangular supports on a stepped platform. 
The corner supports with geometric engraved pattern and zigzag edge, though some 
have lost edge detail. Carved from single piece of wood. Gray-brown layered patina 
with heavily encrusted deposits. Eroded area on top of seat but still sturdy, section 
of seat repaired. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:00 A.M. 

2.  Chokwe Mask 
 Angola.     
 6-5/8”H. 
 Collection of Dr. Herbert J. Kayden and Dr. Gabrielle Reem Kayden, acquired 
1960s - 70s. 
 Small fi ne compact crest mask of deeply hollowed form, with crosshatched coiff ure, 
low hairline, rounded face with encircled bulging bean shape eyes, wedge nose, 
and small mouth. Rich dark brown patina showing good age and handling; light 
weathered surface. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:02 A.M.

3.  Bell and Three Brass Flasks 
 Ashanti, Ghana.     
 4” to 5”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Tallest is conical bell with clapper, intact. Three smaller containers with concentric 
linear and dot pattern, smallest with disc body. Hanging hooks on side of each. 
Repair in base of one, hole and break in side of smallest. Yellow-brown to warm 
brown patina. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:04 A.M.

4.  Tall Mossi Mask with Horns 
 Burkina Faso.     
 40-3/4”H. 
 Collected in Bobodiolasso, Burkina Faso in 1972, by Marshall Mount. Gifted to his 
son Christopher. 
 Deeply carved mask with open triangular eyeholes, serrated central ridge, incised 
triangular pattern surrounding sides, and supporting long superstructure with horns 
in front and rectangular panel in back. Panel engraved and painted on front and back 
with geometric patterns and horn fi nial at top. Tan-brown patina with red-brown, 
black, and white pigmented detail. Age crack in back. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:06 A.M.



5.  Abstract Horn 
 Burkina Faso     
 36-1/2”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Very tall hollow horn, slightly tapering at top, surmounted with abstract ovoid head 
and long neck, and squared blow hole just below neck. Small fi nger hole in side. 
Dark brown patina with deposits. Shard lost on bottom. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:08 A.M.

6.  Large Fine Bobo Mask 
 Burkina Faso.     
 30”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Impressive large mask, with forward projecting antelope horns rising from the top 
of the long dramatically tapered face, and a central openwork ridge running along 
the top of the rounded head down to lower face. Small squared mouth above the 
chin. The surface was once painted with geometric pattern, now traces of red, black 
and white pigment. Native metal repair on the ridge above head, surface erosion, 
age cracks. Matte patina with some deposits. 
Est.  $3,000-$3,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:10 A.M.

7.  Very Large Cameroon Mask with Leopard 
 Cameroon.     
 19”H. 
 Ex. Frank Friedman collection, NY. 
 Over-sized, carved wood mask in the form of of a humanoid/animal with huge 
toothy grin on open mouth, relief nose and eyes beneath a heavy brow. Upper lip 
and area beneath nose decorated with bold incised linear detail, small ears at the 
sides and an integrally carved leopard lying prone across the crown. A few age 
cracks, some wear and a good old patina. Custom mount. 
Est.  $6,000-$9,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:12 A.M.

8.  Kulango Maternity Figure 
 Cote d Ivoire.     
 16-1/2”H. 
 Caroline and Marshall Mount Collection, NJ. 
 Large boldly carved fi gure of a female seated with two diminutive fi gures on each 
knee, identically carved, with one hand on each of the mothers projecting breasts. 
She bears a large head with bulging eyes, long linear nose, and pursed lips with red 
and white painted detail. Her body is adorned with tiny rows of beads, remnants of 
red fabric loincloth, and traces of dot pattern in blue, red, and white, and blue pig-
ment on breasts. Left foot lost. Rare. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:14 A.M.



9.  Akan Funerary Head 
 Ghana.     
 6-3/4”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Head of an ancestor curved at sharp angle, with slightly fl attened circular face, 
small relief cowry shell shape eyes, relief nose, and small mouth. Grooved neck, 
small node at base, perforated ears and top of coiff ure for adornment. Brown-black 
patina with some deposits. Custom mount. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:16 A.M.

10.  Ashanti Bronze Cuff s 
 Ghana.     
 6” x 4-3/8” & 6-1/4” x 4-5/8”. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Large lost wax cast cuff s of c-shape form with fi ne threaded pattern, one with relief 
geometric icon of braided and semicircular forms at center of cuff ; lightly crushed 
on top of cuff . Other with raised dot formation, casting fl aws. Encrusted aged patina. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:18 A.M.

11.  Baule Heddle Pulleys (2) 
 Ivory Coast.     
 5-1/2” & 7-3/4”H. 
 Ex. Alan R. Sawyer Collection, acquired from Brigitte Menzel, 1970. 
 Two weaving tools, taller is carved in form of a fi gure, purportedly Gbekre Monkey 
God, with oval face, t-shaped relief nose and a grooved coiff ure. Well worn dark 
brown smooth patina with deposits. Left hand lost. Smaller of short thick form, with 
detailed crest coiff ure, faceted thick neck, and pattern panel on front. Dark brown 
patina with deposits. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:20 A.M.

12.  Senufo Female Figure 
 Ivory Coast.     
 21”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Seated fi gure of an ancestor with hair in thin crest extending to plait at back of head, 
angular bent shoulders, arms and knees, and prominent pointed breasts.  Edge of 
base lost, some loss from insect wear, surface abrasions. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:22 A.M.



13.  Baule or Yaure Mask 
 Ivory Coast.     
 12-1/8”H. 
 Collection of Dr. Herbert J. Kayden and Dr. Gabrielle Reem Kayden, acquired 
1960s - 70s. 
 Elegant female of ovoid form with a headdress rising from behind of four parallel 
curved horns. The demure face with downcast narrow eyes, slender straight nose, 
short notched beard line around face, and grooved curvilinear hairline on broad 
forehead. Nick on nose, one horn chipped. Medium warm brown patina. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:24 A.M.

14.  Senufo Female Figure 
 Ivory Coast.     
 10-1/8”H. 
 Collection of Dr. Herbert J. Kayden and Dr. Gabrielle Reem Kayden, acquired 
1960s - 70s. 
 Of straight linear form, standing with hands framing abdomen with raised navel, 
indicating the ancestral lineage, above rises a long torso with projecting breasts, and 
head with multiple plaits at sides and back of head, and a curved horn on top. Dark 
brown smooth patina, light deposits in carving. 
Est.  $1,000-$2,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:26 A.M.

15.  Tall Baule Male Figure 
 Ivory Coast.     
 21”H. 
 Estate of Emily A. Wingert; collection of Emily A. and Paul S. Wingert, Montclair, 
NJ,  1950s - early 1980s. 
 Colonial carving of a slender male fi gure wearing shoes; the ovoid face framed by 
thin noded beard, and domed cap with zigzag hairline beneath. High relief scari-
fi cation on back of neck. Long age crack on back, losses to bottom of feet, minor 
wormwear on legs. Smooth variegated light brown to dark brown polished patina. 
Custom base. 
Est.  $4,000-$6,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:28 A.M.

16.  Baule Gong & Beater (2) 
 Ivory Coast.     
 Both 9-3/4”Ht. (25cm) 
 Private Belgian collection. 
 Gong striker adorned with bush cow mask having curved horns, rectangular jaws, 
relief facial features, projecting from U-shaped playing surface, with geometric pat-
tern along one side. Together with a wrought iron gong, both with coiled suspension 
hooks. Losses to horn on bush cow, surface wear on both, medium brown smooth 
patina on striker. Both custom mounted. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:30 A.M.



17.  Senufo Harp Instrument 
 Ivory Coast.     
 45-1/4”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Large musical instrument, very large hemispherical gourd covered with cream col-
ored stretched hide, thick cylindrical shaft through gourd, forming neck with vinyl 
cords stretched along length, and supporting sinew cords around neck. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:32 A.M.

18.  Ivory Coast Scoops (3) 
 Ivory Coast.     
 15-1/2” to 18-1/2”L. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Dan feast spoon of long ovoid form, with short handle carved with an ancestor 
head, having triangular nose and ringed neck. Plus two utilitarian wood carved feast 
spoons of long form and simple carved handles. Some light loss at edges. Dark 
brown patina, weathered. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:34 A.M.

19.  Dan Poro Mask with Beard 
 Ivory Coast/Guinea.     
 17”H. with beard. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 “Gagon”, anthropomorphic male mask covering upper half of face, of large ovoid 
form with prominent sharp nose, black animal fur attached to base of nose, large 
round eyeholes with white metal rim, and framed by relief curved brows. Top of 
forehead abraded, pigment lost. Dark black patina with deposits, interior with old 
rough brown patina. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:36 A.M.

20.  Anyi-Sanwi “Mma” Black Clay Head 
 Krinjabo region, Ghana.     
 8-1/4”H. 
 Collection of Dr. Herbert J. Kayden and Dr. Gabrielle Reem Kayden, ex. Helena 
Rubinstein collection. 
 Commemorative solid head of fi red terracotta of elongated form with swollen 
grooved eyes, relief scarifi cation nodes on forehead and cheeks, curved ear lobes, 
and horizontal lips. Grooved neck with scarifi cation nodes along back, and distinc-
tive coiff ure with concentric notched crowns around multiple-lobed fi nial. Black-
ened surface, matte patina with encrusted deposits. A 1” loss at front of coiff ure and 
fi nial. Custom base. The heads were modeled as a resting place for the soul, and a 
portrait of the deceased, the various hairstyles expressed the social position of the 
subject. 
Est.  $5,000-$8,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:38 A.M.



21.  Dan Mask with Hair 
 Liberia/ Ivory Coast.     
 9-1/4”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Delicate mask of hollowed oval form with high forehead above narrow slit eyes, 
slender nose with nostrils, open diamond-shaped lips, and softly rounded cheek-
bones. A fi ne braided fi ber hairdo is still attached along the top of the mask with 
coiled braids on the sides. Medium brown matte patina with encrusted deposits, 
diff erent wear areas on interior, and light nicks on rim with smooth patina. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:40 A.M.

22.  Large Bassa Mask 
 Liberia/Ivory Coast.     
 14-3/4”H. 
 Collected by Marshall Mount in Abidjan, Cote DIvoire in 1968. Gifted to his son 
Christopher. 
 Larger than lifesize mask of concave form, the large sloping forehead lined with 
cowry shells, and the lower section of the face lined with green fabric border. Small 
perforated eyes, wide nose, and thick lips express the idealized face. Thick encrusted 
deposits front and back overall, some cowry shells lost, worm wear losses to face. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:42 A.M.

23.  Dan Face Mask 
 Liberia/Ivory Coast.     
 8-1/2”H. 
 Collection of Norma Boggiano, acquired 1960s-70s, NYC., by descent to her 
family. 
 Lifesize ovoid mask with high rounded forehead, high arched brows, open slit eyes, 
delicate nose, and open lips. Losses to rim, pressure crack on right side, minor repair 
on top of rim. Rough dark patina. Custom base. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:44 A.M.

24.  Bamana Figure 
 Mali.     
 11-3/8”H. 
 Ex. estate of Merrell and Doris Rief, originally sold for the benefi t of The Baltimore 
Museum of Art. 
 Standing male fi gure with thick broad shoulders extending to elongated arms, fram-
ing straight torso. Narrow head with simple abstract features, small cavity in top 
possibly for empowerment. Dark chocolate brown patina. Age cracks. Wood block 
base 
Est.  $600-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:46 A.M.



25.  Bozo Puppet 
 Mali.     
 22”H. 
 Ex. estate of Merrell and Doris Rief, originally sold for the benefi t of The Baltimore 
Museum of Art. Ex. William Wright Gallery, 1991. 
 Carved wood animal head, probably of a hyena, with long snout painted with red, 
black, and cream details, curved erect ears, short crest, and inlaid eyes, now lost. 
The articulated jaw, with upper and lower pointed teeth, is secured with leather 
strips. Traces of native cloth still attached. Handle and dancer would have been 
covered by cloth costume. The hyena represents one of the oldest and most com-
plex characters in the Sogo bo masquerades, the traditional performances of the 
Segou region. cf. “Sogo Bo: The Animals Come Forth. Malian Puppets and Masks 
from the Collection of Mary Sue and Paul Rosen”, The African Art Museum of the 
S.M.A. Fathers, Tenafl y, N.J. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:48 A.M.

 26. Marka “Kore” Mask 
 Mali.     
 15-1/2”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Elongated hardwood mask with hammered metal sheet overlay on face, long nose 
ridge, and across forehead. A metal sheet wrapped fringe, hangs in front of nose, 
and tripartite horns emerge from tall forehead. Dark brown patina. Age crack in top 
of head. Along the Niger, these masks used by Marka in ceremonies associated with 
fi shing and agriculture. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:50 A.M.

27.  Dogon Millet Grinder 
 Mali.     
 18-1/2”H. 
 Acquired at Plaza Art Galleries, NYC., sale 6079, Nov. 11, 1976, lot #20; ex. 
Malochette collection. 
 Hardwood carving of a lanky female with knees bent grasping long pestle in front 
of her, with cylindrical mortar. She is modeled with long torso, small protruding 
breasts, slender head with crest-like cap, and cowry shell shaped eyes. Age crack 
partially repaired on face, age crack in mortar and right leg. Gray brown patina with 
deposits. 
Est.  $3,000-$5,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:52 A.M.

28.  Dogon Kanaga Mask 
 Mali.     
 39”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Abstract mask with bold geometric form, angular crest above rectangular face with 
projecting nasal ridge, open square eyeholes, and pointed ears on sides of head. 
Superstructure rises above with two cross planks, and a net headdress still attached 
in back. Painted with gray-black and white pigments. Dark weathered patina, shows 
some good age and use. Minor loss on the superstructure, age cracks. Dance mask, 
represents “kommolo tebu”, a bird of mythical origin story. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:54 A.M.



29.  Ntomo Mask with Cowry Shells 
 Mali.     
 25-1/4”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Long slender mask of the Ntomo society, with four long projecting horns with 
crosshatched detail or lined with cowry shells. A serpent or mammal head emerges 
from top adorned with cowry shells and colorful seed beads, the long face bears 
rounded forehead with incised scarifi cation, long ridge nose below is fl anked by 
open eyes, and cowry shells line the border of the face. One horn separated, (reat-
tached, for the photos), animal head reattached, some cowry shells lost, with only 
resin remaining, some insect degradation. Ntomo society seeks to educate uncir-
cumcised youth, the horns on the masks worn by the members, represented the level 
of knowledge of a person. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:56 A.M.

30.  Yoruba Altar Shrine 
 Nigeria.     
 9”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 “Ile Ori” or a house of the head, pyramidal sculpture of layered dense fabric fi lled 
with empowering material, and covered with layers of cowry shells, indications of 
wealth and status. A crown of fabric spheres lay above cowry shells, and four tri-
angular panels of geometric fabric line corners. Slightly crushed, some fabric tears, 
light deposits. The “ile ori” honors the inner spiritual essence of the owner. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 10:58 A.M.

31.  Four Brass Cuff s 
 Probably Ashanti, Ghana.     
 6-3/8”, 6-1/8”, 4-1/2” & 3-7/8”L. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Unmatched cast brass cuff s, two with mid-section ridge, and relief bands of concen-
tric circles, braided, and curvilinear patterns. The longer cuff s of c-shape form with 
repeating semicircular patterns. Crack at edge of tall cuff , two small casting fl aws in 
shorter cuff s. Dark brown patina, some encrusted deposits on interior. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:00 A.M.

32.  Two Pairs of Bronze Cuff s 
 Probably Ashanti, Ghana.     
 7-3/4”L. & 6-15/16”L. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Two matching pairs of bronze cuff s of conical form, each open on one side, with 
grooved surface. Both pairs have fi nely detailed borders of braided and coiled cir-
cles, and tiny coiled circles at top of bottom of cuff s. Shorter pair slightly crushed 
with crack radiating from edge, details weathered. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:02 A.M.



33.  Bronze/Brass Cuff s (4) 
 Probably Ashanti, Ghana.     
 6”, 6”, 5” & 5”. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Two pairs of cuff s, with grooved outer surface, framed by semicircular relief motifs; 
taller set of more slender form, cracks extending from edge. Shorter pair with 1” 
radiating crack; areas of red patina, dark deposits. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:04 A.M.

34.  Bronze Bracelets (6) 
 Probably Ashanti, Ghana.     
 3” - 3-1/2”D. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 All of similar form with fl attened rectangular terminals bearing relief geometric 
pattern with relief central node, and grooved twisting pattern around bracelet. Some 
encrustation. Dark bronze patina. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:06 A.M.

35.  Ntomo Mask 
 Segou region, Mali.     
 22”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Mask from the Ntomo society with anthropomorphic face with distinctive Segou 
style rounded cheeks, long ridge nose, small eyeholes, and projecting comb of fi ve 
horns behind head. Probably once had an antelope head in front, but now only the 
neck is extant. Quite weathered from worm wear, losses around mouth. Dark brown 
patina. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:18 A.M.

36.  Brass Lidded Container 
 Senufo, Ivory Coast.     
 13-1/4”H. 
 Collection of Norma Boggiano, acquired 1960s-70s, NYC., by descent to her 
family. 
 Footed vase with hinged lid, surmounted by a horse and rider, the body and lid 
adorned with bands of curvilinear and semicircular relief detail. Warm bronze pa-
tina with dark black oxidized areas and deposits. Native repaired side; nicked foot. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:20 A.M.



37.  Ewe Dolls (3) 
 Togo.     
 7-1/2” to 8”H. each. 
 Private California Estate collection. 
 Male and female fi gures, possibly twins, and a male fi gure, each carved with short 
hair, bulging eyes, fl eshy neck, and black painted details. Twins are of older vintage 
with light wear and smooth handled patina. Other male has gouge in leg. Mounted 
together with putty on a custom base. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:22 A.M.

38.  Large Mossi Wooden Whistle 
 Burkina Faso.     
 17”H. 
 Collection of Dr. Herbert J. Kayden and Dr. Gabrielle Reem Kayden, acquired 
1960s - 70s. 
 Fine old whistle with crescentic mouthpiece, bulging upper form, mid-section 
wrapped with leather and covering suspension hole, the lower section tapering to 
an angled foot. Dark brown patina layered with blackened deposits. Custom base. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:24 A.M.

39.  Large Mossi Wooden Whistle 
 Burkina Faso.     
 10-1/4”H. 
 Collection of Dr. Herbert J. Kayden and Dr. Gabrielle Reem Kayden, acquired 
1960s - 70s. 
 Triangular mouthpiece, cross section with playing holes at sides, base with perfora-
tions at sides for attachment, and jagged bands adorn body. Medium brown patina, 
some areas of weathered surface; shows use and age. Custom base. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:26 A.M.

40.  Mossi Large Wooden Flute or Whistle 
 Burkina Faso.     
 11-1/2”H. 
 Collection of Dr. Herbert J. Kayden and Dr. Gabrielle Reem Kayden, acquired 
1960s - 70s. 
 Geometric pattern in relief below rounded mouthpiece, playing hole on side, and 
base with trapezoidal tapered end and cross hatch detail. Dark red-brown polished 
patina with traces of red pigment and deposits. Custom base. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:28 A.M.



41.  Two Mossi Abstract Dolls 
 Burkina Faso.     
 13-1/4” & 11”H. 
 Private NYC and Tel Aviv collection, acquired 25 years ago. 
 Both of strong geometric forms, the larger with narrow compressed head, incised 
line of hair, long neck, pointed breasts, and swollen abdomen. Wormwear on side 
of breast, hairline cracks. Dark brown smooth patina. The shorter with semicircular 
head, projecting ears on sides, and torso of linear form. Both with incised patterns. 
Red brown smooth patina. Each on custom base. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:30 A.M.

42.  Two Large Mossi Wooden Flutes 
 Burkina Faso.     
 10-3/4” & 12-3/4”H. 
 Private NYC and Tel Aviv collection, acquired 25 years ago. 
 Larger whistle with triangular open arms having fi nger holes on sides, incised geo-
metric pattern, and triangular mouthpiece. The body wrapped with hide and string. 
Variegated black and brown smooth patina from much use. Together with long slen-
der whistle having lovely red-brown smooth polished patina from much use and 
handling. Both on custom base. They are used to accompany dancers or by hunters 
to send signals. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:32 A.M.

43.  Two Mossi Medium Sized Wooden Flutes 
 Burkina Faso.     
 9-7/8” & 6-3/4”H. 
 Private NYC and Tel Aviv collection, acquired 25 years ago. 
 Both are carved with a mouthpiece in a triangular frame on top, angular arms at 
sides with playing holes on the shoulders, and long body slightly splayed at the 
base, and openings at sides. Taller whistle with red-brown patina, and some surface 
abrasion; the shorter with dark brown smooth patina. Both show much use and age. 
Each on custom base. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:34 A.M.

44.  Large Lobi Female Figure 
 Burkina Faso.     
 39-1/4”H. 
 NJ collection, ex. collection of Herb Levine, NYC., acquired 1980s from David 
Olenick Fine Art. 
 Slender “bateba” rising from narrow compressed legs, the long torso with round-
ed abdomen and the angular breasts are covered with linear incised scarifi cation. 
She bears a strong demeanor with downcast eyes beneath overhanging forehead, 
puckered lips, and hair in raised sagittal crest. Encrusted deposits overall, few age 
cracks, tip of feet lost. Custom base. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:36 A.M.



45.  Bamun Chief Collar 
 Cameroon.     
 12-3/4” diam. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Prestige collar threaded with fourteen separate lost-wax cast heads having large 
rimmed eyes, projecting thick nose, extended ears, and topped with a headdress of 
a high status Bamun. Some loss on chin of some heads. The collar would have been 
part of the collection of a ruler or noble. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:38 A.M.

46.  Bamun Watercolor Painting “Sultan Njoya and His Court” 
 Cameroon.     
 19-1/2” x 24-3/4” 
 The Estate of Irwin and Ceci Smiley. Acquired at Christies NY, November 13, 1985. 
Exhibited: “Afrikanische Kunst”, Munich, 1976. Published: Schadler, 1975, p. 199. 
pl. 69; Strause, 1985 Vol II, p. 474; Schadler, 1986, pl. 113 
 Depicting Sultan Njoya dressed in regal attire, seated upon a throne and footstool 
with openwork spider supports, smoking a large pipe held by an attendant. A beaded 
calabash, drinking horn and a double gong upon the mat before him, further atten-
dants behind him and along sides, and in background the roofs of huts and tops of 
the palace compound (almost certainly at Foumban), signed lower right in Bamum 
script, the border painted with various geometric motifs. Losses at edges, some 
light foxing. Framed in non-archival glass frame. “There are, however, but a few 
water colours of Sultan Njoya, whose invention of an alphabet for his tribes lan-
guage is commemorated in the lower right hands side of the picture exhibited here.” 
Schadler, K., “Afrikanische Kunst; African Art” p. 142. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:40 A.M.

47.  Reliquary Figure 
 Congo DR.     
 20”H. 
 Private California Estate collection. 
 Cloth fi gure or “muzidi” with thick torso formed by a fi ber structure and wrapped 
with layers of various woven and knit textile. Facial details also modeled of leather 
and fabric. Long extensions of fabric, and triangular attachments on back, and metal 
strips around ankles. Some areas brittle and torn with areas of tattering. “Muzidi” 
contained relics of the deceased and functioned as a contact between ancestors and 
living. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:42 A.M.

48.  Pair of Tall Standing Iron Figures 
 Dogon, Mali.     
 15-1/4” & 16-1/8”H. 
 Private NYC and Tel Aviv collection, acquired 25 years ago. 
 Elongated, free-standing, wrought iron fi gures, the male with sloped headdress, and 
the female with two long plaits at sides of head. Both stand with arms haging at 
sides, fl attened palms either facing torso, or facing upward. Layered patina with 
encrusted deposits. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:44 A.M.



49.  Dogon Couple 
 Mali.     
 8”H. 
 Ex. collection of Frieda and Milton Rosenthal. 
 Carved of single piece wood, the male and female standing fi gures have slender 
delicate form. Joined at integral base and along slightly bent legs, genitalia are dis-
played below relief hands, rounded abdomen and full breasts above, their heads of 
ovoid form with c-shaped ears, relief facial detail, beard on male, and cylindrical 
node on top of head, grooves are visible on females crown. Surface wear, and en-
crusted patina from libations attest to age and use. Reglued along joined area, some 
surface loss, age cracks. Custom base. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:46 A.M.

50.  Bamana Hyena Mask 
 Mali.     
 20-1/2” H. 
 Ex. James. B. Byrnes collection, Los Angeles, 1950s-70s. 
 Long mask of cubist form with concave erect ears at sides of rectangular face, long 
nasal ridge, open square eyeholes, open snout at base, and extension on top of head. 
Dark brown dry old patina. A 2” hole in top of head, light loss on nose, age cracks. 
Used in Kono society ceremonies. 
Est.  $2,000-$4,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:48 A.M.

51.  Bamana Hyena Mask 
 Mali.     
 15”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Kore society, “Suruku” mask, used in initiation rituals, long slender mask with ta-
pered jaws, gaping at base with large opening, and zigzag interlocking teeth visible 
at sides. Prominent domed forehead above straight ridge nose, vertical ears, and 
remnant of horn at top that held vital power. Very old dessicated wood, surface 
deposits, medium brown patina; light losses. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:50 A.M.

52.  Grassfi elds Dignitary Figure 
 North West Province, Cameroon.     
 12-1/4”H. (31.1 cm) 
 Caroline and Marshall Mount Collection, NJ. Published: “A Cameroon World: Art 
and Artifacts from the Marshall and Caroline Mount Collection”, QCC Art Gallery, 
NY, 2007, plate 96, p. 147. 
 Male fi gure wearing a loincloth associated with high-ranking individuals. He stands 
on large separated feet, holding a bowl in left hand and calabash ladle in right hand, 
the face carved with large rimmed eyes, thick nose, thick lips, and rounded cheeks. 
Medium brown patina with some deposits. Some age cracks, and erosion on top of 
head. The fi gure represents a dignitary from a blessing ceremony. See “A Cameroon 
World: Art and Artifacts from the Marshall and Caroline Mount Collection”, p. 38 
for discussion. Custom base. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:52 A.M.



53.  Nigerian Female         
 17-1/2”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Standing fi gure on integral base with swollen eyes, large relief lips, large ears, 
rounded breasts, and hands at waist. Surface deposits, traces of red pigment. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:54 A.M.

54.  Nigerian Blade with Head Finial         
 22-5/8”L. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Heavy prestige sword with long iron blade curving to a doubled edge point, and 
detailed cast bronze handle bearing a spherical head with bulging eyes, concave 
facial plane, thin beard, and surmounted by a curved braided fi nial. Relief bands of 
braided and crosshatch detail further adorn the handle. Heavily encrusted deposits 
on handle, blade rusted, minor nicks on edge. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:56 A.M.

55.  Fon Figure 
 Benin.     
 14-3/4”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Vertical marker with fi nial in form of a standing compact fi gure with spherical head, 
squared hands at waist, phallus between bent legs, and torso wrapped with fabric, 
rope, and miniature gourd dangling from waist. Dark brown patina. Loss to staff  
base and buttocks, and surface wear. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 11:58 A.M.

56.  Iron Currency 
 Congo     
 14 1/2”L. 
 Sam Hilu collection, NYC. 
 Heavy wrought iron currency in form of a large expanded spring, terminating in a 
widened head, depicting a stylized snake. Some surface wear. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:00 Noon



57.  Northern Nigerian Standing Figure 
 Nigeria.     
 18-1/8”H. 
 Ex. Stanley Yalkowsky, Esq., NYC. 
 Tall fi gure has small, round head with applied circular disk eyes, punctured nostrils, 
and slit mouth within heart shaped facial plane, with round fl at ears at sides. Body 
bears squared shoulders with straight suspended arms, incised stripe across wide, 
upper chest tapering to long rectagular torso, and straight parallel legs upon integral 
base. Partial loss of base, right arm reattached with nail, wormhole loss behind 
head, one eye gone. Rare. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:02 P.M. 

58.  Yoruba Bronze and Iron Dance Wand 
 Nigeria.     
 22-1/2”L. 
 Ex. Reba Rottenberg collection, NYC., acquired from Julius Carlebach, 1950s, to 
present owner by descent. 
 Heavy metal dance wand having a cast brass human head fi nial at each end, with 
a central tubular brass fi tting at center, which connects two iron rods to the hollow 
slip shaft terminals. The similarly cast heads each have facial scarifi cation, jutting 
mouth and two bound hairlocks. The shafts and center fi tting with cast crosshachure 
design. Rust patina on the iron, greenish-yellow patina on the brass. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:04 P.M. 

59.  Fon Sceptre 
 Nigeria.     
 33”L. 
 Dr. Charles A. Berger Collection, NY. 
 Carved wood staff  with elaborate fi nial in form of a bird with crocodile-like jaws 
holding a pod, with a monkey and hare seated on back, with long bird tail hanging 
below. Light brown wood, traces of white kaolin pigment in crevices. Native repair 
with leather strip on handle, right side of monkey head lost. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:06 P.M. 

60.  Yoruba Crowned Helmet 
 Nigeria.     
 12”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Gelede masquerade helmet in form of a head with scarifi cation marks upon cheeks, 
wearing a crown with fl ared sections. Age cracks, deposits, weathered surface. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:08 P.M.



61.  Pottery Jar 
 Nigeria.     
 9”H. 
 Private NYC collection. 
 Probably Benue River spirit jar with rounded body, semi-circular face around rim, 
with open eyeholes, relief ridged nose, notched lip, and strap handle on side. Coarse 
tempered orange clay, light deposits. 
Est.  $200-$300 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:10 P.M. 

62.  Ibibio “Ekpo” Death Mask 
 Nigeria.     
 12”H. 
 Dr. Charles A. Berger Collection, NY., acquired from PB84, 1977. 
 Large Ekpo society dance mask with bold gruesome features. Large projecting fore-
head above downcast upper lids, upturned nose, long grooved philtrum, bulging 
cheeks and open mouth with thick teeth. White chalky pigmented areas and red 
tukula pigment in mouth. Some raffi  a cord still attached to remnants of fabric cos-
tume around weathered rim. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:12 P.M. 

63.  Ibo/Idoma Wood Mask 
 Nigeria.     
 9-5/8”H. 
 Collection of Dr. Herbert J. Kayden and Dr. Gabrielle Reem Kayden, acquired 
1960s - 70s. 
 Fine crest mask of shallow convex form, blackened border surrounding kaolin pig-
mented face with small narrow eyes, upturned mouth with rectangular teeth, and 
curved scarifi cation on contour lines. Conical fi nial on top of head.  Smooth pol-
ished patina from use and age, some white pigment lost. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:14 P.M. 

64.  Yoruba Shango Staff  
 Nigeria.     
 22”H. 
 Dr. Charles A. Berger Collection, NY. 
 Long thick wood staff  with fi nial of kneeling Ose Shango devotee, with elongated 
face, projecting conical eyes, simple slit mouth, and headdress supporting a tri-
angular form, the symbol of thunder and Shango deity. Dark brown patina with 
encrusted deposits. Large eroded loss on staff  handle, age cracks, one ear eroded. 
Custom base. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:16 P.M. 



65.  Ibeji Male and Female Couple 
 Nigeria.     
 11-1/2”H. 
 Private Belgian collection. 
 Carved of similar style, with dome-shaped coiff ure, with raised central ridge, large 
curved ears, and prominent relief facial features with scarifi cation. The thick-
limbed bodies adorned with blue glass beads. Indigo blue pigment on hair, areas of 
encrusted deposits. Only one metal pupil insert still extant.  
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:18 P.M. 

66.  Female Ibeji Twins with Crested Updo (2) 
 Nigeria.     
 10-1/2”H. 
 Private Belgian collection. 
 Spirit fi gures, they stand with elongated feet and squared toes, hands at sides of 
wide hips, tapered chest with relief breasts, similar faces with metal pupil in bulging 
ovoid eyes, and long facial scarifi cation lines. Tripartite coiff ure rises above. Minor 
nicks. Dark brown patina.  
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:20 P.M. 

67.  Female Ibeji Figures (3) 
 Nigeria.     
 9” to 11-1/2”Ht. 
 Private Belgian collection. 
 Tallest is ibeji with tall conical hairdo, projecting eyes with metal nail inlay, and 
adorned with red beads around neck. Trace of red pigment on body. Smooth worn 
patina. Also another small ibeji with hair in crest-form, large hanging ears, and body 
compacted with red pigmented deposits. Together with Lobi male fi gure having 
spherical head, elongated relief eyes, and compact body with angular limbs. Black 
patina with white deposits. Minor hairline age cracks. Custom base. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:22 P.M. 

68.  Ibibio Articulated Mask 
 Nigeria.     
 9-1/2”H. 
 The Allan Stone Collection, acquired 1960s - 1980s. 
 Anthropomorphic mask robustly adorned with sunken circular eyeholes surrounded 
by green pigment, raised nodes on cheeks detailed with red pigment, articulated jaw, 
animal fur pelt across forehead, and medicine gourds on top. Remains of fabric on 
mouth and rim. Weathered, areas of rim lost, some paint lost. Custom base. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:24 P.M. 



69.  Egungun Headdress 
 Yoruba people, Nigeria.     
 11-1/4”H. 
 Ex. estate of Merrell and Doris Rief, originally sold for the benefi t of The Baltimore 
Museum of Art.Ex. John Dawson Gallery, 1972. 
 Head crest from the masquerade tradition honoring ancestor spirits. Boldly carved 
head of hollow spherical form, bears a jaguar with large circular eyes crouching 
atop the head. The round face with large wide eyes with inserts, wide nose, and fi led 
teeth is painted a bold yellow with black details. Metal nails on the rim probably 
once held fabric that would have added power to the headdress. Native repair on 
jaguar, age cracks, surface wear. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:26 P.M. 

70.  Altar Medicine Staff s (9) 
 Yoruba people, Nigeria.     
 14” to 30”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Group of forged iron staff s, used by priests of Osanyin, specialists in herbs. Formed 
with platform disc, some supporting abstract bird forms, some with conical bells 
around the handle, and some with tools surrounding the fi nial. Slightly crushed, 
some missing sections. Rusted patina. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:28 P.M. 

71.  Two Small Ibeji Figures (2) 
 Yoruba people, Nigeria.     
 8-7/8” and 9”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Slender male twin fi gure with tapered updo, striated texture, large lidded eyes, lin-
ear scarifi cation on face, and metal link chain bracelet. Old polished dark brown 
patina. Front of integral base and feet restored. Female fi gure wonderful detailed 
multi-lobed hairdo, large ears with perforated lobes, scarifi cation on face and abdo-
men, and smooth rounded breasts. Front of integral base lost, evidence of old native 
repair, minor abrasion on eye and ears. Deep rich dark brown patina. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:30 P.M. 

72.  Kirdi Ceremonial Adzes (3) 
 Cameroon     
 15” to 16”L. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Bronze adze with rectangular axe head, sickle shaped top, and handle with braided 
and concentric circle applique detail. Straight handle with domed fi nial on base. 
Intact, some green oxidized patina in areas. Used sometimes as currency in areas 
and others, a dance baton carried by women. 
Est.  $900-$1,300 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:32 P.M. 



73.  Yaka Janus Power Figure 
 Congo.     
 14-1/8”H. 
 Ex. Budrose Collection, MA; acquired from Kahlil Gibran Collection, poet, artist, 
and author of “The Prophet”. 
 Slender armless fi gure with open square cavity on both sides of torso probably once 
held material and was wrapped with cloth. The opposing Janus faces each have 
wide bean shape eyes, long straight noses, and tiny mouth with relief projecting 
ears. Adorned with colorful beads. Trace of red pigment on surface, dark brown-
black patina. Back of right foot lost. Custom base. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:34 P.M. 

74.  Bakuba Wood Harp 
 Congo.     
 25-1/4”L. 
 Collection of Dr. Herbert J. Kayden and Dr. Gabrielle Reem Kayden, acquired 
1960s - 70s. 
 Semi-ovoid body engraved with interlocking border on fl at front panel, geometric 
patterns carved on the sides and back, and eight thin curved branches secured with 
wood cross supports and rattan basketry rise above to support fi ber playing strings. 
Some strings loose, edges abraded, minor hairline crack. Dark brown patina. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:36 P.M. 

75.  Hemba Staff  
 Congo DRC.     
 44-1/2”H. 
 NJ collection. Ex. William B. Jaff e & Evelyn Annenberg Jaff e Hall collection, 
acquired from Aaron Furman, 4/1/67. To current owner by descent. 
 Finial carved in form of a hemispherical head with multi-lobed hairdo, ribbed body 
below, and expanding to a fl attened ellipse where two opposing lizards appear on 
one side, and a full female fi gure is carved in high relief on the reverse. The fi gure, 
with similar face as the fi nial, has long torso with detailed scarifi cation and genita-
lia. The lower section of the staff  further encircled with ribbed detail.  Deep brown-
black patina, darker around the fi gure. Minor surface wear. Custom base. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:38 P.M. 

76.  Vili Female Figure 
 DR Congo.     
 7-3/4”H. 
 Private NYC Collection. Given by descent from private Zurich, Switzerland 
collection. 
 Small but powerful fi gure standing in wide stance on integral base, with thick torso 
adorned with diamond scarifi cation pattern on abdomen, pointed breasts above, and 
probably holding a vessel containing power ingredients or bilongo in left hand. She 
looks out with oval glass covered eyes, fi led teeth, and unusual peaked cap with 
crosshatch detail and diamond pattern below. Dark brown patina. Age cracks, losses 
to cap, top of chest scratched. European label on base. 
Est.  $2,000-$3,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:40 P.M. 



77.  Bembe Male Figure with Gun 
 DR Congo     
 5-3/4”H. 
 Private NYC Collection. Given by descent from private Zurich, Switzerland 
collection. 
 Standing fi gure on fl at feet upon integral base, holding a rifl e in right hand, and 
knife in left hand. Bare phallus below robust torso with relief scarifi cation, slightly 
turned to left, open cavity beneath buttocks. Porcelain inlaid eyes, aquiline nose, 
straight relief lips, and high rounded hair with large relief ear rims. Medium brown 
patina with blackened surface, matte patina on body, smooth slightly shiny patina 
on back. Left hand reglued. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:42 P.M. 

78.  Luba-Hemba Male Figure 
 DR Congo     
 11”H. 
 Private NYC Collection. Given by descent from private Zurich, Switzerland 
collection. 
 Standing with curvilinear arms at sides of hourglass shape torso, pointed navel, and 
rounded face with hair gathered in fl ared oval behind head. Rich dark brown shiny 
patina, especially on back and shoulders. Section of base lost, wormwear on left 
thigh, phallus, and back. Age cracks. 
Est.  $2,000-$3,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:44 P.M. 

79.  Luba Female Figure 
 DR Congo.     
 7-7/8”H. 
 Collection of Dr. Herbert J. Kayden and Dr. Gabrielle Reem Kayden, acquired 
1960s - 70s. 
 Hardwood carving of female fi gure, with heart shaped face, curved brows over re-
lief ovoid eyes, small mouth, deeply grooved hair curves around rounded head, and 
large open ears on sides. A cavity of impacted organic material, used to empower 
fi gure, still in top of head. Partially carved body with rounded breasts, thin arms at 
sides, tapered waist, and beads adorn neck. Lower body was probably once covered 
with a cloth, leaving patina of layered matte deposits; upper body with smooth light 
brown patina from handling. Age crack along right side. Custom base. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:46 P.M. 

80.  Kifwebe Wood Mask 
 Songye, Democratic Republic Congo.     
 17-1/4”H. 
 Private NYC collection. 
 Large abstract mask of a male fi gure, of distinctive geometric form, surmounted by 
sagittal crest extending below forehead into triangular nose, and fl anked by large 
curved eye openings. Mask covered with thick horizontal ridges following contours 
of mask and emphasized by black, red-brown and some white encrusted pigment. 
Pieces reattached to rim, age crack at mouth, some surface loss, weathered. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:48 P.M. 



81.  Three Axes 
 DR Congo and Cameroon.     
 14-1/2”, 17-1/4”, & 26-3/4”L. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Two DR Congo axes, the longest with slender projecting blade inserted into long 
thin handle. Blade with some rusting, medium brown patina on handle. Also a cer-
emonial axe with projecting aluminum blade in wood handle adorned with metal 
nail heads, and aluminum strip reinforcing blade along back. Dark brown patina on 
handle. Last, a Kirdi brass/bronze currency axe or dance baton cast of single piece 
with crescentic edge, handle with braided border detail, concentric disc in corner of 
blade. Yellow-brown patina, nicks in blade, else intact. Cameroon. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:50 P.M. 

82.  Tanzania Figure 
 East Africa.     
 10-3/4”H. 
 Private Montreal collection, ex. Rossi Collection. 
 Standing on circular base with linear limbs, slender torso, and rounded breasts. 
Short hair parted in center with large concave ears below hairline, tiny bead inlaid 
eyes, and scarifi cation on cheeks. Dark brown smooth patina. Age crack on back, 
light insect wear. Custom base. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:52 P.M. 

83.  Tanzania Shambaa Figure with Rope 
 East Africa.     
 11”H. 
 Carl and Wilma Zabel collection, NJ., ex. Sothebys on-line auction dated March 22, 
2000. Published in “The Discerning Eye: African Art from the Collection of Carl 
and Wilma Zabel” by C. Bordogna, pg. 9. Exhibited: African Art Museum of the 
SMA Fathers, Tenafl y, NJ, 2005. 
 “Jeni” or spirit female fi gure in wide stance, her dramatically tapered waist and hips 
and chest bound with tight layers of coarse fi ber rope and covered with compact 
organic matter. The comparatively smooth squared head is animated with tiny inlaid 
metal eyes, beside thick nose, and large cupped ears. Dark brown smooth patina. 
Light loss on feet and back of head. Custom base. Binding the “jeni” with rope as-
similates the bondage of illness, and aids in healing powers and combating maleo-
volent forces. Custom base. Bordogna, “The Discerning Eye: African Art from the 
Collection of Carl and Wilma Zabel”  
Est.  $1,800-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:54 P.M. 

84.  Female Body Mask 
 Mozambique.     
 27”L. 
 Ex. Robert M. Peters collection. By descent to present owner. 
 Large initiation festival body mask, carved in form of a pregnant female. Large 
rounded belly with relief abdomen, and rounded breasts. Perforated at sides for at-
tachment to male dancer. Abraded surface, age cracks. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:56 P.M. 



85.  Makonde Body Mask 
 Mozambique.     
 24”L. 
 Ex. Robert M. Peters collection. By descent to present owner. 
 Large body mask worn by male dancers, carved wood displays a female pregnant 
body, and references fertility. The rounded abdomen has raised navel, and full 
rounded breasts above. Red pigment traces. Shard lost on bottom rim, abraded hole 
below left breast, hairline age crack along chest. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 12:58 P.M. 

86.  Late Fang Figure 
 Okak area, Gabon.     
 22”H. 
 Estate of Alan Naftalis, sold for the benefi t of The Jewish Theological Seminary. 
 Large reliquary fi gure of a male with short muscular legs supporting long torso with 
pointed pectorals, and a long lentoid metal sheet attachment along center of chest. 
The head is also adorned with metal sheet detail, attached to the eyes, ears, fore-
head, and a missing plate on the squared mouth. Face is framed by multiple plaited 
coiff ure hanging in back in v-form. Feet lost, some insect wear, age cracks. Layered 
brown-black patina with encrusted deposits. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:00 P.M. 

87.  Masai Knob Club and Whisk (2) 
 South Africa.     
 19”L. & 23” L. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired in the 1960s. 
 Club carved from a single solid mass with long handle and rounded knob head with 
nipple on top. Age crack in knob. Together with a fl y whisk having wood handle 
adorned with rows of colorful beads at opening holding horse hair. Dark brown 
patina on both. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:02 P.M. 

88.  Misc. Group (4)         
 8” H. to 13”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Large cast brass/bronze Bamun mask of a dignitary with large bulging eyes, pro-
tuberant features, headdress with serpents, lizards, and frogs, and semicircular ex-
tended beard below. Hanging hook on top; not old. Together with a Bamana mari-
onette head, from Segou district, having long sectioned headdress, Janus head with 
iron sheet crown and collar. Tip of one plait chipped. Also, a Bamana antelope head 
from a tjiwara headdress, one  horn missing. And lastly, a Mossi “zazaido” antelope 
crest; one horn lost, the head and tail reattached with native repairs. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:04 P.M.



89.  Musical Instruments (3)         
 39”L. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Large balafon, a wooden xylophone, with rectangular keys secured with fi ber strips 
over wood slats, and calabash resonators hanging beneath. Handle at end with metal 
tacks, legs reinfroced with sinew strips, intact. Together with a 23”L. horn with 
expansive end, pointed fi nial, and diamond-shaped mouthpiece. Dark brown patina. 
Plus a 14”L. bow harp, with long wood body covered with stretched animal hide, a 
wood ridge along center for strings. Missing top of neck and tuning pegs. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:06 P.M.

90.  Bow & Arrows 
 Ivory Coast     
 43”L. and 19”L. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Wooden bow with cylindrical quiver covered in stretched and stitched animal hide, 
accompanied by three bamboo and wrought iron barbed arrows. The quiver cover 
of raffi  a basketry attached to a fl y whisk with horse hair. Intact. Darkly patinated 
quiver and bow. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:08 P.M.

91.  Early Hardwood Carving of Standing Prisoners 
 Nubia.     
 7-1/2”H. 
 Private NYC and Tel Aviv collection, acquired 25 years ago. 
 Carving of two Nubian male prisoners standing with long slender sinewy bodies, 
rounded abdomens, and bound by their wrists to a vertical pole between them. They 
bears elongated faces with semicircular eyes, full lips, and pointed beards extend-
ing from their ears. Dark brown variegated patina. Surface wear, minor nicks on 
integral rectangular platform. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:10 P.M.

92.  Bone Dagger 
 Abelam, East Sepik Province, Prince Alexander Mountains, Papua New Guinea.     
 12”L. 
 Collection of Dr. Herbert J. Kayden and Dr. Gabrielle Reem Kayden, acquired 
1960s - 70s. 
 Long cassowary bone with lightly etched detail, wrapped and attached to a fi ber 
woven mask outlined with nassa shells, and canine teeth projecting between eyes, 
plus an extension woven with two dangling larger shells. One seashell chipped; 
traces of red pigment. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:12 P.M.



93.  Very Large Boiken Wooden Food Platter 
 East Sepik Province, Papua, New Guinea.     
 22-1/2”D. 
 Estate of Alan Naftalis, sold for the benefi t of The Jewish Theological Seminary. 
 Shallow circular bowl engraved on the exterior with an abstract clan motif diadem, 
frieze surrounding rim with zoomorph curvilinear patterns, and tiny handles on op-
posing edges carved with clan motif form. An incised outline of a bird below the 
frieze was probably added later. Dark brown-black patina with some smooth pati-
nated areas from handling; abraded areas on bottom from use. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:14 P.M.

94.  Admiralty Islands Wooden Bowl 
 Manus Province, Papua New Guinea.     
 9-3/8”D. x 2-3/4”H. 
 Estate of Alan Naftalis. Collected by Richard Aldridge in Admiralty Islands, 2003-
4. Sold for the benefi t of The Jewish Theological Seminary. 
 Small hemispherical bowl on four relief boss feet, relief rim engraved with geomet-
ric pattern. Dark brown smooth patina. Minor wear. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:16 P.M.

95.  New Guinea Lot (5) 
 Maprik Area, East Sepik, Papua New Guinea.     
 20”D. basket & 4” to 5-3/4”L. 
 Ex. collection of David Bramhall, NYC. 
 Four items fashioned from coconut shell sections, including a childs spinning top 
toy carved with an incised geometric abstract decoration. A minor stable age split 
on the edge otherwise intact. Together with three coconut shell scoops, the largest 
carved with a traditional abstract zoomorphic decorative element. The two smaller 
examples, one with a carved zoomorphic fi nial. All exhibit good age. Finally, a large 
basket tray, undecorated and tightly woven. Missing one of the four small button 
type feet on the back, some losses to the rim. 
Est.  $800-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:18 P.M.

96.  Maori Jade Composite Figural Pendant 
 Marquesas Islands.     
 3-5/8”L. 
 Collection of Dr. Herbert J. Kayden and Dr. Gabrielle Reem Kayden, acquired 
1960s - 70s. 
 Decorative, dark green nephrite carved openwork pendant, depicting two inter-
twined large beaked birds having round drilled eyes with raised pupils, which origi-
nally were set with shell discs, now missing, otherwise intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:20 P.M.



97.  Sepik River Yipwon Figure 
 Papua New Guinea.     
 33-1/2”L. 
 Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine. 
 Of fl at panel form, carved with bent leg, profi le fi gure with domed forehead, perfo-
rated nose, elongated chin, concentric hooks framing heart, and hooks above head 
with serrated ridge on top. Dark brown patina with fl aking blackened pigment. Age 
cracks. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:22 P.M.

98.  New Guinea Gable Mask 
 Papua New Guinea.     
 30”H. 
 Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine. 
 Carved wood mask of an ancestor with embedded cowry shell eyes, elongated nasal 
ridge terminating in a small bird head in front of the mouth area. Painted in taupe, 
black, and pink pigments. Surface wear, pigment loss, age cracks, repainted areas. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:24 P.M.

99.  Sepik River Basket Hook 
 Papua New Guinea.     
 35”L. 
 Private NY State collectiion, acquired from PB84, 1977. 
 Long ovoid face with concentric shell eyes, large bulbous nose with rattan fi ber 
detail in perforated septum and ears, wide toothy grin, and perforated at top of 
pointed headdress for suspension. Elliptical torso with notched center spine fl anked 
by engraved patterns, and pronged base with face. Two additional faces are carved 
on back of torso and hook base. Large shard lost from bottom tip, age cracks, trace 
of red and white pigments, surface deposits, hanging hook on back. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:26 P.M.

100.  New Guinea Bird-form Daggers (2) 
 Papua New Guinea.     
 8” & 15-1/2”H. 
 Private NY State collectiion, acquired from PB84, 1977. 
 Long bone dagger with joint carved and built up with clay to form a bird bearing 
open circular eye, slightly open beak, long curved body with folded wings and tail. 
Below, bone incised with standing fi gure. Painted in blue, yellow, red, and black. 
Tip of beak lost, surface wear. Shorter dagger of thick form with fi nial of two birds 
heads having curved beak, probably parrot?. Painted black, red, and white. Some 
paint fl aking; smooth creamy patina at base. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:28 P.M.



101.  Tall West Sepik “Kundu” Drum 
 Papua New Guinea.     
 45-1/2”H. 
 Estate of Alan Naftalis, sold for the benefi t of The Jewish Theological Seminary. 
 Narrow elegant drum with softly tapering walls narrowing at waist. Geometric re-
lief outlined band at base with traces of white and red pigment. Playing surface 
lost, cracked and reglued at waist, some small shards lost. Dark brown-black matte 
patina. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:30 P.M.

102.  East Sepik Basket Hook Figure 
 Papua New Guinea.     
 19-3/4”H. 
 Rick Kinsel collection, NYC., acquired from Caroline Yacoe, Pacifi c Pathways, 
Oahu. 
 Abstract basket hook in form of two opposing zoomorphic profi le heads with small 
cowry shell inalid eyes, open diamond in between, and crescentic hook below. Per-
forated at top for suspension. Dark brown patina with some surface wear. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:32 P.M.

103.  Siassi Island Carved Wooden Food Dish 
 Siassi Island, Papua New Guinea.     
 20-7/8”L. 
 Estate of Alan Naftalis, acquired from Bismarck Arts, Australia, fi eld collected by 
Richard Aldridge. Sold for the benefi t of The Jewish Theological Seminary. 
 Slender shallow bowl deeply carved along sides, with one handle in form of a horn-
bill and fi sh beneath, and opposing handle in form of a tail with deeply incised carv-
ing in avian form. The projecting ridge on the sides with evenly notched texture, 
geometric pattern beneath and on underside. Lime pigment in carved sections. Age 
crack on one rim. Smooth dark brown patina on rim, matte patina on body. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:34 P.M.

104.  Lumi Hardwood Food Bowl 
 Torricelli Mountains, West Sepik Province, Papua New Guinea. 
 Ca. 1925 or later 
 17-1/4”x 10-3/8”. 
 Estate of Alan Naftalis, acquired from Art of the South Seas, CA., 2010. Sold for the 
benefi t of The Jewish Theological Seminary. 
 Deep bowl of lentoid form, thick carved body, and a relief quatrefoil motif on the 
base. Projecting ridge handle on one side, and interior with fl at bottom. Dark en-
crusted brown patina. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:36 P.M.



105.  Two Washkuk Pottery Ancestor Heads 
 Washkuk Mountains, Papua New Guinea.     
 4-1/8” & 6”H. 
 Estate of Alan Naftalis, sold for the benefi t of The Jewish Theological Seminary. 
 Two hand modeled heads on fl ared base, the taller with pointed head, deeply 
notched border, traces of red ochre. The shorter of blackware with projecting facial 
features and pinprick detail. Minor nicks. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:38 P.M.

106.  Eskimo Soapstone Carving of a Sea Lion 
 Alaska. 
 Ca. 3rd quarter, 20th century. 
 10-1/4”L. 
 Collection of Carl and Wilma Zabel, NJ. 
 carved green-black soapstone depiction of a sea lion standing on his fl ippers, head 
turned towards the rights. Simple, nicely rendered facial features. Incised inscrip-
tion on the underside of belly. Missing ivory tusks, otherwise intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:40 P.M.

107.  Eskimo Wooden Masks (2) 
 Alaska. 
 Late 20th century. 
 10-5/8” & 9-1/4”H. 
 Private Tucson and Vermont collection. 
 Carved wood face masks, one depicted with a painted black mustache, pink lips and 
black brows and details, applied musk ox hair. Intact. Together with an eff eminate 
mask, having pink painted lips and inset bone teeth. Painted black brows and eye 
lashes. The chin section has been reattached, otherwise exc. cond. Both have light 
surface patinas. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:42 P.M.

108.  Navajo Home Spun Wool Transitional Blanket 
 Arizona. 
 Ca. 1890-1910. 
 65”H. x 65”W. 
 Private Brooklyn collection, acquired from Randy Shaw, 1983, with notarized 
affi  davit from Shaw stating that the blanket was given to an employee of Theodore 
Roosevelt for extra services rendered. Ex. David A. Museum collection, prior to 
1981. Appraisal from Russel Hicken, 1983. 
 Home spun wool transitional blanket of stylized form with four bands in brown, 
ten stripes in red, indigo and pink on a cream ground. A small hole in center and a 
couple very minor imperfections, scattered light, very minor stains. 
Est.  $4,000-$6,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:44 P.M.



109.  Three New World Flint Knives 
 Arkansas and Missouri. 
 Ca. 2000-400 B.C. 
 3-1/2”, 3-3/4” & 4”L. 
 Private NYS collection, acquired from Caddo Trading Co., Ark. about 25 years ago. 
 Including a fl int knife found in Craighead County, Arkansas. Together with another 
similar example found in Cross County, Arkansas. The fi nal example found in Rip-
ley County, Missouri. All are intact, overall exc. cond. Each with original card from 
Caddo Trading Co. 
Est.  $450-$750 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:46 P.M.

 110. Four American Stone Tools 
 Eastern Woodlands. 
 Woodland period, ca. 1000 BC - 800 A.D. 
 2-1/2” - 3-1/2”L. 
 Ex. Walter Steinberg collection, NYC. 
 Three are quartzite, one is chert. All are choppers or scrapers with bifacially worked 
sides and pressure fl aked edges. Minor nicks, generally exc. cond. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:48 P.M.

111.  Four Native American Stone Tools 
 Eastern Woodlands. 
 Woodland period, ca. 1000 BC - 800 A.D. 
 3” - 3-3/4”L. 
 Ex. Walter Steinberg collection, NYC. 
 Four quartzite scrapers and chopping tools, each multi-facial knapped and having 
pressure fl aked edges. Two have areas of original skin. Minor nicks but generally 
exc. cond. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:50 P.M.

112.  Native American Baskets (4) 
 Eastern Woodlands and Papago. 
 Mid 20th century. 
 4”D., 6” squared, 7”D. & 12-1/8”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC., 1992. 
 Including a Papago woven coil type basket decorated with faded red-brown stylized 
semiabstract human fi gures around the exterior, very faded geometric decoration on 
the interior and having four small blue-green painted decorative elements. Wood-
lands woven lidded basket, multicolor interior, faded on the exterior. A Woodlands 
fl at square lidded basket, having a rope type decorative weave. Finally, a small 
Woodlands cylindrical basket, with faded green details. Four tiny nails through the 
upper rim used for suspension or attachment. All are intact. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:52 P.M.



113.  Iroquois Beaded Bag 
 Eastern Woodlands, probably Maine. 
 Late 19th century. 
 6-1/4” x 5-1/8”. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired at University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Museum 
of Natural History, early 1990s. Collection # 1493. 
 Beaded cloth bag decorated on both sides with multi color micro glass beads depict-
ing a fl owering plant. Lined on the interior with a yellow satin, velvet borders and 
a ribbon handle. A few very minor bead losses, otherwise intact, exc. cond. A nice 
example. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:54 P.M.

114.  Eskimo Soapstone Carving 
 Greenland. 
 Ca. 1970s. 
 6-1/2”H. x 7”W. 
 Ex. Robert Leader collection, NYC., acquired in the 1960s. 
 Carved medium gray soapstone sculpture depicting a seated shaman with a polar 
bear standing on the shamans right side holding both paws on his shoulder. The 
shamans left arm is held in an upwards position holding a mythological creature. 
Artists signature on the underside of the base. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:56 P.M.

115.  Small Hopi Canteen & Bowl (2) 
 New Mexico. 
 Mid to 3/4 20th century. 
 5-1/2”L., canteen; 4-1/2”H., pot. 
 Private Brooklyn collection, acquired in the 1950s. Small bowl ex. Randy Shaw 
collection. 
 Hopi pottery canteen by the “Frog Woman” Hopi potter Paqua Naha, 1930s – 
1950s, signed with a brown fi gure of a frog on the back. The face of the canteen 
is decorated with an abstract geometric bird motif, in orange and dark brown on a 
cream ground. Single central spout fl anked by two carrying lugs. Intact, exc. cond. 
Together with a small Acoma pot having a band of black painted geometric decora-
tion on a terra-cotta ground. Repaired from three original pieces. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 1:58 P.M.

116.  Miniature Maidu Lidded Basket 
 Northern California. 
 Ca. 1890 to 1930s. 
 3-1/2” x 2-1/8”. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired at University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Museum 
of Natural History, gift shop, early 1990s. 
 Small woven ovoid covered basket decorated with several multi color rings on the 
lid and four stylized birds in fl ight around the body of the basket, lower multi color 
base rim rings. Exterior colors are faded, interior colors still quite bright, otherwise 
intact. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:00 P.M.



117.  Native American Lidded Baskets (4) 
 Northern California or Oregon. 
 Mid to 3/4 20th century. 
 3-1/2”, 5-1/8” diameters, and 6-3/8” x 4-1/2” & 7” x 5-3/8”. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC., 1992. 
 Four woven baskets including a small round lidded basket decorated in multicolor 
stripes. An undecorated oval lidded basket. A larger oval lidded basket decorated in 
red and green bands. Finally, a six sided, lidded basket with faded green and purple 
banded decoration. All are intact examples. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:02 P.M.

118.  NW Coast Frog Shame Pole 
 Northwest USA - British Columbia. 
 Late 19th - early 20th century. 
 19”H. 
 Ex. James Economos, ex. Steve Nelson. 
 Carved cedar wood pole of three identical crouching frogs facing upward. The carv-
ing is a reference to a famous shame or ridicule pole in Wrangell, Alaska commis-
sioned by Chief Shakes to shame the Kiksadi clans unpaid debt. Warm deep brown 
patina. Most of painted surface lost, only traces of dotted pigment on bodies and 
remains of solid darker pigment on legs and head; high points weathered away, else 
intact. Accompanied by a tag detailing one version of the story of Chief Shakes 
“Ridicule Pole” in Wrangell, Alaska. 
Est.  $4,000-$6,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:04 P.M.

119.  Eskimo Wooden Seal Tray 
 Nunivak Island, Bering Sea. 
 Mid 20th century. 
 16-1/4”L. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired from Jeff  Myers, NYC. 
 Oval fl at-bottom tray with small animated seals head emerging from one end and 
fl at extension of a pair of fl ippers from opposite end. White beads are embedded 
around rim and also form seals eyes. Details of head and body painted and lightly 
incised. Red-brown painted surface. Number E-49-113 printed on reverse. + 
Est.  $1,500-$2,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:06 P.M.

120.  Crow Indian Beaded Moccasins 
 Plains. 
 Early to mid 20th century. 
 10” & 9-3/4”L. 
 Private Brooklyn collection, acquired in the 1950s. 
 Pair of moccasins decorated with an upper rectangular panel strip of tiny blue, red, 
yellow and green glass beads, set in a linear geometric pattern. Missing string ties 
and other minor imperfections, partially dried but retain some softness. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:08 P.M.



121.  Plains Beaded & Quilled Moccasins 
 Plains, Southwestern, USA. 
 Early to mid 20th century. 
 10-3/4”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, gifted by a Cherokee friend in 1994. 
 Pair of lazy-stitch beaded and quill decorated moccasins, having an outer row of 
light blue and red micro glass beads of simple tepee-shapes encircling the foot, 
sinew sewn rawhide soles, upper instep and tongue. Five rows of dyed red quill 
work across the uppers, tradecloth lined. Overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:10 P.M.

122.  Woven Basket 
 Probably Pueblo.     
 20-1/4”H. 
 Presented by Carlebach to Marshall Mount in 1950. Gifted to his son Christopher. 
 Spade shaped winnowing basket of convex form framed by rattan and bamboo 
sticks, tapered at top to point. The striped pattern on exterior with naturally darker 
fi ber strips. Some loose frame edges, light deposits on interior. 
Est.  $200-$300 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:12 P.M.

123.  Papago Woven Basket 
 Southwest, USA. 
 Ca. early 20th century. 
 10-1/8”H., 13-3/8”D. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Isabel and Marshall Mount collection. 
 Large woven basket decorated with a deep brown triple banded geometric inter-
locking pattern. Scattered losses to the upper and lower rim, base edge of basket 
partially disconnected. A few scattered minor losses to the basket. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:14 P.M.

124.  Dayak Wood Bowl 
 Borneo, Indonesia.     
 13” diam. 
 Ex. Perry Kesner, Ibiza. 
 Slightly fl ared bowl on low ring base with intricate carved pattern of interwoven 
aso motifs with long coiling limbs, and head with long snouts and open jaws. Dark 
black patina traces of red pigment. Custom base. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:16 P.M.



125.  Ancestor Figure 
 Indonesia.     
 31”H. x 5”W. 
 Private FL. collection, ex. Artemis Gallery, CO., ex. private New Hampshire 
collection. 
 Tall slender fi gure on integral base, with arms carved away but parallel to sides, 
grooved loincloth, squared long torso with rounded breasts, and an ovoid head with 
small rimmed eyes, and downturned mouth. Finely textured hair engraved on head. 
Black-brown patina; base weathered and was probably inserted in ground. Custom 
base. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:18 P.M.

126.  Naga Warriors Belt & Apron 
 Nagaland, North India.     
 17-3/4”H. 
 The Allan Stone Collection, acquired 1960s - 1980s. 
 Wide leather belt reinforced with bamboo strips, with indigenous cotton apron in 
front embroidered with cowry shells, displaying a metal disc and red cotton fringe 
detail. The sides are evenly covered with cut cowry shells, and a rectangular wood 
sheath on back, to hold a “dao” tool/weapon, is fi nely engraved with fi gures in py-
ramidal form, with dyed goat hair inserts and cattle hair fringe on sides. Few cowry 
shells lost. Custom base. Rare.  cf. Somare and Vigorelli, “The Nagas: Disciplined 
Forms of Beauty”, 1992. 
Est.  $2,000-$3,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:20 P.M.

127.  Naga Necklaces (4) 
 Nagaland, Northern India.     
 18”, 14-1/4”, 11-1/4” & 13-3/4”H. 
 Ex. Zelda Kaplan collection, NYC., acquired 1970s. 
 Four diff erent necklaces composed of colorful glass beads and one with a combina-
tion of glass and brass coil beads. Two with multi-face cast brass pendants, one with 
a single large cast brass face pendant and the other with a large carved wood face 
pendant. All are in overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:22 P.M.

128.  Tooth Belt 
 Probably Naga, Northern India.     
 16-1/2” x 4”. 
 Private California Estate collection. 
 Elk, deer or horse related teeth set in four rows, via sewn string through a drilled 
perforation at the tip of the root on each tooth. All are attached to a rectangular strip 
of coarse cloth. Browned with age. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:24 P.M.



129.  Indian Figure, Kris Handle and 1/2 Mask (3)         
 9”, 3-1/4” & 8”H. 
 Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine. 
 Carved wood semi-relief fi gure of female with simple facial features, squared ears, 
large rounded breasts, hands folded above projecting skirt and straight legs below, 
against fl at panel; back smooth and uncarved. Dark brown patina. Custom base. 
South India. Carved wood handle of a small kris blade from Indonesia, with two 
abstract faces carved on underside of grip. Dark brown smooth patina. Plus a sec-
tion of a Bali dance mask, of a lion in convex form, adorned with gilt crown detail. 
Some areas torn and some gilding lost; still brightly painted. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:26 P.M.

130.  Danish Neolithic Boat Stone Axe 
 Denmark. 
 Ca. 6000-3500 B.C. 
 4-3/4”L. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired 1970s-1980s. 
 Gray-brown hardstone axe with central drilled shaft hole for attachment. Body 
bears rounded butt end and cutting edge of joining planes. Some battering is evi-
dent, else intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:28 P.M.

131.  2 Neolithic Danish Daggers 
 Denmark 
 Neolithic 
 5-3/4”H. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired 1970s-1980s. 
 One in tan- gray, other in mottled yellow-brown fl int. Each with fi sh form body, 
tapering and widening at the handle area. Both are completely worked, but are miss-
ing tips, else intact. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:30 P.M.

132.  Neolithic Small to Medium Adzes (3) 
 Northern Europe. 
 Ca. 6000-3500 B.C. 
 4-1/4 - 5”L.  
 Private NYC collection, acquired 1970s-1980s. 
 All in tan-brown fl int, these trapezoidally shaped tools were hafted to wood or bone 
handles to make adzes for wood working. Each with sharpened blade; two have 
polished edges, third pressure fl aked. All are intact and exc. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:32 P.M.



133.  Ancient Gold, Silver & Bronze Ancient Bracelets (7) 
 Ancient Near East. 
 Ca. 1000- 100 B.C. 
 2-3/8” - 2-7/8”D. 
 Collection of Robert Cummings, Palm Beach, FL. acquired mid 1960s to early 
1970s. To present owner by descent. 
 Seven bracelets including a bronze bracelet, capped at one terminal with a gold 
sheet gold snake head, the opposing head is missing. Custom lucite mount. Together 
with four diff erent silver bracelets, the having various animal head terminals, the re-
maining silver example has a thick round band with linear incised terminals. Intact. 
Finally, two matching thick bronze bracelets decorated with incised crosshatched 
and geometric patterns, with abstract, highly stylized terminals, possibly depicting 
animal heads. Intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:34 P.M.

134.  Amlash Pottery Rhyton 
 Iran. 
 Ca. 1st millennium B.C. 
 8-1/2”L. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired prior to 1970, to present owner by inheritance. 
 Orangeware pottery rhyton having a bulbous conical body terminating with a drain 
or drip hole in the base. Decorated with a stylized animal head projecting from 
the mid-body, detailed with tiny impressed circular elements and applied donut 
type eyes. Some remaining cream slip on the surface with scattered encrustation. A 
1-1/2” v-shape original piece reattached in the rim and the animals head has been 
reattached, with restoration over the breaklines. Some minor rim roughness and a 
few scattered minor fl akes, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:36 P.M.

135.  Luristan Bronze Bowl 
 Iran. 
 Ca. 1st millennium B.C. 
 5”D. 
 Estate collection of Nourollah Elghanayan, NYC., acquired 1960s - 1970s. 
 Small fi nely made bronze bowl decorated in the interior bottom with fi ne line en-
graved concentric rings. A few remaining traces of the original gilt surface on the 
interior of the bowl. Large areas of encrusted blue-green surface patina. Intact, exc. 
cond. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:38 P.M.

136.  Luristan Silvered Bronze Bowl 
 Iran. 
 Ca. 1st millennium B.C. 
 8-5/8”D. 
 Estate collection of Nourollah Elghanayan, NYC., acquired 1960s - 1970s. 
 Large silvered bronze shallow bowl decorated with an engraved interior roundel 
intricate stylized fl oral element. Repaired from approximately fi ve large original 
pieces and three restored 1” to 2” areas. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:40 P.M.



137.  Luristan Noded Bronze & Silver Bracelets & Latch (6) 
 Iran. 
 Ca. 1st millennium B.C. 
 2-1/8”- 3”D. Latch, 1-5/8”. 
 Collection of Robert Cummings, Palm Beach, FL. acquired mid 1960s to early 
1970s. To present owner by descent. 
 Including four similar multi noded bronze bracelets, in slightly varying smaller siz-
es. All have a blue-green surface patina. Intact. Together with a larger silver bracelet 
having Two pairs of animal heads joined at the snout. Strong blue-green surface 
patina. Minor stable hairline in one of the animals heads. Finally, a simple bronze, 
undecorated latch. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:42 P.M.

138.  Three Luristan Bronze Animal-form Pin Handles 
 Iran. 
 Ca. 1st millennium B.C. 
 1-3/4”, 2-7/8” & 3-3/4”L. 
 Collection of Robert Cummings, Palm Beach, FL. acquired from Barakat, 
Jerusalem, 1976. To present owner by descent. 
 All of solid, heavy bronze, each originally had an iron pin. One with partial remains 
of the pin, others with just vestigial remnants. The bronze has remained in exc. 
cond., each with lovely green patina. Two have custom mounts. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:44 P.M.

139.  Large Silver Clothing Pin and Bronze Surgical Tool (2) 
 Iran. 
 Ca. 300 B.C. - 300 A.D. 
 14” & 5-1/2”L. 
 Estate collection of Nourollah Elghanayan, NYC., acquired 1960s - 70s. 
 Long silver garment pin having a large four-leaf fi nial. Simple incised decoration 
below the fi nial. Single perforation through the stem for attachment. Some very 
minor imperfections, otherwise intact. Quite scarce. Together with a bronze medical 
scoop. Overall strong blue-green surface patina. Intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:46 P.M.

140.  Luristan Bronze Animals (5) 
 Luristan. 
 Ca. 1st millennium B.C. 
 1-3/4” - 3”L. 
 Collection of Robert Cummings, Palm Beach, FL. acquired mid 1960s to early 
1970s. To present owner by descent. 
 All are crudely cast horses depicted standing, having extended tail, and three appear 
to have remnants of a rider, now gone or fragmented. Thick patinas. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:48 P.M.



141.  Luristan Bronze Bell Necklace 
 Luristan, N.W. Iran. 
 Ca. 1st millennium B.C. 
 22”L. 
 Ex. collection of Vincent Funiciello, Brooklyn, NY., 1930s - 70s. 
 Bronze long link chain necklace decorated with seven bells, of which fi ve have a 
smaller interior suspended bell. Overall blue-green surface patina. Three bells miss-
ing clappers, otherwise overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:50 P.M.

142.  Large Baluchistan Pottery Vessel 
 S.W. Pakistan. 
 Ca. 1st millennium B.C. 
 12-1/2”H. x 13”D. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired prior to 1970, to present owner by inheritance. 
 Large red-brown pottery vessel having a slightly tapered shoulder. Upper wide ex-
terior band of black painted repeating shield shape elements, each having a blue-
green cross element in the center, upper and lower solid black borders, all on a 
cream ground. Lower wide body band composed of various stepped geometric ele-
ments, simple drapery decoration below. Surface darkened from age and use, a few 
very minor imperfections, otherwise intact, overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:52 P.M.

143.  Two Large Bronze Blades 
 Eastern Mediterranean. 
 Ca. 1st millennium B.C. & 2nd -3rd century A.D. 
 25-3/8” & 22-3/4”L. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired in the US prior to 1999. 
 Two diff erent large bronze blades including a spear point hav-
ing a long tapered blade with central blood ridge and tapered 
tang. Overall blue-green surface patina. A few minor edge 
losses, otherwise intact. Together with a large spear point hav-
ing a long tapered socket, leaf shape blade with central blood 
ridge. Overall mottled and somewhat encrusted blue-green 
surface patina. Some normal ancient edge losses, otherwise 
intact, overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:54 P.M.

144.  Two Thracian Iron Scythes 
 Southeastern Europe. 
 Ca. 300-200 B.C. 
 11-5/8” & 11”L. 
 Ex. collection of Vincent Funiciello, Brooklyn, NY., 1930s - 70s. 
 Both are hand forged iron examples, with insertion tangs. One has an upturned 
blade, both have encrusted rusty surface patinas, with normal, as expected edge 
losses. The curved example has a piece of the blade tip partially detached. Both 
have fragile surfaces and additional surface fl aking may occur during shipping. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:56 P.M.



145.  Holyland Handled Bilbil Jug 
 Holyland. 
 Late Bronze Age II, ca. 1400-1200 B.C. 
 11-1/4”H. 
 Ex. private NYC collection, acquired from Khader M. Baidun & Sons, Jerusalem, 
Israel. 
 Local imitation of imported Cypriot ware, pottery bilbil or leaning pitcher, standing 
on a low, fl ared base having bulbous body with long, slender neck, strap handle and 
fl aring rim. Light brown slip with white painted linear detailing. Minor paint loss, 
else intact. See Amiran pg. 182, photo 195 & 196. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 2:58 P.M.

146.  Redware Pottery Jar 
 Israel. 
 Early Bronze Age, 2700-2300 B.C. 
 8”H. 
 Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Feuer, NY., acquired 1970s - 80s. 
 Terracotta storage jar having a tapered bulbous body and fl at bottom. Slightly fl ared 
collared rim with small perforated loop handles. Decorated around the shoulder 
with a fi ne concentric ring band and a stippled linear design. Strong root marks 
and scattered surface deposits. Small probe hole in the body and several rim chips, 
otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:00 P.M.

147.  Large Iron Age Pottery Vessels (2) 
 Israel, Middle East. 
 Ca. 1200-1000 B.C. 
 10” & 8”H. 
 Collection of Mr. & Mrs. James DiBella, NYC. Acquired from Khader M. Baidun, 
Israel. 
 Including a red-brown pottery vessel having a bulbous tapered body, square rimmed 
lip and a loop handle. Overall light surface encrustation. Intact. Together with a 
slightly taller handled pitcher having a large loop handle and pour spout. Overall 
surface encrustation. intact. Both are nice examples. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:02 P.M.

148.  Greek Figure & Head (2) 
 Middle East. 
 Ca. 300 B.C. 
 3-5/8” & 2-3/4”H. 
 Private Brazilian collection, acquired 1950s, to current owner by descent. 
 Including the upper portion of hollow molded pottery fi gure depicting a partially 
bald, bearded man holding an object in his right arm above his head. Overall scat-
tered mineral deposits on the surface. Light surface weathering. Together with a 
blackware pottery standing fi gure wearing a conical hat and fl oor length robe. Scat-
tered root marks and surface deposits. Small chip on the lower front rim, otherwise 
intact. 
Est.  $200-$300 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:04 P.M.



149.  Group of 9 Bronze Age to Hellenistic Pottery Vessels 
 Middle East. 
 Ca. early 2nd to mid 1st millennium B.C. 
 3” - 7-1/2”H. 
 Collection of Robert Cummings, Palm Beach, FL. acquired mid 1960s to early 
1970s. To present owner by descent. 
 A lovely, ready made, small collection of Holyland pottery ranging from and includ-
ing examples from the bronze age, iron age and Hellenistic periods. All are intact, 
one example with some rim roughness. Four on tripod bases. 
Est.  $3,000-$4,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:06 P.M.

150.  Syrian Limestone Bust of a Youth 
 Syria. 
 Ca. 3rd - 4th century A.D. 
 13-1/4”H. 
 Collection of Robert Cummings, Palm Beach, FL. acquired mid 1960s to early 
1970s. To present owner by descent. 
 Large carved limestone male bust depicted with expressive facial features, look-
ing upwards, in a distant stare. Carved textured detailed hairdo. Wearing a draped 
garment over his left shoulder. Painted red highlights. A few scattered, very minor 
surface chips, otherwise intact, overall exc. cond. Block platform base. 
Est.  $4,000-$6,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:08 P.M.

151.  Syrian Limestone Bust 
 Syria. 
 Ca. 3rd - 4th century A.D. 
 11-1/2”H. 
 Collection of Robert Cummings, Palm Beach, FL. acquired mid 1960s to early 
1970s. To present owner by descent. 
 Carved limestone bust depicting a male wearing a draped garment over his left 
shoulder and chest. Expressive facial features with large, wide open eyes, textured 
hairdo. Some remaining gray painted highlights on the bust. Overall scattered areas 
of surface encrustation. General weathering and high point losses, otherwise intact. 
Custom base. 
Est.  $3,000-$5,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:10 P.M.

152.  Syrian Limestone Bust 
 Syria. 
 Ca. 3rd - 4th century A.D. 
 13-1/4”H. 
 Collection of Robert Cummings, Palm Beach, FL. acquired mid 1960s to early 
1970s. To present owner by descent. 
 Large carved limestone male bust having low relief facial features, large wide open 
eyes and large ears. Hair, eyebrows and eyes highlighted with black paint. Some 
remaining red painted details on his ears and around the collar of his shirt. Intact, 
overall exc. cond. Custom base. 
Est.  $3,000-$5,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:12 P.M.



153.  Sassanian Stamp Seal Gold Set Pendant 
 Middle East. 
 Ca. 5th century A.D. 
 1”H. x 1”W. 
 Private NC. collection, acquired from Alan Oikonomedes collection, Chicago, 
1980s. 
 Large cream color banded agate stamp seal carved with a winged griffi  n stamp 
impression. Set in a modern heavy gold petal form setting with suspension loop. 
Makers mark stamped near the top of setting. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:14 P.M.

154.  Anatolian Small Marble Figure 
 Anatolia. 
 Ca. 2800 - 2200 B.C. 
 1-3/4”H. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. private  collection of Harlan J. Berk, Chicago. 
 Small carved white marble fi gure depicted with an elongated pointed head. Simple 
incised slit eyes, arms held to his sides. Scattered areas of surface encrustation. 
Ancient loss to nose, otherwise intact. Rare. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:16 P.M.

155.  Greek Bronze Bowls (3) 
 Eastern Mediterranean. 
 Ca. 6th-5th century B.C. 
 4-3/4”D. to 5-7/8”D. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired in about 1945. 
 Three bronze bowls, the largest example is has an overall concentric ring exterior 
decoration. Scattered blue-green and red oxide surface patina. Together with a bowl 
having a raised oomphalos in the bottom center. Some remaining traces of a silvered 
interior surface. Simple banded decoration on the interior, scattered blue-green pa-
tina. Finally, a fl ared rim bowl. Scattered blue-green surface patina with red oxides. 
All are intact. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:18 P.M.

156.  Greek Pottery Figures (5) 
 Greece. 
 Ca. 3rd-5th Cent. B.C. 
 4-1/4 - 5”H. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired 1970s-1980s. Ex. Christies, part of lot 26 (2 of 
5 pieces). 
 All are molded pottery examples showing wear and use. Two are seated, two are 
standing and the fi nal is a fragment on a wood block base. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:20 P.M.



157.  Western Greek Protome Maskette 
 Magna Graecia. 
 Ca. 6th century B.C. 
 3-15/16”H. 
 Ex. private English Collection, acquired early 1990s. 
 Mold made, buff  colored pottery maskette with relief facial details; aquiline nose, 
thin lips and prominent chin. Perforated at top for suspension. Intact. Custom mount. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:22 P.M.

158.  Boeotian Pottery Idol 
 Magna Graecia. 
 Ca. 6th century BC. 
 8-1/4”H. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired from Mike Delisio, NYC., acquired in Greece in 
the 1950s. 
 Solid pottery female plank idol having outstretched arms. Wearing a tapered crown 
and small disc ear ornaments. Some remaining red painted crosshatched decoration 
on her chest. Missing rear section of crown and an original piece reattached in the 
front portion. Body repaired from three pieces, breaklines visible. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:24 P.M.

159.  Attic Kylix 
 Magna Graecia. 
 Ca. 6th/5th Century B.C. 
 10-1/8” W. handle to handle. 2-1/2”H. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired prior to 1970, to present owner by inheritance. 
 Fine black metallic glazed pottery kylix having opposing squared loop handles. 
Standing on an integral low ring base, underside decorated with a painted black 
banded concentric decoration. Repaired from eight original pieces with breaklines 
slightly visible. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:26 P.M.

160.  Greek Standing Female Figure 
 Magra Graecia. 
 Ca. 4th century B.C. 
 7”H. 
 Katherine King collection, Milwaukee, ex. estate of Warren Koch, NY., acquired 
1970s. Ex. Arte Primitivo Gallery, auction 43, lot 476. 
 A molded pinkish-buff  terracotta standing female fi gure depicted with hands held to 
her chest, wearing a hooded, fl oor length garment. Earthen deposits on the surface. 
A very minor tight stable hairline down the front of the fi gure, otherwise intact, 
exc. cond. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:28 P.M.



161.  Villanovan Impasto Bowl 
 Etruria. 
 Villanovan IC, pre 8th Century BC. 
 6-3/8”H. x 9-1/2”D. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired prior to 1970, to present owner by inheritance. 
 Blackware pottery bowl standing on a low ring foot, having a loop handle applied 
to the rim, with two raised lugs. Decorated with a wide incised upper body incised 
zigzag geometric band. Overall scattered areas of white surface deposits. A few 
restored rim chips, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:30 P.M.

162.  Apulian Oinochoe with Lady of Fashion Profi le     
 Ca. 350 B.C. 
 10-1/4”H. 
 Ex. collection of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Feuer, NY., acquired from Harmer Rooke 
Galleries, NYC., 1987. 
 Decorated pottery oinochoe having a graceful long ribbed handle, trefoil lip and 
a stepped  pedestal foot. Decorated with a “Lady of Fashion” on the front center 
fl anked with a stylized palmette leaf, wave pattern around the shoulder. Painted 
white and yellow highlights. Chip on the rear lip rim and a few very minor imper-
fections, otherwise intact, overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $2,000-$3,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:32 P.M.

163.  Daunian Ware Funnel Krater 
 Apulia. 
 Ca. 350 B.C. 
 7-3/4”H., 8-1/2”D. 
 Collection of Mr. & Mrs. James DiBella, NYC. Acquired from Khader M. Baidun, 
Israel. 
 Large pottery vessel having a wide rimmed funnel type mouth. Two large loop 
handles applied on the shoulders with stylized simple animal heads between the 
handles. Painted black-brown banded and fi ne line linear decoration on the body 
and rim, interior mouth rim painted red. One animal fl ange missing most of one ear, 
two 1” rim chips and several small rim fl akes, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,800-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:34 P.M.

164.  Daunian Ware Askos 
 Apulia. 
 Ca. 350 B.C. 
 5-3/4”H., 8-3/4”L. 
 Collection of Mr. & Mrs. James DiBella, NYC. Acquired from Khader M. Baidun, 
Israel. 
 Highly decorated pottery askos having a wide fl at lip and tall loop handle in the 
center of the back. Black and red geometric banded decoration with fi neline painted 
details. Scattered areas of mineral deposits on the surface. Vessel repaired from ap-
proximately six large original pieces with restoration to a 6” area in the rear body. 
Ex. Tony and Pura Chen Collection. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:36 P.M.



165.  Daunian Ware Pedestal Dish 
 Apulia. 
 Ca. 350 B.C. 
 6-5/8”D., 2-3/4”H. 
 Collection of Mr. & Mrs. James DiBella, NYC. Acquired from Khader M. Baidun, 
Israel. 
 Pottery deep dish standing on a pedestal foot, decorated on the interior of the dish 
and foot with a red-brown concentric ring pattern. Two attachment perforations 
in the rim. Two blister fl akes on the underside and a few minor fl akes on the rim, 
otherwise intact. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:38 P.M.

166.  Daunian Ware Olpe & Bowl (2) 
 Apulia. 
 Ca. 350 B.C. 
 5-1/8” & 3-1/8”H. 
 Collection of Mr. & Mrs. James DiBella, NYC. Acquired from Khader M. Baidun, 
Israel. 
 Pottery vessels including a bowl having a high collar rim and tapered conical base. 
Painted brown triangular net pattern in a band around the shoulder, concentric bands 
on the underside of bowl. Minor stable hairline in the rim, otherwise intact. Togeth-
er with an olpe having an applied ear type strap handle. Painted concentric bands on 
the body and rim. Scattered overall root marks and surface deposits. Minor rim chip 
and scattered light paint fl akes, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:40 P.M.

167.  Daunian Kyathos & Xenon Footed Bowl (2) 
 Apulia, Southern Italy. 
 Ca. 350 B.C. 
 4-5/8”H., 6”D. & 4-1/8”D. 
 Private Washington D.C. collection, acquired at Sloans, Bethesda for the kyathos, 
Arte Primitivo for the footed bowl. 
 Including an Xenon footed bowl/ handless cup decorated with a wide exterior band 
of laurel leaves with small white berries. Standing on a low ring pedestal foot. Scat-
tered light surface deposits. Intact, exc. cond. A nice example. Together with a Dau-
nian kyathos, having a tall strap handle. Brown painted wide interior rim band and 
a stylized star geometric element in the center. Exterior painted concentric bands, 
crosshatched decoration on base. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. A few 
minor edge fl akes and some scattered paint losses, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:42 P.M.

168.  Roman Bronze Foot, Bird, Coptic Bone (3) 
 Eastern Mediterranean. 
 Ca. 100 A.D. & 500 A.D. 
 1-1/2” to 2-1/2”H. 
 Ex. collection of Vincent Funiciello, Brooklyn, NY., 1930s - 70s. 
 Including a Roman cast bronze lower leg wearing a sandal with ankle guards. 
Strong blue-green encrusted surface patina. Mounted on an old wood block base, 
early label affi  xed to front of base. Together with a small Roman cast bronze eagle 
thumb rest. Overall black-green surface patina. Mounted on a block base. Finally, a 
small Coptic bone doll having incised details. Intact. 
Est.  $600-$800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:44 P.M.



169.  Roman Lead Figure of a Nude Athlete 
 Eastern Mediterranean. 
 Ca. 1st-2nd century A.D. 
 3-3/4”H. 
 Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Feuer, NY., acquired 1970s - 80s. 
 Solid cast lead standing nude athlete exhibiting strong musculature and a fi nely tex-
tured hairdo. Overall high point wear and a chalky black-gray surface patina. Miss-
ing both forearms, lower portion of legs and feet. Mounted in a wood block base. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:46 P.M.

170.  Late Roman Bone Figure of Aphrodite 
 Middle East. 
 Ca. 3rd - 4th century A.D. 
 4-3/8”L. 
 Collection of Robert Cummings, Palm Beach, FL. acquired mid 1960s to early 
1970s. To present owner by descent. 
 Carved bone slender nude female fi gure, armless and wearing a headband, relief 
carved facial features. Overall encrusted surface patina. Intact. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:48 P.M.

171.  Finger Rings with Glass Embedments (2) 
 Middle East. 
 Ca. 17th to 18th century or earlier. 
 Sizes 9 & 10-1/2. 
 Private NYC collection, brought to USA prior to 1948, to present owner by descent. 
 Including a silver ring with a large oval paste turquoise glass inset, depicting a 
relief standing male and female erotic scene. Together with a bronze ring having 
a rectangular black glass intaglio decorated with a profi le helmeted warriors head. 
Overall light surface weathering. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:50 P.M.

172.  Egyptian Stone Tapered Jar 
 Egypt. 
 Ca. 1500-800 B.C. 
 3-3/8”H. 
 NYC collection, acquired at Leighton Galleries, NJ. 2009, ex. Bill and Jeanne 
Knoop collection, 1948 - 1970s. 
 Carved cream color stone jar, tapered form with a fl at bottom and circular opening 
at the top. Overall lightly eroded, weathered surface with scattered deposits. Minor 
rim and base edge roughness otherwise intact. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:52 P.M.



173.  Cartonnage Fragment with Two Panels 
 Egypt 
 Ca. 664-332 B.C. 
 3-3/4”H. x  9-1/4”L. 
 Ex. old Swiss collection, acquired about 1970. 
 Multicolor rectangular cartonnage panel, decoration divided into two registers, one 
depicting a complex deity having the head if a ram wearing the horned crown of 
Hathor with a central sun disc, winged reptilian body with four long legs, maat 
feather attached to each foot. Registers divided with a vertical fl oral column. The 
smaller register contains two seated human fi gures holding maat feathers and wear-
ing royal wigs. Some scattered minor inpainting to the decoration. Custom black 
plexi display base. A nice example. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:54 P.M.

174.  Cartonnage Panel with Relief Partial Wig 
 Egypt. 
 Ca. 664-332 B.C. 
 10”H. x 10”W. 
 Ex. old Swiss collection, acquired about 1970. 
 Beautifully painted multicolor large cartonnage fragment depicting a winged, rear-
ing  uraeus serpent wearing the crown of Osiris. To the right is a large relief section 
depicting the royal wig, painted black with gold color tips. Scattered edge losses 
with some inpainting to the decoration. Custom mounted on a black painted plexi-
glass display base. 
Est.  $2,000-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:56 P.M.

175.  Egyptian Ushabti 
 Egypt. 
 Ca. 700 B.C.-30 B.C. 
 5-1/4”H. 
 Private upstate NY collection, acquired by descent from fathers estate. 
 Blue-green faience pottery mummiform ushabti wearing the royal wig, hold-
ing implements and wearing a seed sack on his back, all highlighted in black. 
Black painted vertical glyph column on his front legs. Glaze on back of the 
fi gure is a brighter blue-green color, front with a brownish surface patina. 
Intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 3:58 P.M.

176.  Egyptian Sarcophagus Panel 
 Egypt. 
 Late period, 700-30 B.C. 
 9-1/2”H. x 11-1/2”W. 
 Private NYC collection, ex. Arte Primitivo, ex. Windsor Antiques, NYC. 
 A multicolor painted cypress wood section from a sarcophagus having a central depiction 
of the symbol for protection, fl anked by vertical hieroglyphic columns on both sides with 
two Eyes of Horus below. The glyph column on the left translates: “a spell by Osiris, lord of 
eternity, foremost of the westerners.” On the right, “a spell by Horus, son of Isis and a spell 
by Isis, the great, the divine mother”. On the far right, “spell by Osiris the great god..that he 
may grant an invocation off ering of good things”. Two maat feathered caps next to the glyph 
columns and three side glyph columns. Upper register of alternating uraeus serpent heads, 
maat feathers and a central zad column. Some separation between the wood panels and small 
areas of paint loss. Mounted on a lucite base. 
Est.  $3,000-$5,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:00 P.M.



177.  Egyptian Framed Faience Mummy Bead Necklace 
 Egypt. 
 Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C. 
 20-1/4” x 13-3/8” frame. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired before 1999. 
 Single strand necklace composed of tubular, medium blue glazed, faience pottery 
beads with small sections of multi-color disc beads. Mounted in a custom frame, 
under glass with identifi cation placard. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:02 P.M.

178.  Pale Green Ushabti 
 Egypt. 
 Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C. 
 4-5/8”H. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired about 1980. 
 Molded pale green faience pottery mummiform fi gure depicted wearing the royal 
wig and beard, holding implements in his hands, and seed sack over his left shoul-
der. Hieroglyphic columns down the front of the fi gure. Areas of brown surface, 
especially at head and shoulder. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:04 P.M.

179.  Pale Blue Faience Ushabti 
 Egypt. 
 Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C. 
 4-1/4”H. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired about 1980. 
 Molded pale blue faience pottery mummiform fi gure depicted wearing the royal 
wig and beard, holding implements in his hands, and seed sack over his left shoul-
der. Hieroglyphic registers on the front of the fi gure. Some light brown surface 
discoloration on the lower portion, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:06 P.M.

180.  Egyptian Red Jasper Scarab 
 Egypt. 
 Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C. 
 3/4”L. 
 Ex. collection of Vincent Funiciello, Brooklyn, NY., 1930s - 70s. 
 Fine carved red jasper scarab inscribed with a cartouche on the bottom. Perforated 
through the body for attachment. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:08 P.M.



181.  Egyptian Bronze Osiris 
 Egypt. 
 Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C. 
 4-1/2”H., excluding base tang. 
 Collection of Mr. & Mrs. James DiBella, NYC. Acquired from Khader M. Baidun 
& Sons, Jerusalem, Israel 3/27/2000. Found in Jericho. Certifi cate from Baidun 
included. 
 Cast bronze Osiris mummiform fi gure wearing the Atef crown with plumes and a 
central Uraeus serpent, holding the ceremonial crook and fl ail, retains long tang. 
Overall scattered blue-green surface patina with a red-brown oxide ground. Some 
loss to the top portion of the headdress and horn tips, otherwise intact. Custom 
lucite base. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:10 P.M.

182.  Egyptian Triad & Two Shu Amulets (3) 
 Egypt. 
 Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C. 
 1-1/2” x 1-1/8”, 1”H. & 1”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC, early 
1990s. Collection # T004650. 
 Blue-green faience pottery examples including a Plaque amulet of light green 
glazed faience with high relief fi gures of Horus in the center, and fl anked by Isis 
and Nepthys, the sister of Isis, connected by adjoining hands. Upper portion of 
Isis headdress chipped, otherwise intact. Together with two similar Shu amulets. 
Both are intact, one with very minor glaze imperfections. All mounted together on 
a wood block base. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:12 P.M.

183.  Egyptian Bronze Osiris 
 Egypt. 
 Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C. 
 4-1/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC., 1980s. 
 Small cast bronze Osiris fi gure wearing the maat feathered crown and holding royal 
implements. Ureas serpent head in the center of the crown and wearing the royal 
beard. Overall brown-green encrusted surface patina with remains of ancient textile 
incorporated into the patina. Intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:14 P.M.

184.  Faience Uaz Amulet with Surmounted Baboon 
 Egypt. 
 Late period, ca. 700-30 B.C. 
 2-1/16”H. 
 Private NYC collection, brought to USA prior to 1948, to present owner by descent. 
 Blue glazed faience pottery uaz amulet (papyrus sceptre) having a seated baboon 
fi nial with perforated suspension lug on his back. Some scattered areas of a gilt 
painted surface and scattered light surface deposits. Loss to baboons left ear, oth-
erwise intact. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:16 P.M.



185.  Roman-Egypt Harpocrates Holding Cornucopia 
 Alexandria, Egypt. 
 Ca. 30 B.C. - 100 A.D. 
 3-5/8”H. 
 Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Feuer, NY., acquired from Kamloops, Inc., NYC. 
1980s. 
 Molded red-brown pottery standing nude Harpocrates holding a cornucopia with 
grapes and various fruit in his left hand. Right fi nger held to his mouth. Missing feet 
and has a few minor scattered chips, otherwise intact. Old tiered wood base. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:18 P.M.

186.  Roman-Egyptian Heads (20) 
 Roman-Egypt. 
 Ca. 300-30 B.C. 
 1” - 3”L. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired from Alex G. Malloy, South Salem, NY., 1970s. 
 Including a torso wearing a drapery garment, depicted putting his hand in a jug 
and wearing a bag on his waist. Together with nineteen terracotta heads and partial 
heads originally from fi gures, several depicting various deities and gods. All with 
surface weathering and imperfections. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:20 P.M.

187.  Coptic Bone Idol and Comb (2) 
 Egypt. 
 Ca. 5th century A.D. 
 1-3/4” & 3”H. 
 Robert M. Peters collection. 
 Both are carved bone examples including a the upper portion of a comb having a 
tapered crown type fi nial with a simple incised geometric decorative element in the 
center. Missing most of the teeth. Custom lucite base. Together with a small, crudely 
carved bone fi gure wearing a sun disc. Intact. Mounted on a lucite block base. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:22 P.M.

188.  Large Islamic Copper Tray with Table Mount         
 26-3/4”D. 
 Ex. Estate of Hadassa Musher, NYC., acquired 1960s-70s. 
 Large, disc shaped silvered copper tray having scalloped edges and chased fl oral 
motif at center and near the edge. Much of the silver is worn leaving a very coppery 
surface. With custom iron tripod stand which transforms this into a utilitarian table, 
and at 16”H. is suitable for a coff ee table. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:24 P.M.



189.  Bronze Seals, Oil Lamp, Lock Parts & Spoon (6) 
 Ancient Near East. 
 Ca. 1000 B.C. - 1000 A.D. 
 7/8” - 7-1/2”L. 
 Collection of Robert Cummings, Palm Beach, FL. acquired 1976 from Barakat, 
Jerusalem. To present owner by descent. 
 Fragmented bronze bread seal with bold stamp, partially missing. MVN very clear-
ly present, ring handle. Next a bronze seal with relief dog or goat handle; underside 
with linear, geometric pattern. Also a Byzantine open bowl type lamp or lamp fi ller; 
leaf form handle with circle design. With a bronze spoon having hollow drill circu-
lar design in scoop part; long, slender handle. Finally two bronze heart-leaf shaped 
lock parts. All in exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:26 P.M.

190.  Islamic Bronze Vessels (2) 
 Iran. 
 Ca. 12th century A.D. 
 5-3/8” & 6-3/8”H. 
 Collection of Robert Cummings, Palm Beach, FL. acquired mid 1960s to early 
1970s. To present owner by descent. 
 Two similar bronze vessels having bulbous bodies, each standing on a pedestal foot 
and having a constricted neck terminating with a wide collared rim decorated with 
large nodes. The larger example has a rich blue-green surface patina. Minor dent 
in the lower body, otherwise intact. Together with a smaller example having an 
incised complicated decoration, of interlocking knot patterns with upper and lower 
geometric and script borders. Overall encrusted surface patina. Missing base plate 
(possibly never had one) and having a small dent in the body, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:28 P.M.

191.  Holywater Flasks (2) 
 Iran. 
 Ca. 19th century. 
 2-7/8” & 3”H. 
 Private Brazilian collection, acquired 1950s, to current owner by descent. 
 Larger a celadon green glazed jar, and smaller is dark blue, both with fl oral relief 
pattern on body, lug handles at neck, and oval foot. Both intact, some discolored 
glaze on larger fl ask. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:30 P.M.

192.  Nishapur Baluster Shape Vase 
 Persia. 
 Ca. 12th-14th century. 
 12”H. x 9”D. 
 Dr. Charles A. Berger collection, NY.  Acquired at PB 84, NYC, 1970s (Parke 
Bernet). 
 Large turquoise glazed pottery vessel of tapered, baluster form having a short col-
lar neck. Simple incised decorative band around the lower portion. Repaired from 
approximately twenty-fi ve original pieces with most breaklines visible, missing 
handle. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:32 P.M.



193.  Roman Small Handled Bottles (2) 
 Holyland. 
 Ca. 2nd-4th century A.D. 
 4-3/8” & 3-3/4”H. 
 Collection of Mr. & Mrs. James DiBella, NYC. Acquired from Khader M. Baidun 
& Sons, Jerusalem, Israel, 5/6/2000. Found in Jerusalem. 
 Including a medium blue-green glass juglet having a conical body and applied han-
dle. Overall silvery iridescence surface patina. Intact. Together with a strong blue-
green blown glass handled bottle having a high tapered shoulder. Scattered silvery 
iridescence surface patina with light encrustation. Intact. Both having constricted 
type lower necks, sprinkler types. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:34 P.M.

194.  Roman Glass Handled Jars (2) 
 Holyland. 
 Ca. 2nd-4th century A.D. 
 3-3/4” & 3-1/4”H. 
 Ex. collection of Mr. & Mrs. James DiBella, NYC. Acquired from Khader M. 
Baidun & Sons, Jerusalem, Israel, 2000. 
 The slightly larger yellow-green blown glass jar has a bulbous body, wide tooled 
mouth and applied handles. Some areas of light iridescence surface patina. Intact, 
exc. cond. Together with a light blue-green glass jar of similar design. Overall sil-
very iridescence surface patina. A few stable hairlines near the base of one handle, 
otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:36 P.M.

195.  Group of 15 Glass Bangle Bracelets 
 Middle East. 
 Ca. 2nd - 3rd century A.D. 
 1-3/8” - 2-3/8”D. 
 Collection of Robert Cummings, Palm Beach, FL. acquired mid 1960s to early 
1970s. To present owner by descent. 
 Group of lovely Roman glass bangles, some tiny for babies, others for small wom-
en. One with interesting glass overlay designs. Six in deep turquoise with textured 
exteriors; one in black glass; one in cobalt blue; others in aqua, green and teal. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:38 P.M.

196.  Roman Gold Intaglio Finger Ring 
 Eastern Mediterranean. 
 Ca. 1st-2nd century A.D. 
 9/16”D.             1 gm. ring size 4. 
 Private London collection, acquired in Germany, 1980s or earlier. 
 returned 12/17/2013    Gold fi nger ring having a wide shank band with beaded edg-
es. Stylized rope type decorated bezel set with a disc form garnet intaglio, carved 
with a sheaf of grain. A minor imperfection at the top of the shank, otherwise intact, 
overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:40 P.M.



197.  Gilded Bronze Bust of St. Catherine Holding Sword 
 Europe. 
 Ca. 1200 A.D. 
 2-1/8”H. 
 Private London collection, acquired in Germany, 1980s or earlier. 
 returned 12/17/2013    Cast bronze bust of St. Catherine holding her hand to her 
face, and a sword in her left hand. Some remaining traces of gilt surface. Perforated 
through the halo for suspension. Some minor edge roughness, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:42 P.M.

198.  Medieval Silver Belt/Shoe Buckle 
 Europe. 
 Ca. 1200 A.D. 
 3/4”W. 
 Private London collection, acquired in Germany, 1980s or earlier. 
 Cast bronze buckle having a silver sheet covering decorated with a simple stylized 
leaf pattern on all four sides. Blue-green surface patina on the bronze with scattered 
blackened areas on the silver. Minor edge imperfections, otherwise intact, overall 
exc. cond. 
Est.  $500-$700 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:44 P.M.

199.  Celtic La Tene Decorated Gold Bracelet 
 Europe. 
 Iron Age, ca. 200 B.C. 
 3-1/2”D. 24 gms. 
 Private London collection, acquired in Germany, 1980s or earlier. 
 Large heavy sheet gold bracelet having a relief, repeating double spiral decoration, 
and folded border edges. Earthen deposits on the interior, with some areas of a 
reddish-brown surface patina. Intact, overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $6,000-$9,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:46 P.M.

200.  Three Celtic Bronze Pins 
 Ireland. 
 Ca. 200 B.C. 
 2-1/4”, 2-5/8” & 3-1/2”L. 
 Private NJ collection, ex. Harmer Rooke Gallery, NYC., about 1980. 
 All are cast bronze examples including two small straight pins with variegated 
heads and a pin with an attachment loop at the top, minor loss to the tip. These 
found on a crannog site (bog). Very rare. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:48 P.M.



201.  Norman Gold Snake Ring 
 Northern Europe. 
 Ca. 950 A.D. 
 ring size 8.   3 gms. 
 Private London collection, acquired in Germany, 1980s or earlier. 
 Solid gold ring having a rounded shank terminating with a snake 
head on each side of a mound form central element. Intact, exc. 
cond. 
Est.  $1,800-$2,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:50 P.M.

202.  Ancient Chinese Stone Bracelets (2) 
 China. 
 Ca. 1st millennium B.C. 
 4” & 3-7/8”D. 
 Ex. collection of Vincent Funiciello, Brooklyn, NY., 1930s - 70s. 
 Both are simple, carved stone bracelets of deep gray, and gray and white 
heavily veined stone. Both repaired from two original pieces. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:52 P.M.

203.  Early Chinese Stone Bracelets (2) 
 China. 
 Ca. 1st millennium B.C. 
 4-3/4” & 4-1/4”D. 
 Ex. collection of Vincent Funiciello, Brooklyn, NY., 1930s - 70s. 
 Both are simple, large carved stone bracelets of black and white, and 
gray and white veined stone. One repaired from three original pieces 
and the other repaired from four original pieces with some minor losses 
along the breaklines. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:54 P.M.

204.  Pair of Yuan Dynasty Mounted 
Riders 
 China. 
 Ca.1127-1279 A.D. (Mongolian 
invasion). 
 13-1/2”H. & 13-3/8”H. 
 Ex. Tanfi eld collection, NJ., acquired 
at Sothebys, 2000. 
 Both are mold made examples depict-
ing standing horses, facing forward, 
each with integral mounted riders 
wearing long dust-cover over coats, 
wide-cuff ed trousers and brimmed, 
pointy hats. Hands held in the position 
of holding reins, probably originally 
leather reins now missing. Painted 
white slip horses, with red-orange 
blankets, highlighted in brown, black, 
red-orange and fl esh colors. Both are 
repaired from a few large pieces with 
some areas of restoration especially 
to the hands. Very scarce and nice 
examples. 
Est.  $4,500-$6,000 
Closing: Monday, 
July 10th, 4:56 P.M.



205.  Japanese Large Samurai Iron Urn 
 Japan. 
 Ca. 18th-19th century or earlier. 
 21”H. 
 The Allan Stone Collection, acquired 1960s - 1980s. 
 Large hand-forged iron lidded urn, standing on integral curled feet. Tapered bulbous 
body with four panels large panels of stylized fl owers in a vase, composed of sepa-
rate thick iron applied elements, all elements are fi nely decorated with an elaborate 
intricate etched geometric and fl oral pattern. Lid decorated in the same manner. 
Scattered encrustation and has a rusty-black surface patina. Missing one central 
fl oral center element, otherwise intact, overall exc. cond. An early and rare example. 
Est.  $7,000-$10,000 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 4:58 P.M.

206.  Erotic Bronze of Rama and Shinta 
 Majapahit, Indonesia. 
 Ca. 14th century. 
 4”H. without base. 
 Private Philadelphia collection. 
 Figural grouping of the deity and his consort standing in graceful pose, legs inter-
twined and his hand gently cupping her breast, while engaging in intercourse. Both 
are clad in pointed crowns and wear necklaces and armlets. Repaired break across 
ankles, lightly pitted and encrusted surface with medium green patina. Mounted on 
a later addition, squared base. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:00 P.M.

207.  Chinese Porcelain Decorated Vases (2) 
 China. 
 Ca. 19th century. 
 17-1/4”H. & 9-5/8”H. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired early 1990s. 
 Smaller one Clars sent to WK 6/16Larger in photo room very top Two glazed porce-
lain vases, the larger is decorated with a pair of birds perched on a fl owering branch 
and having openwork stylized abstract zoomorphic handles. Smaller signed on the 
base. Decorated with a pastural scene depicting a goat herder and three goats. Both 
are intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:02 P.M.

208.  Reproduction Chinese Exportware Koi Pot 
 China. 
 19th century. 
 15-32/4H., 17-1/2” nose to nose. 
 Sam Hilu collection, NYC. 
 Large china koi pot standing on four cast bronze lions paw feet with a leafy border 
base rim. Fancy cast bronze openwork columns from the upper bronze rim connect-
ing to the lower rim, decorated with profi le female heads, animals and leafy vines. 
Elaborate and fi nely detailed celebratory harbor scene on both sides of the pot. Inte-
rior decorated with koi fi sh. Makers mark on base: lion, unicorn supporting shield, 
which is known to be a spurious mark found on Chinese reproductions. Intact, exc. 
cond. A beautifully decorated example. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:04 P.M.



209.  Indian Bronze Nandi 
 India. 
 Ca. 18th-19th century. 
 3-1/2”H., 3-3/8”L. along base. 
 Sam Hilu collection. 
 Hollow cast bronze of the sacred bull, lying with legs folded beneath, and yoke 
around neck. Small casting fl aws around pedestal, but most evident in front. Gar-
land and facial detail lost from many years of reverent touch. Some pinkish white 
encrusted deposits. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:06 P.M.

210.  Pair of Foo Lions and Small Figures (4) 
 China. 
 Ca. 19th to early 20th century. 
 4-1/8”H. to 4-5/8”H. 
 Collection of Norma Boggiano, acquired 1960s-70s, NYC., by descent to her 
family. 
 Carved wood pair of foo lions with some remaining surface paint. Together with 
a small carved and painted wood monk fi gure. Repaired break through the ankles, 
overall paint losses. Finally, a carved wood kneeling fi gure having some remaining 
white surface pigment. Both fi gures mounted on old wood bases. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:08 P.M.

211.  Tibetan Drum and Gilt Amulet (2) 
 Tibet. 
 Ca. 19th & early 20th century. 
 6-1/4”L. & 4-1/4”D. 
 Collection of Ernst Haas, acquired 1960s-70s, to present owner by descent. 
 Including an iron amulet, probably used to contain a sacred relic, decorated with a 
gilt leafy vine pattern and three coral insets with silver bezels. Suspension loop at 
the top. Together with a double sided, handheld drum, having a wooden body and 
hide drum heads, textile hand grip. Both are intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:10 P.M.

212.  Two Japanese Eating Kits (2) 
 Japan. 
 Ca. 18th-19th century. 
 17” & 18-1/4”L. 
 Ex. collection of Vincent Funiciello, Brooklyn, NY., 1930s - 70s. 
 Two diff erent cased sets, including a larger example having a shark skin covered 
sheath with iron fi ttings. Containing a pair of iron chopsticks and a long knife with 
horn hand grips. Together with a smaller set contained in a shark skin covered 
sheath with brass fi ttings. Containing two knives with horn hand grips. Both have 
several losses and imperfections, exhibit age and use. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:12 P.M.



213.  Thai Bronze Buddha Head 
 Thailand. 
 Ca. 17th century, Ayudthya period. 
 8-1/2”H. 
 Ex. collection of Norma Boggiano, acquired 1960s-70s, NYC., by descent to her 
family. 
 Cast bronze Buddha head depicted with a meditative expression, arched eyebrows, 
aquiline nose, gently smiling bow shaped lips, elongated ears, and wearing an us-
nisa. Relief fl oral and geometric decoration on the crown. Slightly encrusted and 
weathered surface, with loss to tip of usnisa. Old wooden base. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:14 P.M.

214.  Ban Chieng Pottery Jars (3) 
 Thailand. 
 Ca. 3300-2000 B.C. 
 5-1/4” to 8-1/4”H. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired prior to 1970, to present owner by inheritance. 
 Pottery examples including a black-brown reduction fi red pottery vessel having a 
conical lower body with a fi ne stippled texture and wide shoulder band with incised 
double spiral decoration. Repaired from approximately fi ve large pieces, some loss 
to one snake on rim. Wood block base. Together with a black-brown reduction fi red 
pottery vessel with a front spout, now missing. Incised stylized geometric leaf pat-
tern around the body. Minor rim fl akes, otherwise intact. Wood block base. Finally, 
a tan-brown pottery bottle, missing neck. Wide band of incised geometric decora-
tion around the shoulder. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:16 P.M.

215.  Chien-Lung Porcelain Vase 
 China. 
 Ca. 18th century. 
 8-5/8”H. 
 Ex. Jolin collection NYC., acquired 1940s, to previous owner by descent. 
 Porcelain rectangular baluster form vase with loop strap handles on two sides of the 
neck. Bright medium plum glaze ground, decorated with a raised panel on the front 
and back depicting a leafy branch with fi ve caterpillars on the leaves and an adult 
moth at the top. Signed on the underside of the base with an under-the-glaze blue 
chop signature. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:18 P.M.

217.  Group of Early Iron Locks & Lockplates (10) 
 Europe. 
 Ca. 17th-18th century. 
 2-7/8”W. to 10-1/4’W. 
 Collection of Elaine I. Immerman, NYC., acquired 1960s - 80s, to current owner 
by descent. 
 Including an early iron rectangular box lock with key. A fancy lock mechanism 
probably from a treasure box, having fancy scroliate decoration. A large bolt type 
lockplate. A lockplate having a large knob handle. An openwork scroliate lockplate. 
Together with six iron lockplate mechanisms, one having loss to one corner of the 
plate. Various rusty surface patinas, one cleaned on the face. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:22 P.M.



218.  European Tall Case Clock 
 Holland, Jan Marten Kleman (1758-1845). 
 Ca. late 18th century. 
 78”H. 
 Ex. Estate of Sam Schaefl er, NYC. 
 A tall wood case clock equipped with a barometer housed behind a door in the clocks body, pewter type engraved back 
marked “Contraleur door J. M. Kleman te Amfterd: (Amsterdam)”, plate decorated at the top with an urn. Metal clock 
face is engraved with a man walking with a long pole over his shoulder. Clock works have no makers mark. Case has a 
black painted fi nish with gilt striped decorative elements, carved fl ame fi nial. Upper case clock trip is loose and in need 
of regluing, some normal surface imperfections and wear, generally very good condition. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:24 P.M.

219.  Decorated Bronze Vessel & Mortar (2) 
 Java & Europe. 
 Ca. 13th-14th century A.D. & 17th -18th century. 
 4”H. 5-1/2”D.1-1/2”H. 2”D.   
 Private NYC collection, acquired 1970s-1980s. Ex. PB Eighty-Four, part of lot 374. 
 Including a Javanese cast bronze vessel, exterior decorated in relief with the signs of the zodiac and having an animal 
lying on his back in the center bottom of vessel. Published in Asiatic Art by H.F.E. Visser, 1948, pgs. 508-9. Some scat-
tered areas of blue-green surface patina. A small hole along the base rim. Together with a miniature cast bronze mortar 
decorated with four relief lions heads and four lugs. Intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:26 P.M.

220.  Two Helmets & Pair of Epaulets (4) 
 Europe. 
 20th century. 
 9”W. (Epaulets)10”H. (Helmets) 
 Private NYC collection, acquired 1970s-1980s. ex. PB Eighty-Four, part of lot 413 (Epaulets). ex. PB Eighty-Four, 
part of lot 403 (Leather Helmet). 
 First a Spanish colonial style helmet with pointed edges on brim. Next a French style leather helmet. Together with 
a matched pair of epaulets, probably French style, each having an opposing fl eur-de-lis decoration. Decorative lot. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:28 P.M.



221.  English Chamber Pot Set  (2) 
 Staff ordshire, England. 
 Ca. 1869-1892. 
 11”H., 12”W., 5 3/4”H., 8 1/2”D. 
 San Francisco collection. 
 Matching set of red fl oral decorated china chamber pots. Both are marked under 
the glaze, on the base, “J. F. Wileman FRENCH Foley Potteries Staff ordshire”, in 
a circular mark. The smaller handled pot is intact, exc. cond. The larger covered 
chamber pot has a 1” upper rim chip and two small base rim chips, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $250-$350 
Closing: Monday, July 10th, 5:30 P.M.

222.  Olmec Pottery Monkey Vessel 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 800-500 B.C. 
 4”H. 
 Ex. collection of David Bramhall, NYC. 
 A small monkey vessel depicted holding right hand on head, bowl form body with 
tail spout. Grayware with wide, red striped decoration. Loss to tip of tail spout, 
otherwise intact. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:00 A.M. 

223.  Olmec Zoomorphic Vessel 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 800-500 B.C. 
 5-3/4”H. 
 Ex. collection of David Barmhall, NYC. 
 A vessel depicting a seated zoomorph, holding hands on the back of the neck, open 
toothy mouth, long conical spout, cream-tan color. Right foot reattached, left fore-
arm and ear restored, 1/2” chip on rim of spout restored, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:02 A.M. 

224.  Chupicuaro Decorated Vessels (2) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 - 100 B.C. 
 4-1/4”H. & 5-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
 Two decorated pottery vessels including a double spouted round vessel with a loop 
handle. Decorated red on cream painted diamond pattern. Two large original pieces 
reattached in the upper portion. Together with an olla having two loop handles and a 
collar rim mouth. Painted red spoked decoration on a cream ground. Reattached 1” 
rim chip with visible breakline and minor loss along the breakline, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:04 A.M. 



225.  Chupicuaro Bowls (3) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 - 100 B.C. 
 3 - 4”H. 4-1/2 - 6”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # CH432. 
 Including a tripod bowl, painted red with cream geometric decoration, two perfo-
rated rim lugs. Intact. Together with a creamware bowl having a painted red rim 
and two raised circular elements, lug handles. Intact, quite elegant. Finally, a small 
undecorated, red painted bowl with a tan interior and lower body, small perforated 
lug handles. Intact. A nice group. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:06 A.M.

226.  Olmec Miniature Crawling Baby 
 Las Bocas, Mexico. 
 Ca. 1150-550 B.C. 
 2-1/4”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Bray collection, NY., Ex. Peter G. Wray collection, 
Scottsdale, AZ., ex. Sothebys. Collection # 1019-2. Exhibited at the Marjorie 
Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s and 2000s. 
 Solid pottery miniature crawling baby depicted with the classic elongated head and 
chubby legs. White slip surface with red-orange pigment highlights. Scattered min-
eral deposits on the surface. Head reattached with restoration over the breaklines, 
some normal minor paint wear, otherwise intact. A rare and nice example. 
Est.  $3,000-$5,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:08 A.M.

227.  Olmec Miniature Seated Figure 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 1100-700 B.C. 
 2”H. 
 Private La Jolla collection, acquired from Fine Arts of Ancient Lands, NY. 
 Miniature solid pottery male fi gure, seated with legs crossed, forearms resting on 
hips. White slip surface with painted red highlights. Overall scattered surface de-
posits. Arms and head reattached. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:10 A.M.

228.  Pre-Classic Mammary Tripod Bowls (3) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. 
 3-1/2”D., 4-1/4”D. & 4-1/2”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Including two similar tan-brown pottery bowls having tripod mammary form sup-
ports. both have some areas of rim restoration, otherwise intact. Together with a 
Chupicuaro redware bowl with mammary form tripod legs, decorated with geomet-
ric patterns. Some paint losses and rim fl akes, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $500-$750 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:12 A.M.



229.  Chupicuaro Seated Pendant Figures (4) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 1-1/2” - 1-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Solid pottery seated pendant fi gures including three matching fi gures, with traces 
of red and white pigment highlights. Single perforation through the top of head. All 
intact. Finally, a miniature cream-tan fi gure, with arms wrapped around his raised 
knees. Perforated through the forehead. Intact, a nice example. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:14 A.M.

230.  Matched Pair of Chupicuaro Figures 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 2-3/4” & 2-7/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Matching pair of natural buff -brown solid pottery fi gures, both holding their hands 
to their hips. Some remaining light traces of white surface pigment and scattered 
mineral deposits on the surfaces. Both are intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:16 A.M.

231.  Chupicuaro Small Pottery Vessels (3) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 2-5/8”, 2-7/8” & 4-7/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Two diff erent tripod bowls, including one having four small lug handles around the 
rim, painted red linear decoration. Tiny probe hole in base, otherwise intact. To-
gether with a tripod bowl having a fl at shoulder and wide mouth. Fine line painted 
red crosshatched and linear decoration. Intact. And a bulbous-bodied vessel having 
a basket type handle. Red painted spoke decoration on a cream ground. Intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:18 A.M.

232.  Chupicuaro Pottery Bowls & Mini Fruitera (3) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 4-3/8” x 2-3/8”, 5-1/2” x 3-7/8” & 4-3/4”D., 3”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Including a small oblong bowl standing on small pointed legs. Painted with black 
linear decoration and segmented border. Intact. Together with a larger rectangular 
bowl on tripod feet. Decorated with a wide exterior band of black and cream geo-
metric decoration. Intact. Together with a small redware fruitera, decorated with an 
openwork triangular pattern on the pedestal. Intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:20 A.M.



233.  Chupicuaro Miniature Polychrome Bird Vessels (2) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 5-1/4”L., 2-3/4”H. & 3-3/4”L., 3-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Including a small avian form olla having relief wings, tail and head. Painted black 
and red details on a cream ground. Minor chip on birds beak, otherwise intact. 
Together with a baby bird vessel depicted with a large open mouth. Painted wide 
geometric pattern border in red and black on a cream ground. Two drilled perfora-
tions at the base of the neck. A couple of very minor mouth rim fl akes, otherwise 
intact, overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:22 A.M.

234.  Chupicuaro Small Figures (6) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 2-1/4” - 3”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired late 1990s. Ex. Dr. David Harner collection, 
Arkansas, 1950s-1960s, collection #s 687.37,ch148, ch253, ch132, ch176, ch257. 
Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV. 
 Group of six small solid buff  color pottery fi gures, including fi ve females and one 
seated fi gure. Four are holding their hands on their stomachs. Three have some re-
maining red pigment highlights. Three have a repaired break, three intact examples. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:24 A.M.

235.  Chupicuaro Oblong Face Bowl & Two Polychrome Bowls (3) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 6” x 3-5/8” x 2-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s, 
collection #R43, CHU312 & no#. 
 Three decorated pottery examples including a ovoid polychrome decorated face 
bowl having relief facial features and various geometric decoration. Intact. Nice 
example. Together with an orange-tan bowl having a brown painted diamond geo-
metric decoration. Intact. Finally, a low pedestal urn, polychrome decorated with a 
wide diamond pattern band and a band around the foot of circular elements. Some 
light paint wear and a few scattered small chips, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:26 A.M.

236.  Small Chupicuaro Pretty Lady Figures (5) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 2-1/2” - 2-7/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s, 
collection #s CH124, CH125, CH217, FF49 & no#. 
 Solid buff  color pottery standing fi gures. One depicted chewing on her hairlock, all 
wearing applied necklaces and disc ear ornaments. Some remaining red and white 
pigment highlights. One missing an arm tip, otherwise all are intact. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:28 A.M.



237.  Chupicuaro Polychrome Tripod Bowls (4) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 5-3/4” 5-7/8”, 6-1/4” & 6-3/8”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
One published and exhibited: Ceremonial Objects of Ancient Mexico, Memphis 
Pink Palace Museum, 1984, # 25a. 
 Four polychrome pottery tripod bowls. One decorated with stylized scorpions and 
various geometric elements on both the interior and exterior. Intact. Exhibited Pink 
Palace Museum. Together with a bowl having a simple geometric decoration, intact. 
A tripod bowl with rattle type legs. Decorated on the underside with two deeply 
incised rim bands and red painted stripes on a cream ground. Intact. Finally, a tripod 
bowl decorated with a painted black rim band with stylized animals. A small bird 
painted on each leg. A small chip on the rim, otherwise intact. Nice examples. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:30 A.M.

238.  Chupicuaro Pinched & Boat Shape Bowls (2) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 7-1/2” x 6-1/2” & 8-1/2” x 7-1/4”. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Including a pottery pinch bowl having a black and red painted geometric and band-
ed decoration on a cream ground, on both the exterior and interior. Repaired from 
approximately six large original pieces with restoration over the breaklines, and a 
1/2” round surface fl ake. Together with a boat shape pottery bowl decorated with 
a stylized human face on the front having relief features. Painted red and black 
geometric decoration on a cream ground. Repaired from approximately six large 
original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:32 A.M.

239.  Chupicuaro Brown Ware Vessels (3) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 9-7/8” x 5”, bowl; 6-7/8”, dish; 4-3/4”H., basket. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Brownware pottery examples including a long oval bowl standing on tripod mam-
mary form legs. Opposing zoomorphic heads on the rim. Strong root marks on the 
surface. Together with a basket handled bowl having scattered mineral deposits on 
the surface. Finally, an oblong dish, having an applied circular element on the front 
center. All are intact. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:34 A.M.

240.  Chupicuaro Polychrome Bowls & Olla (3) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 5-1/4”H., 6-3/4”D. & 7-1/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 All are polychrome decorated pottery examples, including an olla having stylized 
bird and linear decoration. Intact, A nice example. Together with a bowl having 
a three wide registers depicting an abstract birds. Intact. Finally, a bowl having a 
linear and dot geometric pattern. Drilled attachment holes in the top rim. Intact, all 
are nice examples. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:36 A.M.



241.  Chupicuaro Rayed Bowl 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 6-3/4”D., 3-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # CH409. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery bowl having a wide exterior band of pointed blade-
like elements and upper banded elements, solid cream interior. Scattered mineral 
deposits on the surface. Minor restored rim chip, otherwise intact. A nice example. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:38 A.M.

242.  Two Chupicuaro Ollas & Pinch Bowl (3) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 4-3/8”H., 5”H. & 6-3/4” x 4-3/8”. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Three Chupicuaro pottery examples, including an oblong pinch bowl having a red 
and cream melon section type decoration. Intact. An olla having a collar rim with 
small tabs. Decorated with a red and cream stepped geometric design. Intact. Fi-
nally, an olla standing on tripod legs. Relief decorated with a stylized face with an 
incised toothy mouth. Minor surface dig on one side and a tiny rim fl ake, otherwise 
intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:40 A.M.

243.  Small Chupicuaro Vessels (4) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 2-3/8”D., to 4-1/4”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Including a small red-brown pottery foot vessel with some remaining black geo-
metric decoration. Ancient chips on the spout rim, otherwise intact. Together with 
a brown ware pottery double dish with six bird heads at the corners, four mammary 
form legs. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. One beak chipped, otherwise 
intact. A miniature olla having bands of black painted geometric decoration on a 
cream ground, red painted rim. Intact. Finally, a blackware pottery miniature ribbed 
olla having a large strap loop handle. Intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:42 A.M.

244.  Chupicuaro Bichrome Pottery Bowls (3) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 7-1/4”D., 4-1/4”D. & 4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Three decorated pottery vessels including a small bowl on tripod legs. Decorated on 
the exterior with three large geometric stepped elements with three linear v-shape 
elements in between. Together with a shallow bowl having an inward folded rim. 
Cream interior, red-brown painted geometric, linear and banded exterior decoration. 
Finally, a small bowl decorated with a vertical striped red on cream exterior decora-
tion. All are intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:44 A.M.



245.  Chupicuaro Tripod Bowl & Unusual Spouted Vessel (2) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 7-3/8” x 6” x 3-5/8”H. & 6-1/2” spout span. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Including an unusual double spouted squat vessel decorated with a dark brown 
painted squiggle and linear pattern. A few restored rim chips and scattered surface 
erosion. Together with a tan-brown pottery rectangular bowl on openwork tripod 
feet. Decorated on the exterior with a triangular incised and stippled wide band. 
Scattered mineral deposits. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:46 A.M.

246.  Chupicuaro Tripod Face Bowl 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 550-100 B.C. 
 4”H. x 8-1/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s, 
collection #CH297. 
 Redware pottery face bowl standing on conical tripod legs. Decorated around the 
outer rim with a face having a nose and mouth in relief, painted stepped geometric 
eyes. Nicely burnished surface with scattered deposits. A very minor spot of paint 
loss on the rim, otherwise intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:48 A.M.

247.  Pre-Classic Vessels & Bowls (6) 
 Chupicuaro & Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. 
 2-3/4”D. to 5-3/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Six pottery examples including four blackware examples including three small 
bowls and an olla, all are intact. Together with a double bodied olla decorated with 
red-brown crosshatched, concentric ring and geometric designs. Intact. Finally, a 
mottled red-brown and tan olla having a fl ared rim. A 2” section of the rim restored, 
otherwise intact. 
Est.  $300-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:50 A.M.

248.  Group of Seven Pre-Classic Bowls 
 Chupicuaro/ Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. 
 3-1/8”D. to 5”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Group of seven small decorated bowls, including a redware bowl, missing its tripod 
legs. Overall incised intricate geometric decoration. A red-brown bowl with incised 
vertical panels with tree sets of small linear decoration. Some restored rim chips, 
otherwise intact. A chocolate ware bowl with incised linear and diamond patterns. 
Restored rim chips and a stable hairline from rim. A red-brown bowl decorated with 
four lobed sections and fi ve rounded tabs on the rim. Simple incised linear decora-
tion. Intact. A pink-cream burnished bowl having a rim chip. An orange ware bowl 
having a painted white interior geometric decoration. Wear to the painted decora-
tion, otherwise intact. Finally, a creamware bowl having an exterior swirl pattern 
decoration. Interior painted red-brown. Intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:52 A.M.



249.  Large Colima Seated Drinker Figure 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 14-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s, 
collection #M54. 
 Large redware pottery seated fi gure holding an oblong bowl to his mouth. Depicted 
with an incised wrapped head band and a shamans horn, rear head spout. Scattered 
mineral deposits on the surface. Repaired from approximately eight large pieces 
with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:54 A.M.

250.  Olmec Large Stone Celt 
 Eastern Mexico. 
 Ca. 1000 B.C.- 400 B.C. 
 11-7/8”H. x 3-7/8”W. 
 Private Tucson collection, acquired Arte Primitivo Gallery, auction 52, lot 8.  Ex. 
collection of Dr. Peter Takacs, NY, acquired from Norman Lane, 1980s. 
 Large, mottled blue-gray and green stone celt, having semi-rounded edges and a 
single edge tapered blade. Overall scattered surface deposits. Ancient chip on the 
edge of the blade and general surface wear, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $2,000-$3,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:56 A.M.

251.  Mezcala Standing Stone Figures (2) 
 Guerrero, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. 
 3-1/2” & 5-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Two carved stone standing fi gures, including a black stone Olmecoid fi gure holding 
both hands on her chest. Stylized relief carved facial features. A few scattered chips 
and high point wear, otherwise intact. Together with a taller gray hard stone stand-
ing fi gure, simple low relief facial features, squared shoulders and long shoulders. 
Scattered areas of light surface encrustation. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 10:58 A.M.

252.  Olmec Greenstone Transformational Figure 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 1000-400 B.C. 
 3”H. 
 Collection of Albert J. and Monique Grant, NYC., acquired 1950s-1960s. Item #V9. 
 Medium grayish-green serpentine standing transformational jaguar/shaman fi gure 
holding his front paws in front of his stomach. Large round eyes and an open toothy 
mouth. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:00 A.M.



253.  Chupicuaro Tall Tripod Bowl 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. 
 9-1/4”H. x 10-3/8”D. 
 Starr Family and The Walton Arts Center, Fayetteville, AR, from the collection of 
Joe F. Starr, 1968. 
 Tall red and cream pottery tripod bowl, having a thin band of stylized diamond 
shape elements around the rim. Two incised bands on the underside of the rim, high-
lighted in cream and painted cream color bands on the legs, openwork leg vents. 
Two legs reattached and one with a repaired break. Small chip on the rim with a 
tight stable hairline. Some surface pitting near the center of the bowl. A nice large 
size example. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:02 A.M.

254.  Olmecoid Head Pot & Colima Redware Olla (2) 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 1000-400 B.C. & 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 5-1/2”H. 8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # M197; M400. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 
1990s. 
 Including a large redware pottery bulbous body olla having a fl ared rim. Some re-
maining black resist geometric decoration. Scattered strong mineral deposits on 
the surface. Rim repaired and partially restored, otherwise intact. Together with 
an Olmecoid pinkish-tan head vessel depicted with an open bowl on the top of 
head. Elongated snout as if in transformation into a jaguar, feline shape eyes. Some 
remaining traces of cream slip, overall scattered surface deposits. Intact, exc. cond. 
A rare type. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:04 A.M.

255.  Chupicuaro Small Decorated Bowls & Olla (3) 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. 
 4-1/4”D., 4-1/8”D. & 2-3/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Three small pottery bowls; the largest decorated on the exterior with three rows of 
black on red painted x elements. Next a shallow bowl with red on cream geometric 
decoration. Both having a minor stable hairline in rim, otherwise intact. Finally, a 
miniature olla decorated with a cream double zigzag decoration around the shoul-
der. Intact. 
Est.  $500-$750 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:06 A.M.

256.  Chupicuaro Tripod Bowl 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. 
 6-7/8”D. x 4”H. 
 Starr Family and The Walton Arts Center, Fayetteville, AR, from the collection of 
Joe F. Starr, 1968. 
 Redware pottery tripod bowl having openwork legs. Decorated around the rim with 
cream color triangular elements. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Intact. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:08 A.M.



257.  Chupicuaro Brown Ware Pipe 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. 
 8-1/8”L. 
 Starr Family and The Walton Arts Center, Fayetteville, AR, from the collection of 
Joe F. Starr, 1968. 
 Chocolate ware pottery platform pipe having a long tapered stem and conical bowl 
at one end. Incised scroliate decoration on the top of the stem. Scattered mineral 
deposits on the surface. Chip on the rim of bowl and tip of pipe stem reattached, 
otherwise intact. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:10 A.M.

258.  Chupicuaro Small Face Bowls & Snake Ring Bottle (3) 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. 
 3”D., 4-1/2”D & 5-3/8”W. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Three decorated pottery examples including two small polychrome decorated face 
bowls having simple relief facial features and painted geometric decoration. To-
gether with a snake ring form bottle, with spout in the form of a snake head having 
an open mouth. Minor stable hairline in snakes body, otherwise intact. Large bowl 
repaired from two original pieces with restoration over the breakline. Smaller bowl 
is intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:12 A.M.

259.  Two Chupicuaro Bedded Figures & Dog Whistle (3) 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 2-1/8”L., 2-3/8”L., 5-1/4”L. 
 Collection of Albert J. and Monique Grant, NYC., acquired 1950s-60s. 
 Pottery examples including a cradle board type, fi gure strapped within. Intact. To-
gether with a bedded fi gure having a double hoop canapé above her head. Missing 
the two rear legs on bed, otherwise intact. Finally, a canine having a rear whistle. 
Depicted with a long snout and curled tail. Chip on tongue, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $450-$650 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:14 A.M.

260.  Chupicuaro Three Small Decorated Tripod Bowls 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 4-5/8” to 6”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Three pottery bowls standing on pointed tripod feet, including a red painted bowl 
having a black stylized bird on each leg. Stepped geometric decoration around the 
rim. Together with a small tripod bowl having a black and red painted triangular and 
linear decoration on a cream ground. Some minor scattered paint loss, otherwise 
intact. Finally, a tripod bowl decorated with a red on cream checkered and linear 
pattern. Stable hairline from the rim to leg, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $500-$700 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:16 A.M.



261.  Chupicuaro & Michoacan Small Decorated Ollas (4) 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 2-3/4”D. x 5”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Decorated pottery examples including an owl olla, painted black and red decoration 
on a cream ground. Overall scattered surface weathering and paint losses. Together 
with an orangeware olla having a tall fl ared rim. Painted abstract owl faces on both 
sides. Intact. A small redware olla having a wide band depicting two semiabstract 
zoomorphs. Losses to the rim, otherwise intact. Finally, a miniature olla having a 
classic black geometric decoration on a red ground. Three minor fl akes on the rim, 
otherwise intact. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:18 A.M.

262.  Chupicuaro Four Small Vessels (4) 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 2-5/8” to 4-3/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Group of four diff erent pottery vessels including a miniature red painted pottery 
olla with a fl ared rim. Intact. An orange-tan boat form vessel having a fl ared rim 
and nicely burnished surface. Intact. A larger red painted bottle having a wide fl at 
lip with a concentric ring decoration. Body repaired from two original pieces with 
some loss along the visible breakline. Finally, an ovoid bowl decorated with a geo-
metric stepped pattern on the exterior. Repaired from approximately four original 
pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $600-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:20 A.M.

263.  Chupicuaro Bowl with Crosshatched Decoration 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-200 B.C. 
 7-1/2”D. 
 Starr Family and The Walton Arts Center, Fayetteville, AR, from the collection of 
Joe F. Starr, 1968. 
 Pottery bowl decorated with a wide exterior net pattern band, painted red on a cream 
ground, bordered by upper and lower thin black bands and a wide lower red band. 
Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. A large original piece reattached, with 
breakline visible, minor loss at corner of breakline, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $200-$400 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:22 A.M.

264.  Michoacan & Two Chupicuaro Bowls (3) 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 550-100 B.C. 
 3-1/8”H., 5-3/8”D; 3-1/2”H., 5-1/4”W.; 4-1/2”H., 6-1/4”W. 
 Private Washington D.C. collection, acquired at Arte Primitivo, 2004. 
 Including a pottery olla having a tan-gray ground with red painted geometric shoul-
der decoration and lower solid band. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. To-
gether with a tan-gray pottery bowl having a wide upper band of stepped geometric 
chevron decoration, striped inner lip rim in red and cream. Minor ancient rim chip, 
otherwise intact. Finally, a tan-gray pottery olla having a tapered angled shoulder 
with fi ve intricately incised geometric abstract jaguars around the shoulder. Some 
rim loss with ancient chips, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:24 A.M.



265.  Olmecoid Jade Celts (2) 
 Mexico or Central America. 
 Ca. 1000-200 B.C. 
 5-3/8” & 5-3/4”L. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired from foreign service offi  cers in the 1950s and 
1960s. 
 Two blue-green jadeite celts including a slightly larger example having a tapered, 
rounded full body, a nicely curved single edge blade, and rounded butt end. Intact, 
exc. cond. Together with a thick slab type celt, having a tapered body and curved 
single edge blade. Minor ancient fl ake on the side, butt end, otherwise intact, exc. 
cond. Both are nice examples. 
Est.  $1,600-$2,400 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:26 A.M.

266.  Colima Redware Staved Olla 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 12”D. x 7”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Large redware pottery olla having depicting a bowl of stave type petal forms and a 
wide slightly rounded shoulder, fl ared rim. Some remaining traces of a black resist 
painted geometric decoration on the bowl. Scattered mineral deposits on the sur-
face. A large original piece reattached in one side of the body and a 1” restored rim 
chip, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $900-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:28 A.M.

267.  Michoacan “Pretty Lady” Figures (2) 
 Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 4-1/8” & 4-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Both are natural buff -brown solid pottery standing pretty lady fi gures, wearing large 
ear ornaments, necklaces and fancy striated hairdos. Some faint traces of red and 
white pigment highlights. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. The left foot of 
the smaller example is a replacement, otherwise both are intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:30 A.M.

268.  Michoacan Pretty Lady 
 Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 6-3/4”H. 
 Ex. collection of Albert J. and Monique Grant, NYC., acquired 1950s-60s. 
Collection #QX1. 
 Larger than usual, solid pottery standing female fi gure, wearing a headdress with 
birds on each corner, applied necklace, having wide hips and bare breasts. Elaborate 
braided hairdo on back. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Repaired break 
through the waist. Minor repairs and losses to the headdress, some scattered minor 
chips. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:32 A.M.



269.  Michoacan Small Decorated Bowls (5) 
 Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 3-7/8”D. to 4-7/8”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Including three red-brown small bowls, all with incised exterior decoration. One de-
picting  a coiled snake, having some base surface wear, otherwise intact. The other 
two with various intricate geometric designs. The small example has a rim chip, the 
other bowl has scattered surface pitting. Together with a redware and a blackware 
tripod bowls both having wide bands of geometric decoration, both are intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:34 A.M.

270.  Tlatilco Miniature “Pretty Ladies” (5) 
 Querendero type, Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 2-3/8” - 2-15/16”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Five natural buff -brown solid pottery fi gures including two similar example and 
three examples of diff erent female fi gures. One wearing a crested helmet and fancy 
loincloth. All with traces of red, white and one with black pigment highlights. The 
helmeted example has the right leg reattached, otherwise all others are intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:36 A.M.

271.  Pre-Classic Miniature Amuletic Figures (5) 
 Tlatilco and Chupicuaro. 
 Ca. 1100-450 B.C. 
 1-1/4” - 1-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, 
Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Five diff erent miniature solid pottery seated fi gures, all are 
perforated for suspension. Three holding hands on their raised 
knees, one with hands on chest and one holding a bowl. One 
missing upper portion of suspension hole, all with weathered 
surfaces, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:38 A.M.

272.  Large Pottery Tlatilco Figure 
 Tlatilco, Mexico. 
 Ca. 1100-550 B.C. 
 13-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC., 1980s. Collection # M163. Exhibited at 
Majorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s and early 2000s. Exhibited at Museum of Peoples and Cultures, 
Brigham Young, (BYU), late 1990s. 
 Large hollow pink ware pottery seated adolescent fi gure depicted with splayed legs and outstretched arms. 
Expressive facial features, having large eyes with perforated pupils, and long ponytail down the back of 
his head. Wearing a decorated head band and small ear and nose ornaments. Scattered areas of white sur-
face encrustation. Repaired from approximately eight original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:40 A.M.



273.  Tlatilco Heads & Bust (3) 
 Tlatilco, Mexico. 
 Ca. 1100-550 B.C. 
 1-1/2 - 3-1/4”H. 
 Estate of Hannelore Schulhof, collection of Rudolph B. and Hannelore B. Schulhof, 
Kings Point, NY, 1950s-1970s. 
 Pottery examples including a medium brown Tlatilco female bust having a fancy 
textured hairdo with long braids. Scattered strong surface deposits. Together with 
two diff erent Tlatilco solid pottery heads, originally from fi gures. Both with lucite 
cube bases. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:42 A.M.

274.  Tlatilco Pottery Figural Busts (2) 
 Tlatilco, Mexico. 
 Ca. 1150-550 B.C. 
 4-1/4” & 4-1/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s, 
collection #M160 &M161. 
 Two similar buff  color hollow pottery busts, one having a centrally crested hairdo 
and heavy brows. Both have perforated ear lobes and some remaining red painted 
vertical stripes on their faces. Scattered mineral deposits and root marks on their 
surfaces. Both intact, exc. cond. A rare type. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:44 A.M.

275.  Jalisco Ameca Female with Bowl 
 Ameca type, Jalisco, Mexico. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 11-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s, 
collection #M83. 
 White slip pottery seated female holding a large bowl on her lap. Depicted with 
large breasts, left hand held to her head, right hand jutting forward, long pointed 
nose wearing a nose ring and ear ornaments. Some painted red-brown highlights. 
Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Left arm partially restored and reattached, 
otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:46 A.M.

276.  Chupicuaro & Colima Head Pot Vessels (2) 
 Chupicuaro and Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. - 250 
 4-1/4”H., 5”W. & 2-3/4”H., 2-3/4”W. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s, 
collection #M353 & CH352. 
 Including a blackware pottery head vessel having an incised hairdo pulled back into 
a short conical bun. Scattered mineral deposits and surface encrustation. A very 
minor lower rim fl ake, otherwise intact. Together with a small cream pottery head 
pot decorated with red painted stripes. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. A 
very tiny rim fl ake, otherwise intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:48 A.M.



277.  Chupicuaro Small Decorated Ollas (2) 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. 
 4”H. x 4-1/2”D. &  5”H. x 5”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # CH.49. 
 Two polychrome decorated ollas including a beautifully decorated face pot hav-
ing simple relief facial features and intricate decorated black and red geometric 
decoration on a cream ground. Intact. Together with a polychrome olla having an 
overall geometric decoration. Approximately 1/2 of the outer rim has been restored, 
otherwise intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:52 A.M. 

278.  Chupicuaro Vessel 
 Chupicuaro, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 6-1/2”H. 4-3/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Item #CH60. 
 Redware pottery saucer shape pottery olla having a wide fl ared rim. Light scattered 
mineral deposits on the surface. Three small restored rim chips, otherwise intact. 
Excellent surface quality. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:54 A.M. 

279.  Pihuamo Seated Female Figure 
 Coahuayana, Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 10”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # M172. 
 Tan-brown pottery seated female fi gure, depicted with short arms held away from 
her sides, plump stomach and bulbous hips. Simple small applied facial features, 
beaded necklace and pierced ears. Wide fl ared rim spout in the top of her head. 
Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Two large restored rim chips, some areas 
of light surface scratches, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,800-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:56 A.M. 

280.  Archaic Colima Warriors (2) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. 
 4-1/2” & 5-3/4”H. 
 The Estate of Marion Lynton. Exhibited: Cologne, Rautenstrauch-Joest Museum, 
Out of the Depths, Tomb Figures From West Mexico, July 4th, 1986 - January 11, 
1987. 
 Two solid pottery standing warrior fi gures including one carrying a tufted quiver on 
his back, holding a club in his raised right hand and a spear in his left hand. Multi 
banded helmet having a wide chin strap, whistle incorporated in his head. Overall 
ocher surface pigment and scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Missing up-
per portion of the spear, tip of quiver reattached, otherwise intact. Together with 
a standing warrior having a fantail backsplash and holding a club in both hands. 
Wearing a multi banded helmet with chin strap. Whistle incorporated in his head. 
Overall ocher pigment and scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Intact, exc. 
cond. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 11:58 A.M.



281.  Archaic Colima Figure with Slingshot 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. 
 4-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # 11.9. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 2000s. 
 Solid buff -brown pottery standing fi gure having a whistle incorporated in the top 
of his head. Depicted wielding a sling shot and carrying fi gure on his back, having 
a human face, standing on four legs and having a round feathered tail. Main fi gure 
wearing a banded headdress with chin strap and loin cloth. Overall surface encrusta-
tion. Intact, exc. cond. A very rare example. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:00 Noon

282.  Colima Figural Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 12-3/4”H. 
 Dr. J. D. Blackburn collection, San Antonio, TX., acquired 1960s-1990s. 
 Hollow redware pottery fi gural vessel in the form of a squatting male, legs in low 
relief and looped arms with hands terminating on knees. Face bears prominent nose, 
raised lips and bulging eyes with peaked cap above and vessel opening at very top. 
Surface deposits, minor nicks but intact. 
Est.  $2,000-$3,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:02 P.M. 

283.  Colima Double Headed Effi  gy Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. -250 A.D. 
 10-1/2”L. x 5”H. 
 Starr Family and The Walton Arts Center, Fayetteville, AR, from the collection of 
Joe F. Starr, 1968. 
 Redware pottery double headed dog vessel having an ovoid body and a wide central 
opening. A double set of ancient drill holes at the rim, possible for a cover attach-
ment. Two small probe holes in the body and some chips on the dogs ears, mouth 
and rim chips. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:04 P.M. 

284.  Colima Seated Female Figure 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. -250 A.D. 
 11-3/4”H. 
 Private California collection, acquired 1960s from Harold Wagner, CA., to current 
owner by inheritance. 
 Red-brown pottery seated fi gure, holding her arms away from her sides. Wearing an 
ankle length skirt. Depicted with perforated eyes and slightly puckered lips. Strong 
scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Minor chip on the rim of the of the fi ring 
vent at the top of her head, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:06 P.M. 



285.  Colima Redware Olla 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 12”D. x 7-1/2”H. 
 Private California collection, acquired 1960s from Harold Wagner, CA., to current 
owner by inheritance. 
 Large redware pottery olla depicting a cooking pot with vegiform staves around the 
exterior edge and four concentric rows of beans on the upper shoulder. Wide slightly 
fl ared rim mouth. Scattered mineral deposits and surface deposits. Two restored 
hairline cracks in the shoulder and a small under the rim chip, otherwise intact. A 
scarce type and having excellent surface quality. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:08 P.M.

286.  Colima Standing Male Figure 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 10-1/4”H. 
 Estate collection of Gordon and Marilyn Heck, 1950s - early 60s. Mr. Heck founded 
the School of Architecture at the University of Arizona. 
 Red-brown pottery standing male fi gure holding a weapon in his right hand, left 
hand on chest. Wearing a pendant necklace. Incised v-shape decoration on his pon-
cho, highlighted in red. Right arm and head reattached, missing front portion of his 
weapon, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:10 P.M.

287.  Two Colima Flat Pretty Ladies 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 7” & 7-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Both are natural buff  color solid pottery nude, standing female fi gures. Wearing 
a simple headband, beaded necklace and noded shoulders. The slightly larger ex-
ample has some remaining ocher surface pigment. Both are intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:12 P.M.

288.  Colima Dog Head 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 10-1/4”L. x 4-3/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Two tone redware pottery large dog head having a wide rear spout, perked ears and 
incised toothy grin. Scattered areas of strong mineral deposits. Right ear restored 
and some restored rim chips, otherwise intact. A nice large size example. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:14 P.M.



289.  Two Colima “Gingerbread” Figures 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 6-5/8”H. & 7”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Both are buff -brown solid pottery standing male fi gures, wearing necklaces and 
headdresses. Wearing over the shoulder strap shirts with painted black or white 
highlights. Scattered mineral deposits on the surfaces. Both fi gures are intact, exc. 
cond. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:16 P.M.

290.  Colima Mother & Child Figures (2) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 3-3/4” & 4-1/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Two diff erent seated female pottery fi gures, each holding a child. The example with 
the standing child has been repaired from approximately fi ve original pieces with 
restoration over the breaklines. The other example has a chip on her left arm, oth-
erwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:18 P.M.

291.  Colima Flat Male & Female Figures (2) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 8-1/4”H. & 8-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Both are solid pottery standing fi gures. The male is wearing a long tasseled loin-
cloth, pendant necklace and pointed headdress. Right arm restored, otherwise intact. 
The female is wearing a segmented necklace, ear ornaments and decorative shoul-
der appliques. Repaired from approximately fi ve original pieces, right leg restored. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:20 P.M.

292.  Colima Redware Lentoid Bowl 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 11-3/8”D., 6-1/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # M226. 
 Large redware pottery saucer form olla with a wide slightly tapered shoulder. Rim 
band decorated with two rows of tiny circular dot elements. Nicely burnished sur-
face with some scattered areas of mineral deposits. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:22 P.M.



293.  Colima Pottery Head Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 6-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Red-brown pottery votive head vessel having a rear spout with arched wing el-
ements on both sides of his head, having simple incised segmented decoration. 
Depicted with puff y cheeks, simple small round eyes and incised mouth, heavy 
browline. Scattered areas of mineral deposits and gray-white surface encrustation, 
light surface erosion. Intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:24 P.M.

294.  Colima Redware Seated Dog 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 10”H. x 13”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s, 
collection #M97. 
 Two-tone redware pottery seated dog having a center head spout. Depicted with 
expressive facial features, incised toothy mouth and perked ears. Scattered mineral 
deposits on the surface. Tips of both ears, left front leg and right toe are restored and 
a 1/2” spout rim chip restored, otherwise intact. Excellent surface quality. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:26 P.M.

295.  Colima Very Large Warrior with Club 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 27”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # 174. 
 Very large pottery standing shaman-warrior holding a long bladed weapon above 
his head with both hands. Wearing a large protective backsplash decorated with a 
spiral shell on top and wearing a shamans horn. Face and blacksplash painted red, 
with some remaining traces of black and white decorative pigment highlights. Areas 
of scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Repaired break across the backsplash 
and upper portion of the weapon reattached, a few minor losses and imperfections, 
otherwise intact, exc. cond. Rare in this large size. 
Est.  $6,000-$9,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:28 P.M.

296.  Colima Obsidian Discs, Pottery and Stone Beaded Necklaces (3) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 28” to 30”L. each. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Three similar single strand necklaces composed of small red and black pottery 
beads with various elements, including thin mahogany obsidian discs, small gray 
stone fi gures, black pottery anthropomorphic fi gures and one red pottery zoomorph. 
Two strands have spindle whorl pendants. All modern strung, without clasps. 
Est.  $450-$650 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:30 P.M.



297.  Colima Obsidian Disc Pottery & Stone Bead Necklaces (3) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 22” to 30”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Three similar single strand necklaces composed of small red and black pottery 
beads with thin mahogany and black obsidian discs and long fl ake type, pendant 
beads. One necklace has a double bead type pendant, one strand has a zoomorphic 
red pottery pendant, with loss to his snout. All modern strung, without clasps. 
Est.  $450-$650 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:32 P.M.

298.  Colima Acrobat with Bowl 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C - 250 A.D. 
 14”L., 9-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # BH.03.115. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV. 
 Large redware pottery acrobat depicted doing a back bend and having a large olla 
in the center of his torso; head in an upside down position, with strong, nicely 
sculpted facial features. Olla decorated with four raised geometric net pattern ele-
ments. Scattered areas of mineral deposits on the surface. Olla was repaired from 
approximately twenty original pieces with areas of restoration and restoration be-
tween the breaklines. Body is restored from approximately twelve original pieces 
with restoration over the breaklines. A rare type. 
Est.  $3,000-$5,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:34 P.M.

299.  Colima Stone Axes (2) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 4-1/2” & 3-3/8”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Two diff erent hardstone axe heads including a  zoomorphic axe head of medium 
gray stone with mauve veining. Depicting a canine head with drilled eyes and 
perked ears, grooved around the neck, opposing crescent form blade. Nicely pecked 
surface with scattered areas of encrustation. Intact. Together with a green-gray stone 
grooved axe head. Scattered areas of surface encrustation. Intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:36 P.M.

300.  Colima Shell Pendants (3) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 4”, 5” & 6-1/2”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Three large carved shell pendants including a cayman, an abstract fi sh-form and a 
large claw form pendant. All have drilled perforations for suspension. Cayman has 
overall light surface weathering otherwise intact. The fi sh-form is repaired from two 
original pieces. The claw has light surface weathering, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $450-$650 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:38 P.M.



301.  Colima Pretty Lady Triplets (3) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 8-5/8”, 9-1/4”, 9-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Natural buff -brown solid pottery standing female fi gures holding their arms to their 
sides, all made by the same hand. Elongated heads having a large banded headdress. 
Some remaining areas of ocher surface pigment. Scattered mineral deposits on the 
surface. Left leg reattached on one fi gure. Both legs and left arm restored on another 
fi gure. Final fi gure is intact. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:40 P.M.

302.  Colima Triplets & Twins (5) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 6-1/4” - 7-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Five natural buff -brown standing fi gures including three similar fi gures, depicted 
with long striated hairdos with tails crossing under their chins, holding their hands 
to their chests. Wearing incised decorated loincloths with a long side tassel. Largest 
and medium examples have both legs reattached. The other has her right foot tip 
reattached and some loss to the left side of hairdo. Together with a male and female, 
fl at fi gures. Both have their legs and head reattached, female has left arm restored. 
The males penis is restored. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:42 P.M.

303.  Colima Horned Toad Pottery Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 9-1/4” nose to spout. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # ST41. Exhibited Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s. 
 Two-tone red-brown and tan pottery horned toad having a wide tail spout, seg-
mented multi ridged back and horned head. Overall scattered surface encrustation. 
Horns on head and several of the rib segments have been restored, tail rim partially 
restored. A scarce type. 
Est.  $500-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:44 P.M.

304.  Colima Redware Squash Olla 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 7-1/8”H. x 10-1/2”D. 
 Ex. Bruce Rogers Collection, San Francisco, CA., acquired 1960s, to current owner 
by inheritance. 
 Redware pottery squash olla standing on short bulbous tripod legs, wide fl at rim 
collar and a fi nely ribbed body. Overall strong root marks and surface deposits. A 
very minor rim fl ake, otherwise intact, exc. cond. A nice example. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:46 P.M.



305.  Colima Seated Male Figure 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 9”H. x 7-1/2”W. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Red-brown pottery seated male fi gure holding both hands to his bearded face, 
splayed legs and heavy brows. Scattered areas of mineral deposits on the surface. 
Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:48 P.M.

306.  Colima Mask with Sharp Long Nose 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 5-7/8”W. x 5-3/8”H. 
 The Estate of Marion Lynton acquired from Galerie Mermoz, Paris, May 4th, 
1982, with original certifi cate and photos. Exhibited: Cologne, Rautenstrauch-Joest 
Museum, Out of the Depths, Tomb Figures From West Mexico, July 4th, 1986 - 
January 11, 1987. 
 Medium brown pottery face mask depicted with round cutout eyes and having an 
slanted open mouth, long pointed nose and c-shaped pierced ears. Three perfora-
tions along the upper rim for attachment. Scattered surface deposits on the bur-
nished surface. Repaired from approximately three original pieces with restoration 
over the breakline. A rare type. Custom lucite base. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:50 P.M.

307.  Colima Bedded Figure 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 6-3/4”L. x 4-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Robert Stoetzer, Miami, FL. Collection #ST37. 
 Solid pottery fi gure lying on a raised platform bed, standing on four tapered legs, 
double arched canopies above the bed. Decorated with a mauve and red-brown 
painted highlights. Some light scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:52 P.M.

308.  Colima Scratching Dog 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 8”H. x 10-1/4”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s, 
collection #AA.17. 
 Redware pottery seated dog, with left rear leg extended, scratching his ear with his 
foot,  perked ears and open mouth. Scattered areas of surface abrasions and scratch-
ing, right front leg reattached and left lower leg restored. A rare type. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:54 P.M.



309.  Colima Large Redware Olla with Opposing Heads 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 9”H. x 11-1/4”W. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, 
Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Redware pottery large bulbous olla having a fl at fl ared 
rim and two small projecting human heads wearing sha-
man horns in the center of their foreheads, on the shoul-
der. Overall scattered strong areas of mineral deposits. 
Repaired from approximately fi fteen original pieces with 
restoration over the breaklines, some restoration to the rim. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:56 P.M.

310.  Colima Large Seated Figure with Jesters Collar 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 15”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s, collection #M52. 
Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV. Exhibited at The Pink Palace Family of Museums, 
Memphis, TN. Exhibited at Museum of Peoples and Cultures, Brigham Young, (BYU). 
 Redware pottery seated male fi gure wearing a large petaled collar necklace, shamans horn in the center of 
his forehead, perforated ears, spout in rear top of head. Large tubular arms held to his legs. Eyes highlighted 
with white pigment. Scattered mineral deposits and surface encrustation. Head reattached with restoration 
over the breakline, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $3,000-$3,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 12:58 P.M.

311.  Two Pairs of Archaic Male Colima Figures (4) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 8-3/8”, 8-5/8”, 8-1/2” & 9”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 
1950s-1960s, collection #s BH.03.386, BH.03.401, F86 & F87. 
 Two pairs of solid pottery standing male fi gures, all depicted with 
prominent penises, wearing horned headdresses, pendant necklaces 
and armbands. Some remaining white painted highlights. Some scat-
tered mineral deposits. One has a reattached head, otherwise all are 
intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:00 P.M. 

312.  Colima Standing Warrior with Backsplash & Wielding Club 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 20-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s, collection 
#AA.1. 
 Two-tone redware pottery standing warrior wielding a long paddle type club. Wearing protective 
chest armor having a large protective high back, terminating with a point above his head, banded 
helmet with shamans horn. Some remaining black and white highlights and details. Strong scattered 
mineral deposits on the surface. Right front portion of foot and left leg reattached. Upper and lower 
portions of club restored, upper half of backsplash restored. 
Est.  $2,000-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:02 P.M. 



313.  Colima Dog-Form Dome 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D.   
 5-5/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s, 
collection #WC163. 
 Reddish-orange pottery dome, possibly an censor lid, depicting a stylized dog form 
standing on four slab legs. Dog form handle in the top center. Decorated with cream 
painted stripes and rows of dot elements. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. 
A couple of minor restored lower rim hairlines, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:04 P.M. 

314.  Colima Warrior, Seated Figure & Mother with Child (3) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 4-3/8”, 4-3/4”, & 3-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Item #s 91.30, P92 & no#. 
 Three diff erent pottery examples including a warrior fi gure holding a large curved 
rectangular shield and a knife in his outstretched hand. Wearing a fancy round 
headdress, whistle incorporated in the back of his head. Some remaining faded red 
painted linear decoration on the shield. Right arm reattached. Together with a seated 
female fi gure holding a child on her lap. Head reattached, otherwise intact. Finally, 
a seated fi gure holding both hands on his knees, wearing a fi nely incised cap, loin-
cloth and fancy necklace. Stable fi ring crack in right wrist, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:06 P.M. 

315.  Very Large Colima Flat Male Figure 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 12”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Solid pottery standing male fl at fi gure. Wearing a crisscrossed headdress and pen-
dant necklace, long hair tail down the center of his back. Some remaining cream-
ocher surface pigment, with root marks and surface deposits. Some restoration to 
his right arm, left buttock and lower left leg. Repaired break through his waist with 
restoration over the breakline. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:08 P.M. 

316.  Pihuamo Seated Female Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 8-7/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Redware pottery seated female fi gure holding an olla on her right shoulder, left hand 
on her chest. Wide rimmed spout on top of her head. Scattered areas of mineral and 
surface deposits. Right arm and bowl reattached with restoration over the break-
lines, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:10 P.M. 



317.  Colima Redware Pumpkin Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 5-1/2”H., 7”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # M378. 
 Redware pottery pumpkin type olla having a wide fl ared rim and a sectioned body. A 
very light black resist circular decoration remains on a few areas of the body. Scat-
tered mineral deposits on the surface. Three restored rim losses, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $600-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:12 P.M. 

318.  Seated Colima Dog with Red & White Face 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 8-1-1/16”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # M71. 
 Redware pottery seated dog having a fl ared rim opening in the top of his head. Half 
of his face and opposing ear painted white, other half and ear in red, lower front feet 
painted white. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. A few restored chips on the 
rim and ears, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:14 P.M. 

319.  Colima Large Seated Male Figure 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 7-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Item #9.88.2. 
 Large buff  color solid pottery female fi gure seated with both hands resting on her 
crossed  legs. Wearing a fi nely incised loincloth, beaded arm bands and a pendant 
necklace. Finely incised hairdo wearing a crosshatched headband. Strong scattered 
mineral deposits on the surface. Head reattached with restoration over the breakline, 
otherwise intact. A nice example. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:16 P.M.

320.  Miniature Colima Duck Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 4-3/8”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # A.18. 
 Miniature red-brown pottery duck vessel having a spoon element on the front. 
Small opening in the top of body. The spoon element and the ducks bill are restored. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:18 P.M.



321.  Colima Figural Dance Group 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 4-1/2”H. x 7-3/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Large salmon color pottery fi gural dance group depicting six male fi gures, arm in 
arm, surrounding a central musician holding a rattle in both hands. Dancers depicted 
wearing alternating pointed and comb headdresses. Base repaired from approxi-
mately ten original pieces with restoration over the breaklines, most fi gures reat-
tached to base and have areas of restoration to their arms. 
Est.  $4,000-$6,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:20 P.M.

322.  Colima Warrior with Blacksplash 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 5-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Natural buff  color solid pottery standing warrior wearing a large feathered back-
splash and stylized bird headdress, having a whistle incorporated. Holding a small 
round shield and knife. Overall scattered surface deposits. Minor fl ake on tip of his 
nose, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:22 P.M.

323.  Colima Large Frog Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 13”H., 14”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # WC12. 
 Very large chocolate ware pottery frog form vessel having a large fl ared rim bowl 
on his back. The frog is decorated with fi ve horizontal bands of elliptical elements 
on both sides. Areas of scattered light surface encrustation and deposits. Repaired 
from approximately twenty large original pieces with restoration over the break-
lines. Large frog vessels of this type are quite rare. 
Est.  $4,000-$6,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:24 P.M.

324.  Seated Colima Redware Hunchback Figure 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 14-5/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # M383. 
 Large two tone redware pottery seated adolescent hunchback fi gure, wearing a sha-
mans horn in the center of his forehead with three arch elements and a central fun-
nel spout. Depicted with large round eyes, upturned nose and small ovoid mouth, 
pierced ear lobes. Scattered root marks and mineral deposits on the surface. Minor 
stable hairline in his waist, otherwise intact, exc. cond. Excellent surface quality. 
Est.  $5,000-$8,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:26 P.M.



325.  Colima Tlaloc Incensario 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 16-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Buff -brown pottery brazier in the form of opposing, Janeiform fi gures representing 
the rain god, Tlaloc. The stylized depictions each bear large, pointed nose, round, 
bulging eyes and applique lips. Each fi gure lends two legs to the tetrapod vessel 
and shows prominent penis. Basket handle above with a snake element. Scattered 
mineral deposits on the surface. Handle repaired and reattached, legs reattached, all 
with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $1,400-$1,800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:28 P.M.

326.  Colima Seated Female Figure 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 16-1/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # M351. 
 Large red-brown pottery seated female fi gure wearing a knee length skirt. Slightly 
elongated head, small coff ee bean type eyes and large arched nose, perforated ears. 
Both hands resting on her legs, pointed toes and small pointed breasts. Strong, scat-
tered, large and well defi ned mineral deposits on the surface. Shallow restored chip 
on the back top of her head, otherwise intact, exc. cond. Excellent surface quality. 
Est.  $3,000-$5,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:30 P.M.

327.  Colima Undecorated Redware Cylinder 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 9-1/4”H., 7-1/2”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # M43. 
 Redware pottery undecorated straight walled cylinder vase. Overall scattered areas 
of strong mineral deposits on the surface. Repaired from approximately six large 
original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:32 P.M.

328.  Colima Hunchback Male Figure 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 15-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # M354. 
 Large orangeware pottery seated fi gure holding his hands on his knees. Depicted 
with a hunchback and slightly bowed chest. Wearing a four petal necklace and 
loincloth tied in the front, incised upper arm bands. Repaired from approximately 
twelve original pieces with restoration over the breaklines, some scattered areas of 
restoration. 
Est.  $4,000-$6,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:34 P.M.



329.  Colima Pottery Head Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 8-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Two tone red-orange pottery head vessel depicted with simple relief facial features. 
decorated with wide mauve painted diagonal stripes on his face on a tan ground. 
Large funnel type spout on top of his head. Some scattered areas of mineral deposits 
on the surface. Minor lower rim fl ake, otherwise intact, exc. cond. A rare type. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:36 P.M.

330.  Colima Redware Dog 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 14-1/2”L x 8-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # M141. 
 Two-tone red and red-brown pottery dog depicted with a plump belly and long tail 
spout. Rounded head with large perked ears, incised toothy mouth. Both rear legs 
reattached with restoration over the breaklines, left ear partially restored. A 1” chip 
restored on the rim of the spout, otherwise intact. Excellent surface quality, a nice 
example. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:38 P.M.

331.  Seated Colima Male Figure 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 12-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # BH.03.01. 
 Redware pottery seat male fi gure, wearing a pointed brim cap, and resting both 
elbows on his raised knees. Expressive facial features, large angular nose and per-
forated ears. Right hand held to left shoulder. Overall strong mineral deposits on 
the surface. A few light surface scratches on his face, otherwise intact, overall exc. 
cond. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:40 P.M.

332.  Colima Pottery Shamans Stool 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 8”H., 12”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Large heavy pottery stool having an integral openwork cylindrical base with four 
rectangular windows, and a fl at disc seat. Cream slip surface with red-brown painted 
rims. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Base repaired from approximately 
six original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. A rare example. 
Est.  $1,800-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:42 P.M.



333.  Colima Monumental Ocelot Urn 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 11-3/8”H., 12” rim diameter. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # HH8014. 
 Large red-brown pottery urn vessel depicting a feline standing on four legs, having 
a large tapered, fl ared rim bowl on his back, incised with a wide crosshatched band. 
The body of the feline has an overall incised zigzag decorative pattern. Scattered 
areas of mineral and calcifi ed surface deposits. Some restored rim chip, otherwise 
intact, overall exc. cond. Rare to fi nd in this large size. 
Est.  $6,500-$8,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:44 P.M.

334.  Colima Large Drinker Figure 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 16”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # AA82. 
 Large two-tone redware pottery seated shaman drinking from a bowl. Shaman horn 
in the center of his forehead, pierced ear lobes and expressive facial features. Wear-
ing a long strap across his chest with a trophy head suspended on his left side. 
Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Repaired from approximately eight large 
original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $3,000-$5,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:46 P.M.

335.  Colima Pottery Shell Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 6-1/2”H., 9-1/2”W. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Tan-brown pottery conch shell vessel with side spout. Two perforations along the 
lower rim, possibly for suspension or attachment. Overall strong mineral deposits 
and areas of white calcifi ed deposits on the surface. Intact, exc. cond. A very real-
istic rendering. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:48 P.M.

336.  Large Colima Dog with Urn 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 11-3/4”H., 18-1/2” nose to tail. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Very large and heavy redware dog standing on four legs, depicted with a short snout 
with a toothy mouth, perked ears. Large funnel type opening on his back, curled 
tail. Overall scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Rear right leg restored, stable 
hairline in the top of his neck, otherwise intact. Rare in this large size. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:50 P.M.



337.  Colima Pottery Small Shell Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 4-1/2”H., 6-1/4”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Medium brown pottery conch shell form vessel having an upper central collar 
spout. Incised linear details along the base edge. Scattered mineral deposits on the 
surface. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:52 P.M.

338.  Archaeological Shells (3) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 3-3/8”, 4-3/8” & 9”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Including a large natural spiral shell form trumpet. Surface polished smooth with 
a center cut band. Drilled perforation for suspension. Open front tip mouth piece. 
Overall scattered mineral deposits and some surface erosion. Together with a small 
shell, decorated with an incised geometric decoration. Minor edge loss, otherwise 
intact. Finally, a long spiral shell having two drilled suspension holes, worn as a 
pendant. Missing the tip and has scattered surface erosion, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $200-$300 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:54 P.M.

339.  Colima Small Dog 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 5”H., 6-3/4”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # M151. Exhibited Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s. 
 Chocolate brown pottery standing dog vessel having a collar spout in the center of 
his back. Slightly raised rear hunch, head slightly down, perked ears. Small restored 
rim chips, tips of ears and tail restored, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:56 P.M.

340.  Colima Tripod Parrot Legged Olla 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 11-1/4”D. x 7-7/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Redware pottery tripod parrot legged vessel having a fl ared rim and olla form body. 
Scattered overall strong mineral deposits on the surface. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 1:58 P.M.



341.  Colima Redware Pottery Four-Lobed Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 7”H., 10-1/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s, 
collection #BH.03.87. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, early 
2000s. 
 Redware pottery vegiform olla depicting a bowl fi lled with four large ribbed pod 
type fruits. Rounded shoulder having a wide fl ared lip. Scattered areas of mineral 
deposits on the surface. Rim repaired from fi ve original pieces with restoration over 
the breaklines, minor under the rim chip, otherwise intact. A rare type. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:00 P.M.

342.  Colima Redware Pottery Shrimp Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 11”D., 6-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Item #M224. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, late 1990s. 
 Redware pottery olla having a wide fl ared rim, depicted with contents of four con-
centric rows of shrimp on the upper shoulder with upright petal-like staves sur-
rounding the shrimp. Overall light scattered surface deposits. Rim repaired and 
partially restored, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:02 P.M.

343.  Colima Seated Dwarf Hunchback Figural Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 10-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Item #887.2. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, late 1980s, and 
late 1990s. 
 Redware pottery seated dwarf fi gure holding his left hand on his knee, right arm 
raised, thumb pointed upwards. Head turned to the left, open spout incorporated in 
his head. Scattered mineral deposits and light surface encrustation. Minor restora-
tion to the tips of both feet and thumb restored. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:04 P.M.

344.  Colima Blackware Pottery Head Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 6-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Item #M210. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, early 1990s. 
 Large blackware pottery head vessel having a funnel type spout on top of his head. 
Simple, expressive facial features, narrow eyes and open toothy mouth. Wearing a 
shamans horn in the center of his forehead. Incised crosshatched decorated head-
dress. Scattered mineral deposits and light surface encrustation. Intact, overall exc. 
cond. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:06 P.M.



345.  Colima Redware Pottery Double Lobed Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 7-5/8”H., 8-1/2”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Item #WC181. 
 Redware pottery double lobed olla having an upper fl ared rim and wide fl ared rim 
mouth, lower bowl type vessel on a rounded foot. Scattered mineral deposits and 
light surface encrustation. Two restored rim chips and a tight restored hairline, oth-
erwise intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:08 P.M.

346.  Colima Seated Female with Bowl On Shoulder 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 10”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, early 1990s. 
 Two-tone redware pottery seated female holding her right hand on her breast, hold-
ing a bowl on her left shoulder. Wearing a knee length skirt and having pierced ear 
lobes. Strong mineral deposits and root marks on the surface. Repaired break across 
her waist with restoration over the breakline, tiny hole in right ankle, otherwise 
intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:10 P.M.

347.  Colima Double Bird Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 6-1/4”H. 8-3/4”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Item #WC82. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, late 1980s, early 
1980s. 
 Redware pottery oblong vessel having a spout on one end. Depicted with two birds 
perched on top of the vessel, having duck type bills. Scattered mineral deposits on 
the surface. Bills partially restored and reattached with restoration over the break-
lines, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:12 P.M.

348.  Colima Dog With Bowl on Back 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 7-1/4”H. 9”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC, 1980s, lot 33. ex. 
Daniel M. Friedenberg collection, NYC, acquired 1960s-1970. Exhibited at the 
Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s. 
 Deep red-brown pottery dog standing on four legs, depicted with a tapered pointed 
snout, perked ears and short pointed tail. A large open ovoid pinch bowl on his back. 
Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Tips of both ears restored, left ear reat-
tached, two shallow 1” rim chips restored on the bowls rim. A scarce type. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:14 P.M.



349.  Colima Double Bird Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. -250 A.D. 
 4-1/2”H. x 6-5/8”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Item # BH.03.54. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 2000s. 
 Red-brown pottery rectangular vessel having a rear short spout, and two birds 
perched on top. Birds decorated with cream painted details. Scattered root marks 
and mineral deposits on the surface. Minor restored spout rim chip, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $500-$750 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:16 P.M.

350.  Colima Seated Figures (2) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 5”H. 6-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection #s V.18; M361. 
 Including a rare black painted pottery seated fi gure holding a large double tiered, 
ribbed storage jar on her lap. Wearing multiple arm bands, having noded shoulders, 
and crisscrossed banded headdress. Strong root marks and surface deposits. Intact. 
Together with a buff -brown pottery seated hunchback dwarf fi gure, wearing a band-
ed headdress with chin strap, cape over his left side, whistle incorporated in his 
head. Necklace, several headdress bands and chip strap restored, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:18 P.M.

351.  Colima Double Duck Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 5-1/2”H. 7-1/2”W. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # ST40. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s. 
 Two-tone redware pottery fi gural double duck vessel, having a central tubular spout. 
Both heads have a central crest, small round eyes and simple incised wings. Scat-
tered mineral deposits on the surface. A restored 3/4” shallow spout rim chip, oth-
erwise intact. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:20 P.M.

352.  Colima Redware Dog 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 7-3/4”H. x  14-1/2”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s. 
 Two-tone redware pottery standing dog having a very wide stomach decorated with 
a large red circle on each side. Tall perked ears, incised toothy mouth, large tapered 
tubular tail spout. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Left tip of ear is re-
stored, some scattered surface scratches, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:22 P.M.



353.  Colima Head Vessels (2) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 4-1/4”H. 6”L. 5-3/4”H. 6”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection #161 & no #. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 2000s. 
 Two diff erent pottery head vessels, the smaller possibly depicts the wind god, hav-
ing puff y cheeks and forehead, crested hairdo, rear spout. A few minor restored 
edge chips, minor highpoint surface wear. Together with an orangeware head vessel 
having a stylized ovoid bowl on top of his head. Front bowl spout repaired with res-
toration over the breaklines, four original pieces reattached in the underside of base. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:24 P.M.

354.  Colima Redware Ollas (2) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 4-3/4”H. 4-1/2”D. 5-1/2”H. 5”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection #s M321; V.26. 
 First is a small, redware pottery gadrooned vessel having twn body lobes and a 
wide, fl ared rim.  Together with a red-brown vessel having a spiraled rib coiling 
around the body, and wide, fl ared rim. Both intact with mineral deposits on their 
surfaces. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:26 P.M.

355.  Colima Large Squash Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Item #s M225. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 2000s. 
 Large redware pottery vessel having a lobed body with 19 wide ribs surrounding the 
exterior. Sloped shoulder tapers to the wide fl anged rim. Repaired from a half dozen 
or so large fragments with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:28 P.M.

356.  Colima Redware Coatimundi 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 7-1/2”H. 10”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # WC112. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s. 
 Red-brown pottery coatimundi vessel having a wide tapered tubular tail spout. 
Standing on four legs, ear pulled back, long pointed upturned snout with an open 
toothy mouth. Overall scattered mineral and root marks on the surface. A few very 
minor spout rim fl akes, otherwise intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:30 P.M.



357.  Colima Redware Janus Head Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 6-1/2”H. x 6-1/2”W. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # BH.03.125. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 2000. 
 Two-tone redware pottery Janus head, possibly depicting the wind god, having a 
large ovoid type bowl opening on the top of his head. Bears puff y cheeks and fore-
head, two sets of tab type ears. Strong scattered mineral deposits on the surface. 
Repair and some restoration on the bowl. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:32 P.M.

358.  Colima Anthropomorphic Reclinatorio 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 11”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # M81. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s. 
 Large two-tone redware pottery vessel having a long tubular central spout, depict-
ing a man leaning forward, both hands held on his head, legs splayed, holding a 
heavy load on his back, forming an abstract bird form. Strong scattered mineral 
deposits on the surface.  Both front legs reattached with restoration over the break-
lines, otherwise intact, exc. cond. A nice example. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:34 P.M.

359.  Colima Seated Hunchback 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s and 2000s. 
 Red-orangeware pottery seated hunchback fi gure, holding both hands on his knees. 
Wearing a multipointed headdress, nose ring and a turtle shell pendant on his chest 
painted red. Strong mineral deposits on the surface. Some stable hairlines on the 
right side of hunch and leg, loss on two of the headdress points, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:36 P.M.

360.  Colima Bound Shaman Prisoner Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 7-1/4”H. x  8-1/4”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection #s M125; H118072. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 
2000s. 
 Redware pottery bound prisoner vessel, hands bound behind the spout, having a 
triple head crest and raised knees. Scattered mineral deposits and root marks on 
the surface. Tight hairline on the underside of the base and chest, otherwise intact, 
exc. cond. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:38 P.M.



361.  Colima Shaman Figure Squating on Haunches 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 9”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # C43. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 2000s. 
 Heavy gray-brown pottery fi gure squatting on his haunches with arms crosses and 
hands to the opposite shoulders. Pecked eyes and mouth, relief nose and squared, 
perforated ears. Intact and with good surface deposits. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:40 P.M.

362.  Colima Turkey Whistle 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 3-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # BH.03.385. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 2000s. 
 Buff  color pottery fi gural whistle depicting a man dressed in a turkey costume, hav-
ing an open fantail and wearing a banded headdress. Whistle incorporated in the 
tail. Some restoration to sections of the tail features, minor chip on tip of the nose, 
otherwise intact. 
Est.  $500-$750 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:42 P.M.

363.  Michoacan Tripod Bowls (2) 
 Michoacan Mexico. 
 Ca. 800-1000 A.D. 
 6-1/8”D. & 8-1/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Including a small polychrome decorated pottery bowl on tripod legs. Decorated 
with incised and painted geometric decoration. Intact. Together with a larger ex-
ample having a painted concentric ring decoration, painted red-orange on a cream 
ground. Incised crosshatched roundel in the center. A few very minor rim fl akes, 
otherwise intact. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:44 P.M.

364.  Large Colima Shaman-Warrior 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 20-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Large pottery standing warrior holding a long spear with both hands, an additional 
spear on his back. Wearing a long cape on his back and red shorts. Wearing a sha-
mans horn in the center of his forehead, tied with crossed bands, pierced ears and 
a black painted face. Scattered strong mineral deposits on the surface. Spear is re-
paired, missing blunt end. Tip of spear on back reattached, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $4,000-$6,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:46 P.M.



365.  Colima Standing Figures (4) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 5-1/4”H. to 6”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
 Four solid pottery standing fi gures including one holding a puppy. Painted black 
and white highlights on a red-orange ground. Together with a standing male fi g-
ure wearing double arm bands, rectangular apron, necklace and headdress. Painted 
black and white highlights on a red-orange ground. Finally, a male and female pair 
of standing fi gures, highlighted with cream pigment on an orange-tan ground. All 
are intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:48 P.M.

366.  Colima Redware Squat Olla & Noded Jar (2) 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. & 400 B.C. 
 3”H. & 6-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Redware pottery saucer form olla having a fl ared rim. Strong mineral deposits on 
the surface. Intact, exc. cond. Together with a pre-classic Chupicuaro pottery vase 
form vessel having a tapered body and collared rim. Decorated around the shoulder 
with a relief node decoration and red painted circular elements. Intact. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:50 P.M.

367.  Colima Seated Dog 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100-250 A.D. 
 9-1/2”H. x 11-1/2”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired late 1990s. Ex. Dr. David Harner collection, 
Arkansas, 1950s-1960s, collection #M87. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick 
Museum, UNLV. 
 Reddish-brown pottery seated dog having a short curled tail, large perked ears, in-
cised toothy mouth and incised round eyes, funnel type spout on top of his head. 
Strong scattered mineral deposits and root marks on the surface. Minor chip on the 
tip of the tail and a restored chip on the left ear, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:52 P.M.

368.  Autlan Seated Female Figure 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 300-100 B.C. 
 6-1/4”H. 
 Collection of Paul Frank, acquired by descent from John Green. Acquired from 
Parke-Bernet, 1970s. 
 Natural buff -brown female fi gure seated with splayed legs and arms held away from 
her sides, and shoulder length hairdo. Wearing an incised apron and having some 
remaining ocher and cream surface pigment. Right arm restored and a left side sec-
tion of her hairdo reattached, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:54 P.M.



369.  Mixtec Green-Gray Stone Figure with Crossed Arms 
 Guerrero, Mexico 
 Ca. 100 B.C- 400 A.D. 
 6”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Alan Rosen collection, FL. 1970s, 
collection #J93.8. 
 Carved green-gray hardstone fi gure with arms crossed on chest. 
Simple semiabstract relief facial features. Some remaining relief 
carved diagonal linear decoration on the reverse, scattered surface 
deposits. A shallow chip on the upper head rim, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:56 P.M.

370.  Male and Female Nayarit Figures 
 Ixtlan del Rio, Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 12-1/2 & 14-1/4”H. 
 Estate collection of Gordon and Marilyn Heck, 1950s - early 60s. Mr. Heck founded the School of 
Architecture at the University of Arizona. 
 Orangeware pottery male and female standing fi gures. the male holds a zoomorphic headed axe over his 
right shoulder. Wearing a tall pointed hat with a wide headband, elaborate ear ornaments and loincloth. 
The female holds a small bowl on her right shoulder and is wearing a knee length skirt. Both have scat-
tered mineral deposits on their surfaces. Males legs and head reattached, missing nose ornament, tip of 
right ear, loss to some left hand fi ngers. The female is missing tip of left ear and right arm reattached, 
otherwise intact. Both have overall light surface wear and paint loss. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 2:58 P.M.

371.  Nayarit Seated Figure Holding a Ball 
 Ixtlan del Rio, Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 8-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # AA.8. Exhibited: (Former) Denver Museum of Natural History, 1990s. 
 Red-orange pottery seated fi gure holding a ball in his right hand, left hand held to 
his stomach. Wearing a head band, disc ear ornaments and nose ring. Painted black 
and white striped shirt and skirted loincloth. Overall strong mineral deposits on 
the surface. Minor fi lled chip on nose and a small chip on the loincloth, otherwise 
intact. 
Est.  $1,800-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:00 P.M.

372.  Jalisco Warrior With Captive 
 Jalisco, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 8-1/4”H. x 8-3/4”W. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC., late 1980s. 
 Cream slip pottery conjoined fi gural group depicting a warrior standing next to a 
captive, on his hands and knees. Warrior holds his hand on top of the captives head 
and wields a knife in his right hand. Scattered areas of mineral deposits on the 
surface. Repaired from approximately six original pieces with restoration over the 
breaklines. Some restoration to the warriors arms and front of both feet, missing 
knife tip. 
Est.  $3,000-$5,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:02 P.M.



373.  Jalisco Standing Pregnant Dog 
 Jalisco, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 6”H., 9-5/8”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC., about 
1993. Collection #HR.01.12. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV. 
 Mottled tan and brown pottery standing pregnant dog, having an enlarged stomach 
and two nipple rows, perked ears, a long rounded snout, and protruding tongue. 
Scattered strong mineral deposits on the surface. Left ear reattached and a large 
patch of restoration on her left side and back, missing tail. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:04 P.M.

374.  Jalisco Polychrome Bowls (2) 
 Jalisco, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 5”D., 2-5/8”H. & 8-5/8”D., 5-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection #s V-100 and ST. 
 Large and small pottery bowls of similar design, both decorated with interior and 
exterior wide cream bands with stylized red-brown snakes and faded black resist 
geometric elements. Scattered areas of mineral deposits on the surface. Both have a 
very minor rim fl akes and minor paint loss, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:06 P.M.

 375. Jalisco Seated Woman Holding Bowl 
 Jalisco, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 11-3/4”H. 
 Private MA. collection, acquired from Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC., 1994, 
Auction # 59, lot # 33. 
 Large pottery seated female holding a pinch-type bowl in her right hand, left hand 
resting on her knee. Wearing a knee length skirt, painted with alternating black and 
white stripes. Wearing ear ornaments and a large nose ring. Scattered areas of cream 
slip ground with painted black highlights. Scattered overall mineral deposits on the 
surface. Areas of loss to the painted surface. Body repaired from approximately four 
large original pieces. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:08 P.M.

376.  Jalisco Curled Dog Vessel 
 Jalisco, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 AD. 
 6”H. 11”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # M209. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s. 
 Large blackware pottery curled dog vessel having a large collared opening in his 
back and a long exposed backbone. Scattered light surface deposits. Tip of right ear 
chip restored, tiny rim fl ake, otherwise intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:10 P.M.



377.  Jalisco & Nayarit Small Seated Figures (4) 
 Jalisco & Nayarit Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 7-1/8”H., 4-1/2”H., 5”H., 3-1/8”H. 
 Starr Family and The Walton Arts Center, Fayetteville, AR, from the collection of 
Joe F. Starr, 1968. 
 Pottery fi gures including a Jalisco seated female fi gure, wearing a tall banded head-
dress. Minor ancient chip on headdress, otherwise intact. A seated Jalisco female 
with a large wide head spout. A minor ancient rim chip and a few scattered very 
minor chips, otherwise intact. A Jalisco “needle nose” type standing male fi gure. 
Red-orange painted highlights on a cream ground. Intact. Finally, a Nayarit seated 
fi gure with beard, having a bulbous body, hands held to the back of his head. Intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:12 P.M.

378.  Michoacan Teapot Vessel 
 Tzin Tzun Tzan, Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 1450-1520 A.D. 
 8-3/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Redware pottery saucer form teapot having a long curved spout and a tubular bas-
ket type handle with a center rimmed opening. Decorated with a translucent white 
slip geometric decoration on a red-brown ground. Scattered mineral deposits on the 
surface. Repaired from approximately twelve original pieces with restoration over 
the breaklines. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:14 P.M.

379.  Michoacan Tripod & Footed Decorated Bowls (4) 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. 
 7”D. to 8-1/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Including three diff erent red-orange and cream decorated pottery bowls on tripod 
legs. Two having incised and painted geometric decoration with incised center 
medallions. The smaller example has a small rim chip, otherwise both are intact. 
The third is decorated with a cream painted highly stylized profi le bird head and 
geometric elements on the fl at rim. Small rim chip and some wear to the painted 
decoration. Two have rattle type legs. Finally, a bowl on a low pedestal foot, having 
an incised woven pattern central medallion and a fi neline incised geometric exterior 
border band. Intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:16 P.M.

380.  Michoacan Tripod Vessel 
 Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 800-1000 A.D. 
 5-5/8”H., 7”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # V.105. 
 Red-orange decorated pottery tripod vessel having two ovoid elements with red-
orange geometric decorative elements on a cream ground and two rectangular ele-
ments in between, banded geometric upper border. Some scattered mineral deposits 
on the surface. Two 1” restored rim chips, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:18 P.M.



381.  Domed Hut Models (2) 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 B.C. & 100 A.D. 
 3-1/4” & 4 “H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # s A19 & M199. 
 Pre-classic brown ware pottery hut model, standing on four short integral legs, in-
cised linear woven textured roof with a bird on top of the roof. Scattered areas of 
light encrustation and mineral deposits. Intact. Together with a black ware pottery 
round hut model having a dome roof decorated with rows of small nubs. A dog 
stands in the center of the roof. Strong surface deposits. Intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:20 P.M.

382.  Michoacan Decorated Chalice 
 Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 4-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Pottery decorated chalice having a wide fl ared pedestal foot with openwork geo-
metric decoration. Painted red-orange banded and geometric decorative elements 
on a cream ground. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Foot reattached with 
restoration over the breakline, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:22 P.M.

383.  Jalisco Seated Figures (2) 
 Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 2-1/2” & 4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Item #s BH.03.372 & BH.03.376. 
 Two small pottery seated fi gures including a male holding both hands on his raised 
knees, wearing ear ornaments, arm bands and a nose ring. Cream slip surface with 
overall brown encrustation. Scattered surface weathering, otherwise intact. Togeth-
er with a smaller example with arms folded on his raised knees. Wearing a double 
bud headdress. A few remaining traces of white slip on the surface, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:24 P.M.

384.  Michoacan Square Bottle 
 Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 5-5/8”H. x 4-1/4”W. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Salmon color pottery square bottle on a slab base, wide, slightly fl ared collared rim. 
Painted on all four panels, shoulders and neck with a multicolor geometric decora-
tion. Loss and general wear to the painted decoration, a couple of shallow rim chips, 
otherwise intact. Square vessels are quite scarce. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:26 P.M.



385.  Large Michoacan Tripod Bowl 
 Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 6-7/8”H., 10”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # WC96. 
 Large polychrome decorated pottery tripod bowl, having an intricate geometric 
decoration on the interior of the bowl and tripod rattle type legs. Scattered areas 
of mineral deposits on the surface. Two legs reattached with restoration over the 
breaklines, otherwise intact, exc. cond. A nice example. 
Est.  $1,800-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:28 P.M.

386.  Michoacan Large Seated Figure 
 Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 10”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 2000s. 
 Buff -brown male fi gure seated on a round raised stool, holding both hands on his 
raised knees. Applied arm and ankle bands, applied single strand necklace. Scat-
tered mineral deposits on the surface. Repaired from approximately eight original 
pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $500-$750 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:30 P.M.

387.  Michoacan Large Decorated Olla 
 Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 10”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # M399. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 2000s. 
 Large redware pottery olla with globular body having four sets of incised and stip-
pled patterns on the shoulder. Tapers to the trumpeting spout with fl ared rim. Light 
paint loss and a minor rim chip, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:32 P.M.

388.  Michoacan Jar, Bowl & Tripod (3) 
 Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400 - 1000 A.D. 
 3 - 6-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection #s M373; 14087; 12815RS; M423. 
 The diff erent polychrome decorated pottery vessels including a fl at bottom, fl ared 
rim bowl decorated with two large carved rectangular panels depicting an undulated 
snake monster, each having an open toothy mouth and spiky spine. Two original 
pieces reattached in the rim with restoration over the breaklines. Together with a 
decorated tripod bowl with incised and painted geometric decoration. Some interior 
surface erosion, otherwise intact. Finally, a tapered cylindrical vase with rounded 
shoulders, decorated with three large incised spiral elements, painted in shades of 
red-orange and white. Two minor ancient rim fl akes, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:34 P.M.



389.  Michoacan Globular Ollas (2) 
 Michoacan, Mexico. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 8-1/2”H. 6”D. &8-1/4”H. 3-3/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Item # M114, V.106. 
 Both are red-orange pottery globular ollas, one decorated with a painted white spiral 
and geometric decoration. Two small lip rim chips, otherwise intact. The other olla 
has a noded shoulder and simple black painted angular decoration. General light 
surface weathering, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:36 P.M.

390.  Pre-Classic Chinesco Seated Figures (2) 
 Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. 
 2-1/4”H. &  4”H. 
 Collection of Albert J. and Monique Grant, NYC., acquired 1950s-1960s. 
 Two solid pottery examples, one depicted reclining on a long bench. Right leg reat-
tached, otherwise intact. Together with a seated fi gure, both hands resting on his 
raised knees. Intact. Both have overall strong mineral deposits on their surfaces. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:38 P.M.

391.  Small Seated Chinesco 
 Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 5-3/4”H. 
 Dr. J. D. Blackburn collection, San Antonio, TX., acquired 1960s-90s. 
 Small hollow pottery seated fi gure with wide hips and splayed legs, hands resting 
on her hips. Simple facial features, sloping forehead. Painted red-orange on a cream 
ground, some remaining striped decoration on her face. Small pock mark on her left 
cheek, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:40 P.M.

392.  Nayarit Helmeted Warrior 
 Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 13”H. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired from the Heye Foundation, The Museum of the 
American Indian, NYC., 1965. 
 Orangeware pottery warrior, wearing a horned helmet having a wide woven pro-
tective band, incised woven pattern barrel chest armor. Holding a club with both 
hands. Two support legs in the back. Scattered areas of strong mineral deposits. 
Both helmet horns and head of club restored, rear support legs reattached with old 
restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $2,000-$3,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:42 P.M.



393.  Red Chinesco Kneeling Figure with Bowl 
 Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 7-1/2”H. x 4-3/4”W. 
 The Estate of Marion Lynton acquired from Galerie Mermoz, Paris, April 21th, 
1977, with original certifi cate and photos. Exhibited: Cologne, Rautenstrauch-Joest 
Museum, Out of the Depths, Tomb Figures From West Mexico, July 4th, 1986 - 
January 11, 1987. 
 Redware pottery kneeling fi gure, holding a bowl fi lled with food, on her right knee, 
left hand held to neck, elbow resting on raised left knee. Ribs indicated on back 
highlighted in black and cream, loincloth painted cream. Tubular mouth, probably 
indicating singing. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. A few very minor tiny 
fl akes, otherwise intact, exc. condition. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:44 P.M.

394.  Chinesco Small Squatting Figure 
 Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 5-3/4”H. 
 The Estate of Marion Lynton acquired from William Kaplan/Arte Primitivo 
Inc., NYC, June 30th, 1975, with original Kaplan letter. Exhibited: Cologne, 
Rautenstrauch-Joest Museum, Out of the Depths, Tomb Figures From West Mexico, 
July 4th, 1986 - January 11, 1987. 
 Pottery seated female fi gure resting her elbow on her raised left knee, hand on 
cheek. Right hand held to the stomach, linear detailed incised hairdo and pierced 
ears. Black painted crosshatched shorts on a cream and red slip ground. Scattered 
mineral deposits on the surface. Stable hairline on the back of her head, otherwise 
intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:46 P.M.

395.  Nayarit Mother & Child 
 Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 7-1/8”H. 
 The Estate of Marion Lynton. Exhibited: Cologne, Rautenstrauch-Joest Museum, 
Out of the Depths, Tomb Figures From West Mexico, July 4th, 1986 - January 11, 
1987. 
 Orangeware pottery seated female fi gure holding a child in her left arm, right hand 
held to her jaw, incised striated hairdo. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. 
Childs head and lower left leg poorly restored, areas of light surface erosion. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:48 P.M.

396.  Zacatecas Miniature Seated Female Figure 
 Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Ansel Walker collection, Nevada, item #38125W. 
 Miniature hollow pottery seated female fi gure holding both hands on her stomach, 
open top head. Painted red stripes on an ocher ground, perforated ears, eyes and 
mouth. Scattered mineral deposits and root marks on the surface. Forehead and top 
of nose restored, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:50 P.M.



397.  Ixlan del Rio Seated Male Figure 
 Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 13-3/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Orangeware pottery seated male fi gure holding an ear of corn, left hand on his stom-
ach. Wearing a wide banded, conical headdress, nose and ear ornaments. Poncho 
and headband painted with a multicolor geometric textile pattern. Scattered areas of 
mineral deposits on the surface. Right foot reattached, nose partially restored, miss-
ing tip of corn. A nicely painted example. 
Est.  $3,000-$4,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:52 P.M.

398.  Chinesco Wrinkled Dog 
 Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 8-1/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Red-brown pottery curled dog having an overall heavily wrinkled body and face, 
perked ears and a short collared spout in his back. Both ears and spout are old res-
torations, otherwise intact. A scarce type. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:54 P.M.

399.  Nayarit & Chinesco Figures (3) 
 Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 5-1/4 - 7-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Item #s W38110, 1510M. 
 Three diff erent pottery examples including a fi gure with a bulbous body with arms 
bent backwards. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Together with a seated 
Ixtlan del Rio fi gure holding a rattle in his right hand, wearing a nose ring. Orange 
ground with painted white geometric decoration. Left leg reattached, tip of rattle 
restored. Finally, a Chinesco fi gure having a large lower bulbous body, holding both 
hands on her pregnant stomach. Some remaining traces of red and black painted 
striped decoration, general surface erosion. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:56 P.M.

400.  Zacatecas Seated Female Figure 
 Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 11”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
Collection # HM5. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 2000s. 
 Hollow buff  pottery female fi gure, seated on a low bench and holding her hands to 
her waist. Resist painted red and black striped and zig-zag mantle. Hollow opening 
at top. Intact. Exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,800-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 3:58 P.M.



401.  Pihuamo Seated Female Figural Vessel 
 Pihuamo, Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 9-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s. 
 Redware pottery seated female fi gure depicted with wide shoulders and a broad 
body, short arms held to her sides. Large opening in the top of her head. Simple 
black painted necklace, belt and leg bands. Scattered areas of mineral deposits 
on the surface with overall light encrustation. Repaired from approximately fi f-
teen original pieces with restoration over the breaklines and a few small areas of 
restoration. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:00 P.M.

402.  Colima Standing Warrior Wielding Club 
 Pihuamo, Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 17”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-1960s, 
collection #M66. 
 Large redware pottery standing warrior wielding a fl at paddle type club. Wearing 
a banded headdress with chin strap. Tightly fi tting protective shirt and loincloth. 
Shamans horn in the middle of his forehead. Painted black decoration on his face. 
Club repaired from three original pieces with restoration over the breaklines, oth-
erwise intact. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:02 P.M.

403.  Nayarit Seated Male Figure 
 San Sebastian, Nayarit, Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 12”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Red-brown pottery male fi gure seated with his hands held to his raised knees, lean-
ing forward, depicted with narrow, wide shoulders. Incised striated hairdo, wearing 
a decorated headband, ear ornaments and a triple strand, segmented necklace. Black 
resist geometric textile decoration on his back, some areas of faded decoration on 
the front. Repaired from approximately seven original pieces with restoration over 
the breaklines. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,000 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:04 P.M.

404.  Pottery Teapot Vessel 
 Tzin Tzun Tzan, Michoacan. 
 Ca. 1450-1520 A.D. 
 6-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Red-brown pottery squared body teapot having a long curved front spout. Large 
round strap handle on the collared rim spout. Cream painted linear triangular deco-
ration on the shoulders, cream painted spout tip and handle. Body repaired from 
approximately eight original pieces with restoration over the breaklines, handle re-
paired and reattached. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:06 P.M.



405.  Colima Curled Dog 
 West coast Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C.-250 A.D. 
 9”L. 
 Ex. Lands Beyond Gallery, NYC. 
 Redware pottery vessel depicting a nicely sculpted curled dog having a large rect-
angular tail spout. Red-brown surface with several areas of red highlights. Areas of 
scattered mineral deposits and root marks on the surface. Intact, exc. cond. A nice 
example. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:08 P.M.

406.  Strands of Shell & Stone Beads (2) 
 West Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 27”L. each. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Both are single stand necklaces, strung without clasps. One necklace strung with 
seventeen larger stone beads and groups of disc shell beads in between. The other 
necklace is composed of nineteen medium size stone beads with groups of disc shell 
beads in between. Both are in overall exc. cond.   
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:10 P.M.

407.  Bell Pestle Hammer 
 West Mexico. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. for hammer stone. 
 7-3/8”L., stone only. 13-1/2” handle. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Brown hard stone large pestle hammer having a long tapered body terminating in 
a point and a fl at opposing head. Overall roughly hewn pecked surface. Several 
ancient chips around the fl at head rim. Pointed tip has been partially restored. Old 
hardened sinew handle is a later addition. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:12 P.M.

408.  Huastec Zoomorphic Shaman Figure 
 Gulf Coast, Mexico. 
 Ca. 600 -900 A.D. 
 4-1/4”H. 
 Robert M. Peters collection, ex. Howard Rose collection, 1970s, # pc146. 
 Solid natural buff  color pottery shaman depicted lying on his back, with his head 
and shoulders raised of the ground, strap across his chest. Some remaining black 
painted highlights. Head reattached and some inmanufacture loss on the buttocks, 
otherwise intact. Custom metal base. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:14 P.M.



409.  Teotihuacan Seated Deity Braiser 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 600-900 A.D. 
 5-1/2”H. 
 Private California collection, acquired 1960s from Harold Wagner, CA., to current 
owner by inheritance. 
 Chocolate-brown pottery brazier depicting a seated deity, with legs cross, resting 
his hands on his knees. Wearing a large bow type headdress and disc ear ornaments. 
Large circular brasier on top of his head incised with geometric decoration. A few 
remaining traces of painted pigment highlights. Scattered strong root marks and 
mineral deposits on the surface. Braiser reattached with break line visible, minor 
chip on right foot, otherwise intact. A nice example. 
Est.  $1,800-$2,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:16 P.M.

410.  Casas Grandes Small Decorated Bowl 
 USA. 
 Ca. 1200-1450 A.D. 
 5”D. 
 Starr Family and The Walton Arts Center, Fayetteville, AR, from the collection of 
Joe F. Starr, 1968. 
 Small polychrome decorated bowl decorated on the interior with a linear spooked 
geometric pattern with stepped elements. Exterior rim border of interlocking geo-
metric elements. Scattered lightly encrusted surface deposits. A few minor rim 
chips, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:18 P.M.

411.   Veracruz Throne Figure 
 Veracruz, Mexico. 
 Ca. 600-900 A.D. 
 6-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Natural buff  color pottery chief seated on a throne. Wearing a large feathered, zoo-
morphic headdress, large disc ear ornaments, necklace and loincloth. Some remain-
ing red and white pigment painted highlights. Face and headdress details painted 
black bitumen. Missing one fang in headdress, otherwise intact, overall exc. cond. 
A nice example. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:20 P.M.

412.  Casas Grandes Decorated Bowl 
 Northern Mexico. 
 Ca. 1000-1200 A.D. 
 7-1/4”D., 3-1/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Robert Stolper, Bath, England, 1982. 
Collection # G88. 
 Pottery bowl decorated on the interior with a painted black double spiral with geo-
metric elements and two triangular elements containing two stylized human fi gures, 
both having an open toothy mouth. The exterior is decorated with black and red 
linear banded decoration with geometric elements. Scattered mineral deposits on 
the surfaces. Repaired from approximately eight original pieces with restoration 
over the breaklines. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:22 P.M.



413.  Zapotec Pottery Bottle 
 Oaxaca, Mexico. 
 Ca. 1000-1250 A.D. 
 5-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # M37. 
 Grayware pottery bottle having a double twist handle and a six sided, paneled body, 
long cylindrical neck with a wide wide fl at rim lip. Panels painted with an orange 
pigment ground an alternating with black circular elements and stepped geometric 
elements, with some remaining blue painted edge borders. Handle and neck reat-
tached originally having an ancient drilled native repair, now glued together, other-
wise intact. A rare type. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:24 P.M.

414.  Huastec Zoomorphic Vessels (2) 
 Panuco River area, Huastec, Mexico. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 7-3/4”H. each. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s, 
collection #M193 & M194. 
 Including two similar zoomorphic vessels, both having rear tail spouts and stylized 
relief facial features. Painted mauve and black geometric decoration on a cream 
ground. Scattered areas of surface deposits. General surface weathering with areas 
of loss to the painted decoration and some rim roughness, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:26 P.M.

415.  Huastec Anthropomorphic Vessels (2) 
 Panuco River area, Huastec, Mexico. 
 Ca. 600-900 A.D. 
 6-3/8” & 5”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
 Two zoomorphic pottery examples including a reclining stylized jaguar type, rear 
tail spout, connected with a bridge handle. Faded black and reddish-brown geomet-
ric decoration. Together with a larger example depicting a stylized zoomorph. Black 
and red painted geometric decoration and details. Rear tail spout connected with a 
bridge handle. Overall heavily encrusted surface. Intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:28 P.M.

416.  Huastec Teapot Vessel with Human Face 
 Panuco River area, Huastec, Mexico. 
 Ca. 600-900 A.D. 
 7-1/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # WC. 
 Cream color pottery head form teapot vessel having a human face with relief fea-
tures on the front and a rear pour spout, basket type strap handle. Decorated with a 
dark brown painted geometric decoration. A few remaining traces of blue pigment 
highlights on the face. Scattered areas of surface encrustation and some loss to the 
painted decoration, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:30 P.M.



417.  Post Classic Colima Facial Urn 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 1000-1400 A.D. post
 7-7/8”H. 
 Private Beverly Hills collection, acquired from Barakat Gallery, CA., 1993-1995. 
 Orangeware pottery head vessel, tapered cylinder form having simple relief 
semi-abstract facial features. Probably a cave fi nd with the surface being almost 
completely covered with a travertine stone drip deposit. Some scattered surface 
scratches, ancient loss to the left ear and a small rim chip, otherwise intact. A very 
interesting example. 
Est.  $800-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:32 P.M.

418.  Colima Head Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 1000-1400 A.D. 
 9”H. 
 Private Beverly Hills collection, acquired from Barakat Gallery, CA., 1993-1995. 
 Large pottery head vessel having stylized semi-abstract facial features, wearing a 
wide banded headdress. Probably a cave fi nd having a light overall travertine stone 
drip surface. Intact, overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:34 P.M.

419.  Post Classic Colima Head Vessel 
 Colima, Mexico. 
 Ca. 1000-1400 A.D. 
 6-3/4”H. 
 Private Beverly Hills collection, acquired from Barakat Gallery, CA., 1993-1995. 
 Cylindrical pottery head vessel having relief stylized facial features. Wearing a 
headdress having a central serpent head crest. Probably a cave fi nd having overall 
dripped travertine stone surface deposits. A few scattered losses to the applied de-
tails, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:36 P.M.

420.  Olmecoid Standing Pottery Figure 
 Central America, Maya areas. 
 Ca. 1000-400 B.C., Pre-Maya. 
 8-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired 1988 from Alan Rosen, Florida. Ex. Paul 
Cliff ord Collection, 1970s. Collection # M1089.4. 
 Natural buff -brown solid pottery standing female fi gure holding both hands to her 
slightly swollen stomach. Wearing a decorated headdress, wide v-neck collar and 
striated loincloth. Some light scattered traces of white surface pigment. Repaired 
breaks through the torso and arms with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Tuesday, July 11th, 4:38 P.M.



421.  Maya Orangeware-Plumbate Pottery Cylinder 
 Central America. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 9-1/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC., 1994. Collection 
# T.43. 
 Orangeware pottery cylinder vase having an inward tapered top. Decorated with an 
incised upper band with four small applied dot elements. Areas of plumbate silvery 
lead glaze on the upper portion. Scattered areas of mineral deposits on the surface. 
Small rim chip, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,400-$2,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:00 A.M. 

422.  Maya Stone Mirror Back 
 Central America. 
 Ca. 500-800 A.D. 
 3-5/8”H. 
 Dr. J. D. Blackburn collection, San Antonio, TX., acquired 1960s-90s. 
 Gray volcanic stone oval mirror back, relief carved decoration depicting a seated 
deity wearing a hummingbird mask drinking from a cylinder vase, two votive ob-
jects behind his throne. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:02 A.M. 

423.  Maya Jadeite Face Pendant 
 Central America. 
 Ca. 500-800 A.D. 
 2-1/8”H. x 1-1/4”W. 
 Collection of Hilda Tijou, California, acquired 1960s and prior, by descent to her 
granddaughter. 
 to cm for necklace   Blue-green jadeite pendant relief carved depicting the face of a 
chief wearing a tall feathered headdress and ear spools. Perforated for suspension. 
Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $12001,800-$1,800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:04 A.M. 

424.  Maya Deep Bowl with Swimming Ducks Motif 
 Central America. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 5”H., 6-15/16”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Arte Primitivo Gallery, NYC., under Mildred Kaplan, 
1980s. Collection # 00.11.16. 
 Orangeware pottery bowl having a wide painted rim band depicting seven swim-
ming ducks, painted in a black linear style. Lower portion of the bowl decorated 
with overlapping vertical gradient brush strokes. Scattered areas of light surface 
encrustation and mineral deposits. A very minor restored hairline in the rim, oth-
erwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:06 A.M. 



425.  Molded Maya Figure 
 El Salvador. 
 Ca. 100 B.C. - 250 A.D. 
 8-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired 1988 from Alan Rosen, Florida. Collection # 
94MY.9. 
 Molded pottery standing female fi gure with hands held away from her sides. De-
picted with a fancy stepped hairdo. Wearing a decorated headdress and broad shoul-
der cape with a crosshatched design. Decorated ankle length apron. Repaired from 
approximately fi fteen pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $900-$1,300 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:08 A.M. 

426.  Maya Molded Singing Figure 
 El Salvador. 
 Ca. 800-1000 A.D. 
 7-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired 1988 from Alan Rosen, Florida. Collection # 
AR78310. 
 Molded pottery seated singer, holding left hand to her plump stomach. Wearing a 
necklace and ear ornaments. Scattered surface deposits. Head and tip of hairdo reat-
tached with partially visible hairlines. 
Est.  $900-$1,300 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:10 A.M. 

427.  Maya Molded Figure 
 El Salvador. 
 Ca. 800-1000 A.D. 
 5-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired 1988 from Alan Rosen, Florida. 
 Molded buff -brown pottery seated fi gure holding a bowl in her right hand. Wearing 
a large  fancy headdress, small disc ear ornaments and tubular nose ornament. A few 
remaining traces of decorative surface pigment. Light scattered mineral deposits. 
Repaired from four large original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:12 A.M. 

428.  Large Maya Pottery Plate 
 Guatemala. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 14-7/8”D. 
 Private Brooklyn collection, acquired in the 1950s. 
 Large polychrome pottery plate on tripod legs. Large central roundel depicting a 
seated chief wearing a large feathered headdress. Wide outer rim border containing 
three large stylized birds and various geometric elements. Overall scattered erosion 
to the painted decoration, missing one leg, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:14 A.M. 



429.  Maya Molded Figure 
 Honduras. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 7-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired 1988 from Alan Rosen, Florida. 
 Hollow molded pottery fi gural seated female fi gure wearing an elaborate costume 
and headdress having a stylized fi gure in the center of the headband. Wearing a 
beaded necklace, disc ear ornaments and wrist bands. Geometric profi le head and 
parrot head decoration along the hemline. Painted Maya blue highlights. Repaired 
from approximately six original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:16 A.M. 

430.  Maya Copador Swimmer Bowl 
 Honduras/El Salvador Region. 
 Ca. 500-800 A.D. 
 3-3/8”H. x 5-3/4”D. 
 Ex. Bernal Family collection, collected in 1960s, California and Arizona. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery bowl having a wide lower exterior band with three 
“swimmer” type fi gures, each holding small pebbles in their hands. Upper glyph 
band of nine glyphs including fi ve profi le face glyphs. Scattered mineral deposits 
on the surface. Some very minor scattered paint loss, otherwise intact, overall exc. 
cond. 
Est.  $700-$900 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:18 A.M. 

431.  Maya Mouse Bowl, Armadillo Whistle & Molded Man (3) 
 Maya areas. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 7-1/2”L., 6”L. & 6-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Foreign Unlimited, Coconut Grove, Fl. 
1970s, ex. Charles E. Warren collection. 
 The armadillo shown in stride, standing on all fours, whistle mouthpiece on end of 
tail. Legs restored. The orange ware bowl bears a small rodent as the handle, affi  xed 
to the outer wall. Highly burnished surface. Small shard restored on rim, repaired 
break, else nice. With a heavily restored molded man, seated with hands on knees. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:20 A.M. 

432.  Maya Seated Figural Urn 
 Maya areas. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 9”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Arte Primitivo, NY. (under Mildred Kaplan), 1980s. 
Collection #MB891.2. 
 Orangeware pottery fi gural urn depicting a seated dignitary with ceremonial fi led 
front teeth. Wearing a beaded necklace, large ear spools and belted loincloth. Paint-
ed red-orange ground with white, ocher, black and blue highlights. Scattered strong 
mineral deposits on the surface. Intact. A rare type. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:22 A.M. 



433.  Maya Chama Type Deep Bowl 
 Maya areas. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 6-1/2”H. x 6-1/2”W. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired in 1994 from Alan Rosen, Florida. Ex. Paul 
Cliff ord collection, 1970s. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery deep bowl having tapered walls. Decorated with an 
upper glyph band with solid painted rim bands. Wide lower band of wide linear 
brush strokes with stylized snakes in between. Some light wear to the painted sur-
face. Repaired from three large original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $4,500-$6,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:24 A.M. 

434.  Maya Decorated Deep Bowl 
 Maya areas. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 5”H., 6”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Arte Primitivo Gallery, NYC., under 
Mildred Kaplan, 1970s. Collection # B500. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery deep bowl having long red-orange wide painted 
stripes, with a black painted double row of segmented upper border, solid red-or-
ange rim band. Scattered areas of light mineral deposits on the surface. Repaired 
from approximately six large original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:26 A.M. 

435.  Maya Polychrome Small Deep Dish Plate 
 Maya areas, Central America. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 9-1/2”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Arte Primitivo Gallery, NYC., under Mildred Kaplan, 
1980s. Collection # 1248. 
 Small polychrome decorated deep dish with a kill hole in the center.  Decorated with 
“J-scrolls” motif within tondo, step-scroll designs and “water stacks” and wall with 
a frame of Kan crosses. Overall scattered mineral deposits and root marks. Intact. 
Est.  $1,800-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:28 A.M. 

436.  Maya Cormorant Bowl 
 Maya areas, Central America. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 7-3/8”D., 4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Arte Primitivo Gallery, NYC., under 
Mildred Kaplan, 1980s. Collection # 88-13. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery bowl depicting two large cormorant type birds with 
geometric elements in between. Solid red-orange rim bands with thin black borders. 
Areas of light encrustation and root marks. A shallow 1” restored rim chip, other-
wise intact. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:30 A.M. 



437.  Maya Cosmogram Deep Bowl 
 Maya areas, Central America. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 5-5/8”H., 6-1/8”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Arte Primitivo Gallery, NYC., under Mildred Kaplan, 
1980s. Collection # MB893.2. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery deep bowl, nicely decorated with a wide band depict-
ing a variation of the Kan cross, forming a cosmogram motif. Scattered mineral 
deposits on the surface. Intact, exc. cond. A nice example. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:32 A.M.

438.  Classic Maya Plate & Copador Bowl (2) 
 Maya areas, Central America. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 10-1/2”D. & 9-3/8”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Arte Primitivo Gallery, NYC., under 
Mildred Kaplan, 1970s. 
 Both are orangeware pottery examples including a large polychrome decorated 
bowl with three stylized snails in profi le, having elongated heads. Concentric ring 
rim and base bands. Exterior decorated with a wide profi le heads glyph band and 
lower band of stylized fl oral and geometric elements. Repaired from approximately 
six large original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. Together with a plate 
decorated with a cross in tondo and a border of solid concentric bands. Strong root 
mark pattern on the surface. Intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:34 A.M.

439.  Maya Creamware Olla 
 Maya areas, Central America. 
 Ca. 600-900 A.D. 
 6-3/4”H., 7-3/8”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Arte Primitivo Gallery, NYC., under Mildred Kaplan, 
1980s. Collection # C-29. 
 Orange-creamware pottery tapered bulbous bowl having a high collar rim. Incised 
wide  step-volute motif with a crosshatched ground. Scattered mineral deposits on 
the surfaces. Intact, overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:36 A.M.

440.  Maya Plumbate Jaguar Vessel 
 Maya areas, Central America. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 5-1/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC., early 1990s, ex. 
John-Platt, Daniel M. Friedenberg collection, Greenwich, CT., 1970s. Collection # 
HR.01.08. Exhibited Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s. 
 Plumbate glazed pottery jaguar vessel, having a large collared rim opening in the 
center of his back, projecting head. Long tapered snout with a fanged, toothy mouth. 
Left front leg restored, two small rim chips, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,800-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:38 A.M.



441.  Maya Seated Figure 
 Maya regions. 
 Ca. 500 - 800 A.D. 
 7”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Alan Rosen, FL., 1950s-1960s. Collection # 
MO3841. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 2000s. 
 Buff -brown molded pottery seated female fi gure holding a food bowl on her right 
knee, left hand resting on her knee. Wearing a fancy headdress and single strand 
beaded necklace. Figure repaired from approximately four original pieces, head 
reattached, restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:40 A.M.

442.  Maya Polychrome Chief Vase 
 Maya regions. 
 Ca. 500-800 A.D. 
 5-3/4”H. x  5-3/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Arte Primitivo, NY. (under Mildred Kaplan), 1978. 
Collection # 1229; B259. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1980s 
and 2000s. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery cylinder vase depicting a profi le seated chief in each  
panel, separated by black tipped moan feathers. Upper stylized glyph band. Scat-
tered strong mineral deposits on the surface. Seven original pieces reattached in one 
side, restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:42 A.M.

443.  Maya Lidded Jaguar Incensario 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 500-800 A.D. 
 10-1/2”H. x 8-1/4”D. 
 Ex. Barry Kernerman, Toronto, ex. Samuel Dubiner collection, Tel Aviv, Israel, 
acquired 1960s. 
 Buff -brown pottery lidded bowl depicted with a reclining jaguar on top of the lid. A 
large deity face with side wings and wearing round ear ornaments. Some traces of 
black painted highlights under the calcifi ed surface patina. This type of patina usu-
ally occurs on “cave fi nds”. One ear restored, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $4,000-$6,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:44 A.M.

444.  Maya Pottery Bowl 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 4-1/2”H., 6”D. 
 Ex. private Louisiana collection, acquired early 1990s. 
 Brown-grayware terracotta bowl having a lobed body, slightly incurved to the 
straight walled rim. Base decorated with a stippled, linear pattern, rim bears incised 
glyph-like decoration. Minor rim chip, a few pressure hairlines and light surface 
wear, especially on the interior. Remains of stucco on the surface. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:46 A.M.



445.  Maya Polychrome Decorated Pottery Figure 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 600-900 A.D. 
 6-1/4”H. 
 Private FL. collection, acquired from Barry Kernerman, Toronto. 
 Molded pottery standing fi gure wearing a large beaded necklace, tightly fi tted shirt 
having a long fringe and a fl oor length dress, headdress having a feathered central 
crest, head band with a disc ornament and small ear spools. Painted red-brown, 
blue and ocher. Missing base fl ange and left headdress element, some overall paint 
losses, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:48 A.M.

446.  Nopiloa Figural Rattle 
 Nopiloa, Veracruz, Mexico. 
 Ca. 500-800 A.D. 
 6-1/8”H. 
 Ex. Renate DeSoto Collection, acquired from Sothebys 1960s -1980s. 
 Molded tan pottery standing male priest fi gural rattle depicted wearing a ceremonial 
costume, having a fancy broad collar and wearing a double strand beaded necklace 
and ear spools. Ceremonial fi led front teeth, striated hairdo, holding both hands on 
his stomach. Some remaining white pigment highlights. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:50 A.M.

447.  Maya Polychrome Decorated Vase 
 Ulua Valley, El Salvador/Honduras border region. 
 Ca. 500-800 A.D. 
 7-3/8”H. x 7-3/16”D. 
 Private NYC collection, Ex. private Montreal collection. 
 Large polychrome decorated cylinder vase, having a fi ne line and very detailed 
painted decoration depicting six sets of combined fi gures and two large opposing 
feathered edge round shields, each with a profi le face glyph in the center. Upper and 
lower profi le head glyph bands. Decorated on the interior with an elaborate stylized 
feather pattern and lower concentric bands. Repaired from eight large original piec-
es with a few very minor losses along the breaklines. A beautifully painted example. 
Est.  $4,000-$6,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:52 A.M.

448.  Large Maya Tripod Vase 
 Ulua Valley, Honduras. 
 Ca. 600-1000 A.D. 
 8”H., 7-1/8”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Arte Primitivo Gallery, NYC., under Mildred Kaplan, 
1980s. Collection # 1917. 
 Large copador orangeware pottery cylinder vase standing on short tripod legs. 
Decoration consists of a wide band having three stylized enthroned chiefs and three 
rectangular checkered elements. Upper and lower glyph bands, each containing six 
profi le chiefs heads. Scattered strong mineral deposits on the surface. Minor stable 
hairline in rim, some highpoint paint wear, a 2” restored rim chip, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:54 A.M.



449.  Maya Polychrome Decorated Bowl 
 Ulua Valley region, El Salvador/ Honduras border 
 Ca. 500-800 A.D. 
 7-3/8”D. x 3-5/8”H. 
 Ex. private CA. collection by descent, acquired from Stanley Boggs, 1950s. Ex. 
Stanley Boggs, acquired from Armando A. Lara, U.S. serviceman, 1944-1950s. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery bowl having three wide exterior bands containing 
concentric ring elements, alternating solid bands and two crosshatched elements. 
Strong mineral deposits and root marks on the surface. Repaired from fi ve original 
pieces with breaklines visible, old native drill hole repair in base, rim chip. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:56 A.M.

450.  Maya Polychrome Decorated Whistling Figure 
 Honduras-El Salvador. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 5”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Alan Rosen, FL., 1980s. 
 Buff -brown molded pottery standing priest wearing a broad apron and wide collar 
type necklace. Fancy headdress composed of multi disc ornaments with tall cen-
tral tab. Whistle incorporated in rear support leg. Some remaining blue and white 
pigment highlights. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Left leg reattached, 
otherwise intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 10:58 A.M.

451.  Matched Pair of Stone Sukia Figures (2) 
 Atlantic Watershed, Costa Rica. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 6-1/2”H. each. 
 Private Connecticut collection, acquired 1962-65. Collection #s 121/129B and C. 
 Two very similar carved gray volcanic stone seated sukia, smoker fi gures. Each 
resting elbows on raised knees and holding a cigar to his mouth. Both have scattered 
areas of light surface encrustation. Intact examples. 
Est.  $3,000-$5,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:00 A.M.

452.  Costa Rican Stone Metate with Owl Figural Legs 
 Atlantic Watershed, Costa Rica. 
 Late period IV, ca. 1-500 A.D. 
 16” x 14-1/2” x 9-1/2”H. 
 Private Connecticut collection, acquired 1962-65. Collection #351/18. 
 Carved gray volcanic stone metate having an intricately carved under-structure 
composed of three fi gural owl legs and a center beam with standing jaguars holding 
a ball. Serrated border edge of rectangular grinding table. Overall encrusted surface 
patina. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $3,000-$5,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:02 A.M.



453.  Costa Rican Stone Metate with Three Avian Figures 
 Atlantic Watershed, Costa Rica. 
 Late period IV, ca. 1-500 A.D. 
 13” x 10-1/2” x 7-1/2”H. 
 Private Connecticut collection, acquired 1962-65. Collection #350/56. 
 Carved gray volcanic stone metate having an elaborately carved under-structure, 
composed of three fi gural avian legs and an open work center structure depicting 
a stylized jaguar with a tail terminating with a trophy head. Serrated border edge, 
rectangular grinding surface. Overall light surface encrustation. Two ancient chips 
on the upper border edge of table, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $2,000-$3,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:04 A.M.

454.  Costa Rican Stone Standing Male 
 Atlantic Watershed region, Costa Rica. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 8-3/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, 1950s-60s. 
Collection # BH.03.404. 
 Carved gray volcanic stone standing male fi gure, holding both hands to his chest. 
Carrying a trophy head on his back, holding the carrying strap with both hands. 
Wearing a fl at cap with a carved woven design. Surface cleaned with some remain-
ing areas of encrustation. Left leg reattached, otherwise intact. Glued to a marble 
base. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:06 A.M.

455.  Costa Rican Stone Anthropomorphic Celts (2) 
 Costa Rica. 
 Ca. 500-800 A.D. 
 4-3/4”H. & 5-5/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC., and Alan Rosen, 
FL., late 1980s. 
 Including a deep charcoal gray hard stone anthropomorphic celt with openwork cuts 
between the arms and sides. Wearing a stepped, double ear headdress. Simple cut 
facial features. Drilled perforation through the shoulders for suspension. Ancient 
chips on the toes, otherwise intact. Together with a mottled cream-gray hard stone 
anthropomorphic celt, holding both hands over his stomach. Wearing a wide head-
band. Drilled perforation through the neck for suspension. Overall scattered surface 
deposits. Lower portion of celt blade reattached with breakline slightly visible. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:08 A.M.

456.  Costa Rican Axe God Necklace 
 Costa Rica. 
 Ca. 600-1000 A.D. 
 3-1/8”H. pendant. 23” strand, open. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Ed Davies, Long Beach, CA., 1981. Ex. 
F. Louis Hoover collection, California. Collection # J273. 
 Single strand necklace composed of a semi-translucent blue-green jadeite anthro-
pomorphic pendant strung with four large tubular jadeite beads in various shades of 
blue-green, spaced with small thin disc green jadeite beads. One of the large tubular 
beads has an edge chip, otherwise exc. cond. Modern strung with a small clasp. 
Est.  $1,800-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:10 A.M.



457.  Costa Rican Baluster Shape Vessel with Jaguar Head 
 Costa Rica. 
 Ca. 800-1000 A.D. 
 13-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Ed Davies, Long Beach, CA., mid 1980s. 
Collection # CR25. 
 Large pottery baluster form vessel having a jaguar head projecting in front. Upper 
band of deep brown and orange stylized glyphs on a cream ground. Various painted 
geometric decorative details. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. A 2” origi-
nal piece reattached in the rim and a few minor rim chips, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $2,000-$3,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:12 A.M.

458.  Costa Rican Axe God Celts (2) 
 Costa Rica. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 3-1/8” & 3-7/8”H. 
 Collection of Dr. Robert W. Rieber, professor emeritus, John Jay College of 
Criminal Justice, of NYC and Prospect Point, Maine. 
 Including a slab type carved gray stone pendant having low relief triangular facial 
features. Perforated through the neck for suspension. Overall surface weathering. 
Together with a speckled black and gray-green carved stone zoomorphic pendant 
celt. Perforated through the head for suspension. Overall surface weathering and a 
very minor ancient edge fl ake, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $450-$750 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:14 A.M.

459.  Costa Rican Small Armadillo Tripod Urn 
 Costa Rica. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 7”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Alan Rosen, Florida, 1980s. Collection 
# 00.11.20. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery, small armadillo urn standing on tripod feet and tail. 
Projecting relief head in the front center. Intricately painted in red, red-orange and 
black on a cream ground. Scattered root marks and mineral deposits on the surface. 
Neck repaired from a few large original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Restored chip on rear foot. Some minor scattered paint loss. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:16 A.M.

460.  Costa Rican Warrior with Trophy Head 
 Diquis, Costa Rica. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 7-1/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC., 1980s. Exhibited at 
Museum of Peoples and Cultures, Brigham Young, (BYU), early 1990s. Exhibited 
at The Denver Museum of Natural History, early 1990s. 
 Orange-tan hollow pottery standing warrior holding a trophy head and large axe. 
Wearing a conical helmet and feathered backsplash. Some scattered mineral depos-
its on the surface. Left arm reattached, top half of axe restored. Repair and restora-
tion to the backsplash. Some decorative ball elements on the shoulders have been 
restored. A rare example. 
Est.  $900-$1,300 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:18 A.M.



461.  Costa Rican Polychrome Decorated Seated Figure 
 Nicoya, Costa Rica. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 4-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Alan Rosen, FL., 1980s. Exhibited at the Marjorie 
Barrick Museum, UNLV, early 1990s. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery seated fi gure, loop type arms, hands held to buttocks, 
perforated lug on the back of neck. Painted orange and dark chocolate brown geo-
metric decoration. Minor fl ake on right toe, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:20 A.M.

462.  Cocle Polychrome Decorated Fruitera 
 Panama. 
 Ca. 800 - 1200 A.D. 
 8-1/2”H. 10-1/2”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Harmer Rooke Gallery, NYC., 1980s. Exhibited at 
the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s. 
 Large polychrome decorated pottery fruitera, having an overall intricate geometric 
pattern. Interlocking diamond and v-shape pattern on pedestal. Some minor paint 
wear, otherwise intact, overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,800-$3,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:22 A.M.

463.  Parita Polychrome Bottle 
 Cocle, La Pena, Veraguas, Panama. 
 Ca. 1000-1300 A.D. 
 7-1/4”H. 
 Collection of Palmer “Kit” Carson, Flossmoor, Ill. Acquired from Royce Humbert, 
1988-1995. Published in Whos Who in Indian Relics, 2000, page 50. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery gourd form vessel, fi neline painted alternating trian-
gular decoration, each containing an abstract zoomorphic elements. Scattered min-
eral deposits on the surface. Intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:24 A.M.

464.  Tonosi Polychrome Olla 
 Cocle, Veraguas, Panama. 
 Ca. 300-500 A.D. 
 7-1/4”H. 
 Collection of Palmer “Kit” Carson, Flossmoor, Ill. Acquired from Royce Humbert, 
1988-1995. Published in Whos Who in Indian Relics, 2000, page 50. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery olla having a wide fl ared rim and tapered bulbous 
body. Fine line painted broadleaf type decoration divided in four panels, painted 
black concentric ring borders. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Two origi-
nal pieces reattached in the neck rim, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:26 A.M.



465.  Tonosi Anthropomorphic Olla 
 Cocle, Veraguas, Panama. 
 Ca. 600-1500 A.D. 
 5-1/4”H. 
 Collection of Palmer “Kit” Carson, Flossmoor, Ill. Acquired from Royce Humbert, 
1988-1995. Published in Whos Who in Indian Relics, 2000, page 50. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery olla having a bulbous body and vessel neck depicting 
a human head with relief features, pierced ears, and claw type hands. Painted double 
spiral design on the reverse. Scattered strong mineral deposits on the surface. Some 
normal, very minor paint loss, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:28 A.M.

466.  Cocle Jaguar Vessel 
 Cocle, Veraguas, Panama. 
 Ca. 600-1500 A.D. 
 5-3/4”H. 
 Collection of Palmer “Kit” Carson, Flossmoor, Ill. Acquired from Royce Humbert, 
1988-1995. Published in Whos Who in Indian Relics, 2000, page 50. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery vessel having a bulbous body and wide neck depict-
ing the head of a jaguar. Wearing a long central tajadera type pendant, possibly rep-
resenting primitive money. Paws have long curved claws. Some scattered mineral 
deposits on the surface. Very minor paint loss, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:30 A.M.

467.  Conti Globular Polychrome Olla 
 Cocle, Veraguas, Panama. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 8-1/2”H., 10”D. 
 Collection of Palmer “Kit” Carson, Flossmoor, Ill. Acquired from Royce Humbert, 
1988-1995. Published in Whos Who in Indian Relics, 2000, page 50. 
 Large orangeware pottery olla painted with an intricate polychrome decoration de-
picting two large semiabstract mythological creatures having long spiral arms, and 
diamond shape body. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:32 A.M.

468.  Macaracas Polychrome Decorated Head Vessel 
 Cocle, Veraguas, Panama. 
 Ca. 800-1000 A.D. 
 6-1/2”H. 
 Collection of Palmer “Kit” Carson, Flossmoor, Ill. Acquired from Royce Humbert, 
1988-1995. Published in Whos Who in Indian Relics, 2000, page 50. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery head vessel having relief facial features and a heavy 
browline. Rear spout connected to the fl at collar rim. Painted in the classic abstract 
geometric style, depicted with claw-like hands on both sides. Overall light wear to 
the painted surface and two restored rim chips, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:34 A.M.



469.  Classic Macaracas Fruitera 
 Panama. 
 Ca. 500-1000 A.D. 
 11-1/2” x  5-1/2”H. 
 Acquired from a private Taos, New Mexico collection, about 40 years ago. 
 Polychrome decorated pottery fruitera depicting a large mythological serpent with 
a stylized canine biting at the creatures hand, with his open toothy mouth. Overall 
scattered mineral deposits on the surface with areas of encrustation. A large piece is 
missing from the pedestal foot. Minor hairline from the rim, overall scattered light 
wear to the painted surface. 
Est.  $1,600-$2,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:36 A.M.

470.  Carved Amber & Bone Pendants (2) 
 Panama. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 4-1/4” & 4-3/8”H. 
 Private Florida collection, acquired about 24 years ago from a Canal Zone employee 
who brought it to the USA in the late 1960s. 
 Including a carved bone pendant depicting a shaman having a lizard type body. 
Overall surface deposits and general weathering. Ancient losses to the tip of tail 
and headdress. Together with a rare, carved amber pendant, depicting a stylized 
lizard having an open mouth and upturned tail. Overall general surface weathering, 
otherwise intact. Both are perforated for suspension. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:38 A.M.

471.  Sinu Gold Triple Bird Finial 
 Sinu, Colombia. 
 Ca. 800-1400 A.D. 
 24 gms. 1-5/8”L. x 1-1/8”W. 
 NYC collection, ex. private Canadian collection, acquired 1970s. 
 Cast gold triple bird fi nial, perched together on a single branch, depicted with long 
pointed beaks. Conical open socket for attachment behind the branch. Intact, exc. 
cond. Custom lucite mount. 
Est.  $6,000-$9,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:40 A.M.

472.  Late Moche Gilt Copper Ear Spools (2)     
 Ca. 500 - 700 A.D. 
 3-1/4”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Foreign Unlimited, Coconut Grove, FL. 1980s. 
 Large matching pair of gilt copper ear spools having long tubular attachment stems 
with rattle balls incorporated in the stems. Decorated in relief with large concentric 
rings, having recessed rings which were once decorated with small disc shape dan-
glers, of which only two danglers remain. Areas of crystallized blue-green surface 
patina. A 1” area of upper rim loss on one, the other has a small loss near the center, 
otherwise both are intact. Nice examples. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:42 A.M.



473.  Chimu Gold & Silver Ear Flare 
 Chimu. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 2-3/8”D. 
 Ex. private West Virginia collection, acquired late 1960s to early 1970s. To present 
owner by descent. 
 Large disc form ear ornament, having a silver body with a gold front rim and an 
integral  honeycomb type gold face cover. Nice overall surface patina with some 
scattered encrustation on the interior and in the honeycomb. A beautiful example. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:44 A.M.

474.  Colombian Axe & Five Celts in Three Frames 
 Colombia. 
 Ca. 0-1000 A.D. 
 3-3/4” - 12-3/4”L. 
 Private NYC collection, acquired from foreign service offi  cers in the 1950s - 1960s. 
 Four smaller gray stone celts with knapped edges and crescent form blades. Three 
have some chips. Mounted in a single frame. Together with a large grayish-green 
stone celt, having  an overall weathered surface, otherwise intact. Contained in a 
single frame. Finally, a gray hard stone axe blade having a long tapered angular 
cutting surface. Some ancient edge chipping, otherwise intact. Mounted in a frame. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:46 A.M.

475.  Sinu Flared Globular Bowl 
 Colombia. 
 Ca. 500 A.D. 
 6-3/8”H., 8”D. 
 Ex. private Danish collection, acquired early 1970s, collection #236. 
 Red-brown pottery bowl having a bulbous body, round bottom. Wide fl ared rim 
with a saw-tooth pattern edge, lower stippled and raised border. Rim and bowl are a 
marriage of two ancient pieces, originally from diff erent vessels. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:48 A.M.

476.  Colombian Shoe Vessel 
 Colombia. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 8-1/2”L. x 6”H. 
 Private Danish collection, acquired 1970s, collection #K122. 
 Tan-orange pottery highly stylized birds head or shoe vessel, having a slightly up-
turned pointed beak and collar rim. Overall strong root marks and mineral deposits 
on the surface. Intact, overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $400-$500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:50 A.M.



477.  Sinu Chalice Bowl 
 Colombia. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 6-3/8”H., 8-5/8”D. 
 Ex. private Danish collection, acquired 1970s, collection # 1009. 
 Medium brown pottery pedestal dish having incised banded decoration around the 
exterior rim, single incised band around the foot. Bowl reattached with restoration 
over the breakline. Minor chip on base rim and a stable hairline in foot, otherwise 
intact. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:52 A.M.

478.  Tumaco Fish Grater and a Half Grater (2) 
 Colombia. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 13-3/8” & 5-1/8”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Ed Davies, Long Beach, CA., mid 1980s. 
 Including the front half of a pottery fi sh grater having an inset obsidian grating 
surface, red-brown painted borders. Together with a tan pottery stylized fi sh-form 
elliptical grated having a raised ribbed grating surface. Perforated at the top for at-
tachment. Repaired break near the center, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:54 A.M.

479.  Tumaco Standing Zoomorph 
 La Tolita/Tumaco, Ecuador-Columbia border. 
 Ca. 500-1000 A.D. 
 7”H., 8-1/2” nose to tail. 
 Private Danish collection, acquired 1970s, collection # K276. 
 Cream-tan pottery animal standing on four legs, central opening in back. Incised 
linear and geometric decoration on his sides. Some rim loss and a few scattered 
chips on his toes. Rear left leg reattached with restoration over the breakline and a 
restored crack on top of his head. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:56 A.M.

480.  Tamalameque Lidded Effi  gy Vessel 
 Rio Magdalena, Colombia. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 22-1/2”H. 
 Ex. Ron Messick, Santa Fe, NM. 
 Large, terracotta, cylindrical burial urn with lid in the form of a stylized human 
bust. The base with fl at bottom, straight walls, two low relief lugs near the rim and 
decorative applique elements between. The lid bears a triangular head with applique 
eyes and mouth, extended, modelled hands, tiny relief breasts and navel. Both lid 
and body have been reassembled from large fragments with restoration over the 
break lines and with light areas of fi ller, typical of these low fi re ceramics. Some 
abrasions on surface. 
Est.  $4,000-$6,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 11:58 A.M.



481.  Jamacoaque Seated Figural Urn 
 Ecuador. 
 Ca. 500 A.D. 
 8-1/4”H. 
 Private Danish collection, acquired early 1970s. Collection #2115. 
 Buff  terracotta fi gural urn in the form of a squatting human fi gure, loop arms with 
hands held to sides and jutting face having wide eyes and smiling mouth. Reassem-
bled from approximately six original pieces with restoration over the break lines. 
Est.  $3,000-$4,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:00 Noon

482.  Jamacoaque Figural Lid 
 Ecuador. 
 Ca. 500 A.D. 
 9”H. 
 Ex. private Danish collection, acquired early 1970s. Collection #2101. 
 Buff  terracotta lid from an urn or incensario in multiple tiers. At the base is a fi gure 
lying prone, having a reptilian formed body, human hands and feet and a humanoid 
face with fanged, open mouth revealing a human face within. A conical column 
arises from his back with fl ange above fi gure and a scalloped edge bowl at the top 
painted with red interior and rim. Traces of pastel green on face. Reassembled from 
20-30 original pieces with restoration of rear, right leg and tongue at front. Three 
thumbs missing, rim chips and all breaks visible. 
Est.  $5,000-$8,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:02 P.M. 

483.  Chorrera Scallop-Edged Dish 
 Ecuador. 
 Ca. 500 B.C. 
 7-7/8”D., 3-1/2”H. 
 Ex. private Danish collection, acquired 1970s, collection # 1064. 
 Reddish-brown eggshell pottery scalloped rim bowl standing on a wide low ped-
estal foot. Decorated with a long skinny snake around the interior rim. Two small 
original pieces reattached in the bowl, three scallops reattached, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:04 P.M.

484.  Chorrera Bowl with Armadillo Motif 
 Ecuador. 
 Ca. 600-400 B.C. 
 8”D., 3-1/2”H. 
 Ex. private Danish collection, acquired in the early 1970s, collection #1220. 
 Orange-tan pottery stylized zoomorphic bowl, probably representing an armadillo, 
curled form, resting on his side, relief and incised details. Repaired from four large 
original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:06 P.M.



485.  Chavin Redware Pottery Bottle     
 Ca. 1000-400 B.C. 
 8-1/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, #52823, acquired from Ed Davies, Long Beach, CA., 
mid 1980s. 
 Red-brown pottery bottle having a tapered melon type body and long tapered neck 
with a fl ared lip. Applied rigaree on the body, forming sections with a wide painted 
red brush stroke down each section. Minor light surface erosion on the neck, fl ared 
rim partially restored, neck reattached, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:08 P.M.

486.  Chavin Grayware Vessel with Incised Design     
 Ca. 1000-400 B.C. 
 7-7/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Foreign Unlimited, Coconut Grove, FL. 
1970s. Ex. Charles E. Warren collection, #38127. 
 Grayware pottery globular vessel having a stirrup spout. Incised fi neline decoration 
composed of four large circular elements linked together. Repaired from approxi-
mately six original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. 
Est.  $900-$1,300 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:10 P.M.

487.  Vicus Vessel     
 Ca. 200 A.D. 
 6”H. 
 Ex. private Indiana collection, to previous owner by decent from her grandfather, 
acquired 1980s. 
 A Vicus vessel decorated with large spikes around the sides. A few remaining traces 
of black resist geometric decoration on a red-brown ground. Scattered surface de-
posits with some surface erosion to the handle and spout rim. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:12 P.M.

488.  Vicus Head Pot and Double Globular Vessel (2)     
 Ca. 200 B.C. - 100 A.D. 
 7-1/4”H. & 5”H. x 9”L. 
 Private Brooklyn collection, acquired in the 1950s. 
 Two diff erent orangeware pottery vessels including a head pot having simple facial 
features. Right ear restored and two old restored breaklines in the base. Together 
with a double globular vessel having a stylized human head on the front lobe. Sim-
ple expressive facial features and perforated eyes. Scattered rootmarks and mineral 
deposits on the surface. Minor chips on right ear, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:14 P.M.



489.  Recuay Lobed Vessel     
 Ca. 200 B.C. - 100 A.D. 
 7-7/8”H. 
 Private Swiss collection formed in 1990s. 
 Fine pottery lobed vessel, body divided into fi ve segmented lobes with the upper 
portion of each lobe painted with a black geometric design on a cream ground. 
Red-brown borders between each segment. A 1/4” probe hole in one lobe otherwise 
intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:16 P.M.

490.  Vicus Feline Vessel     
 Ca. 200 B.C. - 200 A.D. 
 8-3/4”H. 11-1/2”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Ed Davies, Long Beach, CA., mid 1980s. 
Collection # ED864. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, 1990s. 
 Large redware pottery double lobed vessel having a tapered rear spout. Front lobe 
with a seated feline with perked ears, large toothy grim, long curled tail around 
rear spout. Overall black and white geometric resist decoration. Scattered mineral 
deposits on the surface. Repaired from several large pieces with restoration over the 
breaklines, rear spout partially restored. A nice example. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:18 P.M.

491.  Chavin  Monkey Head Vessel     
 Ca. 400 B.C. 
 8-3/4”H. 
 Private San Francisco, CA. collection, acquired 1960s from Harald J. Wagner, CA., 
to current owner by inheritance. 
 Chocolate-grayware pottery vessel having a stirrup spout. Depicting a stylized mon-
key head having an incised geometric pattern textured hairdo. Spout repaired with 
restoration over the breaklines, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:20 P.M.

492.  Chavin Gray Ware Bottle     
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 6-1/2”H. 
 Ex. Jack Bregman collection, acquired early 1970s. By descent to current owner. 
 Silvery grayware pottery bottle having a bulbous body and wide tapered cylindrical 
neck with rimmed lip. Scattered mineral deposits and root marks on the surface. A 
third of the lip rim is restored, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:22 P.M.



493.  Chavin Textured Bottle     
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 10-1/2”H. 
 Ex. Jack Bregman collection, acquired early 1970s. By descent to current owner. 
 Gray-brown pottery bulbous bottle having a tall tapered neck. Overall stippled tex-
tured decorated body. Repaired from approximately seven large original pieces with 
restoration over the breaklines, restored rim chips. An elegant form. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:24 P.M.

494.  Chavin Silver “Blister Ingot” 
 Chavin. 
 Ca. 1000 B.C. 
 4-1/2” x 4-3/8”, 212 grams. 
 Private NYS collection, acquired more than 30 years ago. Old collection  number 
on reverse. 
 Sand formed silver ingot, made by pouring molten silver directly on to the sandy 
ground. Several areas of blue-green surface patina. Intact. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:26 P.M.

495.  Chavin Lentoid Vessel with Incised Geometrics 
 Chavin. 
 Ca. 1000-400 B.C. 
 8-3/4”H. 
 Sold for the benefi t of The Everson Museum of Art, Syracuse, NY; gift of Lee 
Barash of NYC. Item #5/454 
 Blackware pottery lentoid vessel having a stirrup spout. Decorated body having a 
wide band of incised step elements. Spout repaired and reattached, body repaired 
from a few pieces with resurfacing over the breaklines. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:28 P.M.

496.  Chavin Vessel With Globular Body 
 Chavin. 
 Ca. 1000-400 B.C. 
 9”H. 
 Private NJ collection, ex. Jack Bregman collection, acquired early 1970s. 
 Large blackware pottery globular vessel with a thick stirrup spout. Body has an 
overall applied and textured tufted decoration. Body repaired from approximately 
six original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. A classic and bold example. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:30 P.M.



497.  Chavin Anthracite Mirror 
 Chavin. 
 Ca. 200 B.C. 
 4-1/2”D. x 1-1/2”H. 
 Ex. Jean-Eugene Lions collection, Geneva, acquired 1960s. 
 Large rounded example having a carved hollowed underside and slightly tapered 
walls. Original highly polished face and exterior walls. Interior encrusted with 
earthen deposits and traces of cinnabar. Some normal light scattered surface wear 
and a few minor edge fl akes, otherwise intact. A nice example. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:32 P.M.

498.  Paracas Stirrup Vessel with Birds Head 
 Juan Pablo type, Hacienda Ocucaje. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 6-1/4”H., 7”D. 
 Dorian Duff  collection, acquired 1986. Ex. Fred Drew Mass., 1968. Ex Soldi 
collection, Lima since 1930. 
 Squat globular vessel having tapered spouts with a strap bridge handle. Resist black 
circular pattern on the body with scattered mineral deposits. A few restored break-
lines in the body and the birds head on the top of the front spout is a restoration. Lip 
chip on the rear spout. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:34 P.M.

499.  Paracas Pottery Plaque/Plate with Incised Zoomorph 
 Paracas. 
 Ca. 400-100 B.C. 
 5-3/4”D. 
 Sold for the benefi t of The Everson Museum of Art, Syracuse, NY; gift of Lee 
Barash of NYC. Item #477. 
 Pottery shallow dish or plaque having a centrally incised composite zoomorph, 
painted with red and white highlights on a black-brown ground with red rim. Re-
paired from three original pieces with breaklines visible. A rare example. 
Est.  $800-$1,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:36 P.M.

500.  Recuay Man with Llama 
 Recuay. 
 Ca. 200 B.C. - 100 A.D. 
 6”H. 
 Collection of Marianne Shaw Blanchard, acquired 1960s - 70s. Ex. Taller Huara 
Gallery, Buenos Aires. 
 Pottery fi gural group depicting a man standing next to his llama. He wears a large 
crescent headdress, disc ear ornaments and has a small rectangular shield on his 
left side. Painted cream ground on man with black and red-pink geometric decora-
tion and highlights. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Crescent headdress 
repaired with restoration over the breaklines, general light surface weathering. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:38 P.M.



501.  Nazca Large Decorated Bowl     
 Ca. 400 A.D. 
 7”H. 
 Private Danish collection, acquired early 1970s, collection #1392. 
 Large polychrome decorated pot having a slightly fl ared rim. Painted wide band 
decorated with a large leafy vine pattern. Repaired from two large original pieces 
with restoration over the breakline. A few minor restored rim chips and a 1/4” rim 
chip, two minor fl akes. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:40 P.M.

502.  Moche II Blackware Vessel with Inlays     
 Ca. 200-400 A.D. 
 9-1/4”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Arte Primitivo, NYC., mid 1990s. 
 Grayware pottery fi gural vessel having a rear stirrup spout. Depicting a chief seated 
with legs crossed, on top of a tapered cylindrical base. Holding a large round shield 
on his right arm, wearing a large crescent form headdress with rear mushroom ele-
ment and round ear ornaments, all inlaid with inset shell discs, eyes and costume 
with inset shell elements. Crown repaired and reattached, edge of shield partially 
restored, Small restored hole in the center of the base. Inset decorated examples are 
quite rare. 
Est.  $2,500-$3,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:42 P.M.

503.  Nazca Beakers (2)     
 Ca. 400-600 A.D. 
 6-1/2” & 6-1/4”H. 
 Ex. private Illinois collection, acquired from Arte Primitivo, ex. Israeli collection, 
collected over 35 years ago. 
 Polychrome decorated ceramic keros, the slightly larger example has a banded geo-
metric pattern, lower band of highly stylized human heads. The lower portion has 
resurfacing and repainting. Other with a wide central band with upper and low-
er registers of stylized heads. A few long restored hairlines with several areas of 
repainting. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:44 P.M.

504.  Moche IV Monkey Vessel     
 Ca. 400-600 A.D. 
 6-5/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Ed Davies, Long Beach, CA., mid 1980s. 
 Molded pottery monkey deity vessel having a rear stirrup type spout. Depicting a 
seated monkey deity having an open toothy mouth and protruding tongue. Wearing 
tapered ear ornaments, grasping his necklace pendant with his left hand. Wearing a 
sack on his back. Cream ground with brown painted details. Spout reattached with 
restoration over the breaklines, minor spout rim chip, otherwise intact, exc. cond. 
A nice example. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:46 P.M.



505.  Moche Blackware Head Cup Rattle     
 Ca. 500-700 A.D. 
 5-5/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, #12816, acquired from Ed Davies, Long Beach, CA., 
mid 1980s. 
 Blackware pottery ceremonial head cup depicted with a serene facial expression, 
large wide almond shape eyes. Rattle incorporated in the tapered pedestal base. 
Three minor restored rim chips, otherwise intact. A nice example. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:48 P.M.

506.  Chimu/Inca Vessel with Figure Wearing Earspools     
 Ca. 800-1425 A.D. 
 6-3/4”H. 
 Ex. Jack Bregman collection, acquired early 1970s. By descent to current owner. 
 Blackware pottery anthropomorphic vessel depicting a person wearing very large 
openwork ear spools, bulbous body with incised arms and broad collar necklace. 
Flared rim partially restored, otherwise intact, overall exc. cond. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:50 P.M.

507.  Moche Copper Necklace Parts (7) 
 Moche. 
 Ca. 400-700 A.D. 
 1-1/8” - 2”L. 
 Bill Freeman Estate Collection, Scottsdale AZ. & NM., acquired 1960s-1980s. 
 Including four hollow copper conical necklace parts having a concentric ring deco-
ration. All retain traces of their original gilt covered surfaces with various degrees 
of blue-green encrusted surface patina. The largest example has a small hole with 
a hairline, other three are intact. Together with a small double face owl bead, with 
encrusted blue-green surface patina, broken in two and glued. Finally, a rattle bell 
and depilatory tweezers on a copper ring. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:52 P.M.

508.  Moche Molded Pottery Figures (2) 
 Moche. 
 Ca. 400-700 A.D. 
 4-1/2” & 5-1/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Harmer Rooke Galleries, NYC., early 
1990s. 
 Two similar molded orange-tan pottery standing fi gures. The larger example hold-
ing the tips of his cape in both hands, long hair braids to his hips. Repaired from ap-
proximately eight original pieces with restoration over the breaklines. The smaller 
female example holds both hands to her stomach. Chip on the back of her left ear, 
otherwise intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:54 P.M.



509.  Moche Blackware Erotic Vessel 
 Moche II. 
 Ca. 300-500 A.D. 
 6-3/4”H. 
 Sold for the benefi t of The Everson Museum of Art, Syracuse, NY; gift of Lee 
Barash of NYC. Item #68/506. 
 Blackware erotic pottery bottle depicting a fi gure lying on her stomach holding both 
hands on a blanket roll, a male fi gure on top, engaged in the act of anal intercourse. 
Spout missing and an opening cut in the males back; ancient drill and tie repair 
evidence, some ancient loss to the tip of the females nose, otherwise intact. Old 
Parke-Bernet label: for lot “63”, affi  xed on the base. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:56 P.M.

510.  Moche Fine-Line Painted Globular Vessel 
 Moche III-V. 
 Ca. 400-700 A.D. 
 9-1/2”H. 
 Collection of Marianne Shaw Blanchard, acquired 1960s - 70s. Ex. Taller Huara 
Gallery, Buenos Aires. 
 Pottery bottle with a stirrup type spout, having a bulbous body. Cream ground with 
a fi neline painted decoration consisting of birds and geometric stepped elements; 
red-brown spout. A small probe hole in the body, some restoration to the chimney 
spout, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 12:58 P.M.

511.  Moche III-V Fineline Vessel 
 Moche III-V. 
 Ca. 500-700 A.D. 
 11-5/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Ed Davies, Long Beach, CA., mid 1980s. 
Collection #12814. 
 Pottery globular vessel having a late phase stirrup spout. Decorated on both sides 
with a large red-brown painted bird, eating from a bowl. A cactus plant under both 
of the birds tails. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,800-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:00 P.M.

512.  Moche Seated Chief 
 Moche, Phase 4. 
 Ca. 400-700 A.D. 
 8-1/2”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Foreign Unlimited, Coconut Grove, FL. 
1970s. Ex. Charles E. Warren collection, 3815FU. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick 
Museum, UNLV, 1990s and 2000s. 
 Molded pottery vessel with phase IV stirrup spout. Body is in the form of a stepped 
throne with seated fi gure. Dressed in knee-length mantle with conical helmet and 
large ear spools. Body is intact but spout is reattached and partially restored. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:02 P.M.



513.  Moche-Chimu Flat Copper Tumis (3) 
 Moche-Chimu. 
 Ca. 500-900 A.D. 
 7-7/8”, 11-1/8” & 13-3/4”H. 
 Ex. Dr. Alan Fleischer Collection, NYC, acquired 1970s-1990s. 
 Three similar copper tumis, two large and one medium size examples, all having 
crescent form heads and long fl at lower handles, fl aring at the base. Rich blue-green 
surface patinas with areas of encrusted remains of ancient textiles incorporated into 
the surfaces. One example has an edge chip on the side of the blade, some very mi-
nor edge roughness, otherwise all are intact, overall exc. cond. Custom metal bases. 
Est.  $2,000-$3,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:04 P.M.

514.  Nazca Globular Vessel 
 Nazca. 
 Ca. 400-600 A.D. 
 8-1/4”H. 
 Private NJ collection, ex. Jack Bregman collection, acquired early 1970s. 
 Polychrome decorated globular vessel having two slightly tapered spouts with a 
strap bridge handle. Beautifully decorated with a large mythological creature hold-
ing a trophy head. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Spouts reattached with 
restoration over the breaklines, otherwise intact. A nice example. 
Est.  $1,500-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:08 P.M.

515.  Chimu/Inca Blackware Boat Vessel     
 Ca. 1000-1250 A.D. 
 9-1/2”H. 
 Ex. Jack Bregman collection, acquired early 1970s. By descent to current owner. 
 Large blackware pottery boat vessel having a squared type stirrup spout with a small 
monkey clinging at the base of the chimney spout. A large reed boat with a small 
man seated at the bow and stern. The man in the front holds a large rectangular 
object, possibly some type of chart. Scattered root marks and light surface deposits. 
Base of spout has sets of ancient drill holes, indicating an ancient reattachment of 
the spout to the vessel, original breaklines restored. A nice example. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:10 P.M.

516.  Chimu-Inca Blackware Figural Vessels (2)     
 Ca. 1000-1425 A.D. 
 5”H. 
 Ex. Jack Bregman collection, acquired early 1970s. 
By descent to current owner. 
 Matching pair of blackware pottery fi gural vessels, 
each depicting a seated male fi gure playing a drum, 
having a harelip exposing his teeth and deformed 
nose. Wide fl ared spout on their backs. Small rim chip 
on one example, otherwise both are intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:12 P.M.



517.  Pair of Inca Pottery Shell Vessels (2)     
 Ca. 1400-1532 A.D. 
 7-1/8” & 7-1/4”H. 
 Ex. private West Virginia collection, acquired late 1960s to early 1970s. To present 
owner by descent. 
 Orange-brown pottery, pair of scalloped shell form bottles, having fl ared rim necks. 
Scattered mineral deposits on the surfaces. Both have small rim chips, otherwise 
intact. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:14 P.M.

518.  Chancay Anthropomorphic China     
 Ca. 800 - 1200 A.D. 
 14”H. 4-3/4”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Foreign Unlimited, Coconut Grove, FL., 
1970s. Exhibited at the Marjorie Barrick Museum, UNLV, early 1990s & late 1990s. 
 Decorated chocolate on cream pottery anthropomorphic china, depicted holding a 
kero with both hands, wearing large disc ear ornaments and an incised wide neck-
lace. Body repaired from approximately fi ve large original pieces with restoration 
over the breaklines. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:16 P.M.

519.  Chimu Blackware Vessels (3)     
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 7-3/8”H. & two 7”L., each. 
 Private Brooklyn collection, acquired in the 1950s. 
 Three blackware pottery zoomorphic vessels, including a matching pair having 
wide open mouth spouts. Relief decorated on the top half of the vessel with low 
relief, molded mythological cat fi sh and interlocking geometric decorative bands 
and elements. Small perforated lug tails. Both having scattered areas of encrusta-
tion. A few very minor imperfections, otherwise intact, exc. cond. Together with a 
larger vessel having a very stylized head with a wide strap handle nose. Wide band 
of low relief stylized multiple interlocking birds. Several chips on the upper rim and 
having some very poor partial rim restoration, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $900-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:18 P.M.

520.  Chancay Medium Sized China 
 Chancay. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 16-3/8”H. 
 Private Danish collection, acquired 1970s. Collection #908. 
 Large egg shaped pottery vessel with anthropomorphic features in relief on the 
body. Two tiny arms hold a kero, arched legs and feet below. Neck bears relief face, 
crown above. Painted dark chocolate details and crown, lower body painted light 
pinkish-brown. Some loss to two of the crown lugs and a 1” and 1-1/2” restored 
areas on the lower left side. 
Est.  $1,800-$2,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:20 P.M.



521.  Chancay Textile Tumpline & Wooden Staff  (2) 
 Chancay. 
 Ca. 900-1300 A.D. 
 36-1/4”H. & 96”L. 
 Ex. Robert Donnelly collection, N.H. acquired 1978-1980, from Harmer Rooke 
Galleries, NYC., to current owner by inheritance. 
 Including a carved hardwood staff  having a standing human fi nial, wearing a tall 
dome headdress and holding both hands to his chest. Overall dark brown surface pa-
tina, Intact, exc. cond. Together with a woven and braided textile and rope tumpline, 
having a multicolor woven sling with three panels of geometric decoration. Intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:22 P.M.

522.  Chimu Copper Figural Cal Spoon 
 Chimu culture. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 3-3/8”H. 
 Ex. Dr. Alan Fleischer Collection, NYC, acquired 1970s-1990s. 
 Copper spoon decorated with a standing male fi gure holding a 
kero with both hands, wearing a tall conical headdress. Overall 
rich blue-green surface patina. Intact, exc. cond. Custom base. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:24 P.M.

523.  Blackware Pottery Vessels (3) 
 Chimu, Sican & Inca. 
 Ca. 800-1500 A.D. 
 6-3/8”, 6-5/8”, 6-5/8”H. 
 Collection of Dr. Herbert J. Kayden and Dr. Gabrielle Reem Kayden, acquired 
1960s - 70s. 
 Including an Inca blackware vessel depicting a chief seated on a stepped throne, 
wearing a dome crown, hands resting on his raised knees. Small frog on the rear 
stirrup spout. Missing chimney spout, otherwise intact. Together with a Sican/
Lambayque Renya bottle with two supplicants at his sides. A small animal on the 
strap handle. A few scattered small chips, restored spout chips, small animal head 
restored. Finally, a Chimu bottle having a strap handle, decorated in relief on both 
sides, depicting a long, spiral tailed lizard man on the front and three diff erent sea 
birds on the reverse. Handle reattached and several small rim chips, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:26 P.M.

524.  Inca Fruit-form Pacha 
 Inca. 
 Ca. 1400-1532 A.D. 
 6”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Ed Davies, Long Beach, CA., mid 1980s. 
 Reddish-brown and tan pottery fruit-form pacha decorated with incised rows of nar-
row segmented ribbed sections. Stem like top with perforation and a tapered short 
base spout. A few scattered mineral deposits and some remains of a cream surface 
pigment. A couple of very minor rim fl akes, otherwise intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:28 P.M.



525.  Sican Blackware Pottery Vessel 
 Lambayeque Valley. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 6-1/4”H., 7-3/4” handle span. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Ed Davies, Long Beach, CA., mid 1980s, 
collection #1822. 
 Blackware pottery vessel having two tapered spouts connected with a strap bridge 
handle. Opposing large relief decorated registers, each with a stylized fi gure wear-
ing a headdress and lower geometric border with stylized faces. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $750-$1,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:30 P.M.

526.  Cajamarca Decorated Bowls (3) 
 North. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 5-7/8”, 6-1/8” & 6-1/8”D. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired 1988 from Alan Rosen, Florida. 
 Three decorated pottery bowls each having low ring foot. Two with orange painted 
geometric decoration on the interior. One with a brown painted fern leaf decoration 
with circular elements. All have some wear to the decoration, The orange geometric 
bowl has some graffi  ti scratched in the interior and is repaired from two large pieces 
and has a  small restored rim chip. The other two bowls are intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:32 P.M.

527.  Large Huacho Llama Head Vessel 
 South, central coast. 
 Ca. 1000-1200 A.D. 
 9-1/4”H. x 9-1/2”L. 
 Private Danish collection, acquired 1970s, collection #1421. 
 Large red-brown pottery llama head vessel having perked ears, wide almond shape 
eyes, and pinched snout. Tapered cylindrical spout in the center of his head. Painted 
black and white spot decoration. Strong scattered mineral deposits on the surface. 
Both ears reattached, with some possible restoration to the ears, minor chips on 
spout. A good large size example. 
Est.  $2,000-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:34 P.M.

528.  Huari Hollow Pottery Figure 
 South Coast. 
 Ca. 800-1200 A.D. 
 8-1/8”H. 
 Private Nevada collection, acquired from Ed Davies, Long Beach, CA., mid 1980s. 
 Salmon color pottery doll type fi gure having a tapered hollow body and round head 
with tapered tab ears. Incised eyes and mouth with black, white and red painted 
highlights and hairdo. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. Intact, exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:36 P.M.



529.  Tiahuanaco Stone Llama Scepter 
 Tiahuanaco, South coast, possibly Bolivia. 
 Ca. 600-800 A.D. 
 10-1/2”L. 
 Private Nevada collection, ex. Dr. David Harner collection, Arkansas, acquired 
1950s - 60s. 
 Carved gray hardstone scepter having a simple stylized llama head fi nial with low 
profi le ears. Slightly tapered cylindrical handle terminating with an integral cap. 
Overall nicely pecked surface. Scattered areas of light surface encrustation. Intact, 
exc. cond. 
Est.  $1,200-$1,800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:38 P.M.

530.  Aztec/Toltec Deity Head Vessel 
 Mexico. 
 Ca. 900-1200 A.D. 
 10-1/4”H. 
 Ex. private San Francisco, CA. collection, acquired 1960s from Harald J. Wagner, 
CA., to previous owner by inheritance. 
 Buff -brown pottery large wrinkled face deity head depicted with incised heavily fur-
rowed brow, under the eyes, nose and cheeks. Partially open mouth with two large 
teeth, lidded eyes, and pierced ear ornaments. A few remaining traces of red-brown 
and white surface pigment, scattered areas of encrustation. Missing bowl on top of 
his head, a few minor ancient base rim chips, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $2,000-$3,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:40 P.M.

531.  Two Argentinean Bowls 
 Argentina. 
 Ca. 1200-1500 A.D. 
 7-5/8”D., 3-7/8”H. & 3-5/8”H., 6-1/4”L. 
 Collected by an Argentinean artist, who emigrated to the USA in the 1960s. To 
present owner by descent. 
 Including a blackware pottery zoomorphic bowl decorated with a nicely incised 
zoomorphic and net pattern. Rim chips and deep surface erosion mainly around 
the base and a few spots on the shoulder. Together with a pottery bowl having tiny 
applied arch form handles. Decorated with a black painted abstract zoomorphic and 
geometric decoration. Intact. 
Est.  $400-$600 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:42 P.M.

532.  Marajo Incised and Painted Pottery Dish 
 Marajo Island, Para, Brazil. 
 Ca. 400-1300 A.D. 
 9” W. x  2”H. 
 Ex. Jean-Eugene Lions collection, Geneva, Switzerland. Collection #487. 
 Thick walled pottery shallow bowl having a fl ared rim and zoomorphic lug type 
handles. Joannes painted type very fi neline incised geometric decoration of spiral 
and arrowhead  elements. Interior painted with a red-brown geometric decoration 
on cream. Some loss to the interior paint, ancient 1” rim chip and some loss to the 
zoomorphic lugs. A rare type. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:44 P.M.



533.  Marajoara Round-Bodied Urn 
 Marajo Island, Para, Brazil. 
 Ca. 400-1300 A.D. 
 13-5/8”H., 10” rim diameter. 
 Ex. Jean-Eugene Lions collection, Geneva, Switzerland. 
 A medium sized, globular-bodied pottery vessel on fl at base with incurved shoulder and fl ared neck with widened, funneled rim. Orange-buff  terracotta with tan ground color 
intricately painted in the Johannes Painted style with interactive, geometric designs in a thick band across the body, a thinner band at the shoulder and low relief modeled 
anthropomorphic facial features at the neck, which is repeated on the reverse. Red and black painted decoration is mostly complete but has some light paint loss. Generally 
exc. cond., repaired from approximately six original pieces with restoration over the break lines. 
Est.  $12,000-$15,000 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:46 P.M.

534.  Marajoara Small Decorated Bowl 
 Marajo Island, Para, Brazil. 
 Ca. 400-1300 A.D. 
 3-1/4”H. x 3-3/4”D. 
 Ex. Jean-Eugene Lions Collection, Geneva, Switzerland, acquired 1960s. 
 Small Arari redware bowl having an overall incised geometric decoration, 
depicting four highly abstract faces. Some remaining cream slip on the sur-
face. Scattered mineral deposits. Intact. 
Est.  $200-$400 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:48 P.M.

535.  Marajoara Decorated Lobed Olla 
 Marajo Island, Para, Brazil.    Ca. 400-1300 A.D.    7”H. x 8-1/2D. 
 Ex. Jean-Eugene Lions Collection, Geneva, 
Switzerland. Collection # 514, acquired 1960s. 
 Thick walled pottery olla having a bulbous body with four equally spaced lobes, 
each bearing an abstract face with open mouth. Painted red and black geometric 
decoration on a cream slip surface. Scattered mineral deposits on the surface. A 
3” restored rim chip and some light losses to the painted decoration, a few minor 
ancient chips, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:50 P.M.

536.  Marajoara Bowl with Carved Decoration 
 Marajo Island, Para, Brazil. 
 Ca. 400-1300 A.D. 
 4-5/8”H. x 6”D. 
 Ex. Jean-Eugene Lions Collection, Geneva, Switzerland. Collection # 542, acquired 
1960s. 
 Arari red incised pottery bowl having overall intricate spiral and geometric decora-
tion including an abstract human fi gure and several faces incorporated in the deco-
ration. Two stylized zoomorphs on the rim. Possibly missing a basket type handle, 
otherwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:52 P.M.



537.  Marajoara Redware Incised Olla 
 Marajo Island, Para, Brazil. 
 Ca. 400-1300 A.D. 
 6-1/2”H. 
 Ex. Jean-Eugene Lions collection, Geneva, Switzerland. Collection #1397. 
 Redware pottery olla having an overall exterior intricate incised geometric decora-
tion, composed of several highly abstract zoomorphic fi gures, faces and geometric 
elements, abstract bird on the underside of the base. Scattered mineral deposits on 
the surface with large areas of surface erosion, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $1,000-$1,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:54 P.M.

538.  Arari Redware Incised Ovular Bowl 
 Marajo Island, Para, Brazil. 
 Ca. 400-1300 A.D. 
 3-1/4”H., 7-1/8”L. 
 Ex. Jean-Eugene Lions collection, Geneva, Switzerland. Collection #496. 
 Orangeware pottery footed ovular bowl having an exterior incised wide geometric 
band and decorated foot rim and underside of base. Scattered mineral deposits on 
the surface. Overall light surface wear, otherwise intact. 
Est.  $800-$1,200 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:56 P.M.

539.  Marajoara Unusual Double Pottery Vessel 
 Marajo Island, Para, Brazil. 
 Ca. 400-1300 A.D. 
 4-3/8”H., 6-5/8”W. 
 Ex. Jean-Eugene Lions collection, Geneva, Switzerland. 
 Orangeware pottery, stylized double foot vessel having a chalky tan slip surface 
decorated with an orange painted linear abstract geometric decoration depicting a 
snake and a zoomorph. Some scattered paint loss and small rim chips, otherwise 
intact. 
Est.  $300-$500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 1:58 P.M.

540.  Marajo Stepped Olla & Lidded Jar (2) 
 Marajo Island, Para, Brazil. 
 Ca. 400-1300 A.D. 
 3-3/4” & 4”H. 
 Ex. Jean-Eugene Lions collection, Geneva, Switzerland. Collection #568, 576 & 
577B. 
 Two diff erent cream color pottery vessels decorated with a red-brown spiral and 
geometric decoration. One has a disc lid and the other with a collar rim opening. 
The disc lid has some rim chips and the other vessel has a small stable hairline in 
the lower portion, otherwise both are intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 2:00 P.M.



541.  Smaller Chancay Textile Doll     
 Ca. 1200-1425 A.D. 
 17”H. 
 Ex. Private Danish collection, acquired pre-1970. 
 Textile doll stuff ed with ancient vegi-fi ber. 
Face painted in red with black rectangular eyes. 
Dressed in a multicolor, loosely woven, ankle 
length garment. Long hairdo of brown string with 
a woven brown and white geometric patterned 
headband. Braided rope tied around the waist. 
Heavily wrapped string around the neck. One arm 
reattached, other loose, general overall tattering. 
Est.  $2,000-$2,500 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 2:02 P.M.

542.  Two Small Nazca Checkered Panels     
 Ca. 400-600 A.D. 
 20-1/2”W. x 16”H. & 19-1/4”W. x 17”H. 
 Ex. Paul Birebent collection, France, to present 
owner by descent. 
 Two rectangular panel fragments, one consisting 
of three horizontal rows of large black, red and 
white squares, sewn together. The other panel has 
seven horizontal rows of smaller squares. Both 
have scattered imperfections and holes. Sewn to-
gether on a burlap backing. 
Est.  $600-$900 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 2:04 P.M.

543.  Chancay Painted Textile 
Fragment 
 Chancay. 
 Ca. 900-1300 A.D. 
 24”W. x 60”L. 
 Ex. Paul Birebent collection, 
France, to present owner by 
descent. 
 Long woven rectangular panel 
having an overall painted decora-
tion consisting of diagonal rows of 
abstract geometric zoomorphs with 
zigzag pattern borders between the 
zoomorphs. A few minor scattered 
imperfections, otherwise overall 
exc. cond. 
Est.  $700-$1,000 
Closing: Wednesday, 
July 12th, 2:06 P.M.

544.  Nazca Tie-Dye Textile 
 Nazca. 
 Ca. 400-600 A.D. 
 42”L. x 26”W. 
 Ex. Paul Birebent collection, 
France, to present owner by 
descent. 
 Loosely woven rectangular panel 
fragment decorated with a large 
diamond pattern, red-brown on a 
brown ground. A 3” hole near the 
upper edge of the panel and tattered 
along one side edge, with a few ad-
ditional minor imperfections, other-
wise intact. 
Est.  $500-$800 
Closing: Wednesday, 
July 12th, 2:08 P.M.



545.  Ethnographic Art Books (16)                 
 Weisman, Abner, MD, “Medicine Before Columbus: As Told in Pre-Columbian 
Medical Art”, 1979, SC, b/w; Rawson, Philip, ed. “Primitive Erotic Art”, 1973, 
HC with dj; Cordry, Donald, “Mexican Masks”, University of Texas Press, 1980, 
HC with dj, color and b/w, index of mask makers; McLeod, M.D., “The Asante”, 
British Museum, 1981, SC, color and b/w; Coquet, Michele, “African Royal Court 
Art”, University of Chicago Press, 1996, HC with dj; Enid Schildkrout and Curtis 
Klein, “African Refl ections: Art from Northeastern Zaire”, American Museum of 
Natural History, 1990, SC; Attenborough, David, “The Tribal Eye”, 1976, HC with 
dj, color and b/w; O’Riley, Michael Kampen, “Art Beyond the West: The Arts of 
Africa, India and Southeast Asia, China, Japan and Korea, The Pacifi c, and The 
Americas”, 2001, SC, color and b/w, index; Moser, Christopher L., “Studies in Pre-
Columbian Art and Archaeology No. 11: Human Decapitation in Ancient Meso-
america”, Dumbarton Oaks, 1973, SC;  Schwartz, Marion, “A History of Dogs in 
the Early Americas”, Yale University Press, 1997, SC; Sotheby’s New York, “Fine 
Pre-Columbian Art” dated November 5, 1980; February 25, 1981; May 9, 1981; 
December 5, 1981; November 23 & 24, 1982; May 12 & 13, 1983. 
Est.  $200-$300 
Closing: Wednesday, July 12th, 2:10 P.M.


